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of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square, daily first week; 75 cents per
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lug every other day after first week, 60 cents.
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25 cts.: Reserved Seats 35 cts.
Stockbridges Music Store.
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Our

Friday and Saturday, April 22d and 23d
Matinee Saturday at 2 p. m.
Engagement

Fashionable Society Star

of the

Mrs. Scott-Siddons,
Powerful Dramatic
Supported by
Company, under the management of Mr. James
MacNlahonc.
her

own

thronged

“AS

YOU

233

No. 1

No. 2
No. 3
are

our

store from

till

morn

LIKE

Prices,

NIGHT.

Tuesday, April

Sale of Seats

QUEENS
MISS

OF EGYPT.

TOWNSEND

lectures on the Queens of Egypt, at
of High St. Church, on Wednesday and
Jr urday, April 20 and 23, at 4 o’clock p. m.
Tickets for two lectures, 75c.
admission 50.
Tickets for sale at Loring, Short & Harmon’s, at
Davis’ Art Store, and at Dresser & McLellan’s and
at the door.
apl8dm,w&s*
will

give two

tD^^try

Frank

located.

Fast Day.—Matinee & Evening, April 21.
THE CHEAT COMEDIAN,

<11 AS. L.
In his Celebrate-1

DAVIS,

Character

entitled

“ALVIN

Comedy,

in

4

acts,

JOSLIN,”

The only true representative of the New England Earner, Supported by a Full and Powerful Company of Dramatic Celebrities.
Sale of seats

prices.

TUESDAY, April

Popular
aprl6 dtd

19th.

New Maple Sugar.•..12c
Good Cooking Kaisins.6 and 8c
Best Valencia
.10c
Muscatel
.12V2cM
Hecker’s S K Buckwheat.30c bag
Fresh Buckwheat, 10 lb bags.35c

ar-

Pure Maple Syrup.1.00 gal

goods

my

damaged by
will he

fire

gold

We make

Ready-Made doling,

MIDDLE
street.

CASH

The Shoe
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WOMAN’S TRIUMPH.

ORGAN GEMS. ($2.50.) By F. L. Davenport.
ORGAN SELECTIONS. ($1.50.) By Peters.
BATISTE’S
ORGAN
VOLUNTARIES. ($2.50.)
BATISTE’S LAST COMPOSITIONS

A Severe Surgical Operation. It in Endured

taking Ether. Subject, Mrs.
Edward Myers, of Rondont, N. If.

without

RELIANCE'. (10 Nos. each
$1.25. Complete $6.) By Eugene Thayer.
ZUNDEL’S ORIGINAL ORGAN COMPOSITIONS. ($1.25.)
In these six well-made books will be found a
very large number of voluntaries, some classical,

(From

glad

furnishes an apt illustration of woman’s power
of endurance.
This lady had been treated for

light,

but all

good. Organists

will be
ones intact, and to adopt
compositions a* themes from which to

longer

cents.

JOHNSON’S NEW METHOD FOR HARMONY.
•($1.00.) By A. N. Johnson. “The best book in
the world” (for its object), was the commendation
bestowed by an enthusiastic pupil on a former book
by the same author. However that may be, this
is his newest treatise, and can hardly be excelled
for plainess of explanation, ease and thoroughness.
It does not attempt Counterpoint, or any of the
higher problems of composition; but confines itself
to those things that every organist, every good
player, and every composes of “the people’s music,”
ought

to know.

OLIVER

DITSON A CO., Boston.
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Mrs. Edward Myers, of Rondout, New

York,

months in the usual way for Erysipelas of the hand,
without benefit. Not until her hand had become
a mass of putrified flesh, did she turn to Dr. Kennedy* proprietor of the “Favorite Remedy,” for help.
He at once informed her that it was impossible
to save the hand—it must be amputated.
She received this terrible intelligence quietly, declined to
take ether, stipulating merely to hold her husband’s
hand during the operation, and underwent the painful process without moving a muscle or uttering a
groan. Dr. Kennedy then gave “Favorite Remedy”
freely to cleanse the blood and prevent the return
of the disease, and Mrs. Myers now lives and rejoices in her great deliverance.
“Favorite Remedy” is fast becoming a trusted,
household friend iu all cases of Female Weakness
and diseases of the blood.
One dollar a bottle.
Your druggist has it.
ap7ThS&T&wlml4
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CENT.

30
per

in the

43 Milk street,

m&Tl'J

Importers,

S. T.

FORE ST., PORTLAND ME.
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CO.,

system

OF

DECK PLANK,
Car Timber and Flaw Beam,
Treenails,
Treenail Wedges and Flanking « edges.
Fine and Hemlock Building Camber, Bax Baards, Shisglea Ac.

E. K. FRESHMAN & BROS.

Maine.

Advertising Agents,

tf
I

and

is

at

From

American

the

Colors,
—

HIM W. FOURTH ST., CINCINNATI.
m

Society of Water
York,

New

AT THE

Fine Art Gallery of Cyrus F. Davis
593

Congress

St.

Admission to Gallery 25 Cents.
Season Tickets 50 Cents.
aprl2 eod2w
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universal cleanser.
all
the
possessing
good qualities

While
other Washing
Preparations, which in
time invariably eat the clothes, it is
perfectly
harmless to the most delicate fabric. For Housecleaning purposes it far surpasses every other prep-

of

specialty. Prices very low.
Appleton’s Block, opp. 313 Congress Nt
MRS. A. I.ORING
ipRldtf

DRY PINE,

Leading American Artists,.

ap-

apart

of April,

labor, business, amusements, and, in their homes
and houses of public worship, humble themselves
before Him-whose mercy endureth forever;—supplicating His favor upon themselves, the State and
Nation; confessing their sins and seeking forgiveness of the same, in humility of spirit.
“If we
say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and
the truth is not in ns; but if we confess our uins»
He is faithful and just to forgive us our sins and
to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.”
Given at the Council 'Chamber at Augusta, this
thirty-first day of March, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and eightyone, and of the Independence of the United
States of America the one hundred and fifth.
HARRIS M. PLAISTED.
By the Governor.
JOSEPH O. SMITH, Secretary of State.

While we Yankees are considering the
subject of reviving our foreign commerce
and discussing the means by which it can
be best effected and new relations established with other countries, our Canadian
aLM
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& Lanman’s

FLORIDA WATER.
Best for TOILET. BATH.

§!£K

ROOM.

marSl
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M.

MARKS,

Book, Card, and Job Printer,
.-inters’

aration. It removes Grease-spots, Pitch, Tar or
Dirt of any kind, from Cloths, Carpets, Furniture
etc., with wonderful ease. Try it.
S Beware of buying a spurious article.
Edward
Batson, the only traveling Agent ior Portland.

1*1

MAINE COAEINE COMPANY,
Proprietors, Portland.
H. H. RICKER & Co., Selling Agt’s. for the State.
178 Fere Street, Portland, Me.
jan22
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Orders by mail

Exchange,

Exchange St., Portland,
Fine Job Printing
or

in person

a

Me.

Specialty.

promptly attended

to.

Particular attention paid to Book and

Pamphlet Printing.
JylO

tain

exemptions and privileges have been
by both governments, on account

•accorded

of the mail service to be carried on. The
promoters of the enterprise say that it is only necessary to make the working expenses
by earnings to assure dividends of 8i per
cent, per annum, as the subsidies and concessions are sufficient to. guarantee this.
Montreal is to be the Summer and Halifax
the Winter Canadian port of the new line.
Both governments, it is said further, are
making concessions in point of tariff of duties, for the purpose of having no obstacle to
successful trade. Before the American Congress can reach any one of the many propositions ready to be formally laid before it for
the revival of our foreign trade, we shall
have learned something definite of the prospects of our Canadian neighbors' success.
England sends annually into Brazil about
$45,000,000 of goods and merchandise, and
exports from the same source only about
$7,000,000 worth per annum. At present
she holds the trade fast in her clutches,
having adapted herself long ago to the Brazilian methods of doing business, and though

States are struggling to get free of in our
business with other nations, England has,
so to speak, made a slave of her debtor, and
the business pays her handsomely, while
Germany and France, her rivals in the field,
though reaping large advantages, are far behind. Of course the Dominion enterprise
will have the benefit of English prestige in
opening a new market. In the character of
the prospective exports we are interested. A
large business is possible in lumber, flour,

fish, butter, potatoes, cheese, paper, beans,
hay, cured meats, candles, lard, kerosene,
corn, hardware, dry goods, machinery and
agricultural implements; and in addition to
the ordinary importations of Brazilian products, a profitable business is anticipated in
handling tropical fruits both from Brazil
and the West Indies.

The United. States
Brazil than

has been a better customer for

We have purchased annually
England.
about $45,000,000 from her and exported
thence only about $7,000,000. Those whe
have' been so anxious to extend our com.
mercial relations with Brazil and other
South American countries will see that some
means for doing so must be speedily adopted.

The following from the Hartford Courant
will interest medical experts and those contemplating murder by poison: An investigation in Providence into an alleged poisoning case leads the jury to come out against
modem undertakers’ ways.
It seems
the undertakers, to preserve the bodies
of the dead, inject into them a great deal of
a certain kind of liquid which is
really
mainly made up of arsenic. They say this
prevents tne detection ot whether persons
have been poisoned, and there the jury
stop. They might, however, go farther. It
is-possible that the use of such stuff by undertakers may have led to suspicion against
innocent people; may even have convicted
them of murder. It is a serious matter.
Colored men are represented as having
handsome farms and valua’ Sherds of cattle
Senator Burton of Fort Bend
in Texas.
county is coloied, and is estimated to be
worth $50,000. He is also an educated man.
While a slave in Virginia he was taught
reading and writing by his mistress. She
was made very poor by the war, and he then
showed his appreciation of her instruction
in'former days by supporting her in her adversity until her death. On her daughter’s
wedding day he sent her a present of a thouThe whole of his propsand-dollar check.
erty has been acquired in Texas.
is taking a keen
topics. Take the

following illustration:

PERFUME.

and

three years, subject to an extension to ten
years, under certain conditions; and cer-

interest in social science

IMPERISHABLE

Murray

commercial connection between the Nflrth
Atlantic and Brazil. A steamship company
has lately been organized, with headquarters
in London, which is to establish about the
first of May, regular communication between
Canada and Brazil via the West Indies. The
Canadian and Brazilian governments have
granted subsidies to the new enterprise,
amounting to about $50,000 annually, for

The New York Times

TUB

THE UNEQUALLED WASHING PREPARATION WM.
and

a

—

magnetic Physician,

coalineT

Boston.

DRESS MAKING !
Children’s work

Natural

UNITED STATES HOTEL,
He has met with unparalleled success in the
treatment of Chronic and Nervous diseases of every
description. Nine-tenths of all the invalids of the
country mav be either helped or cured, if treated in
harmony with the laws of nature. The Dr. never
treats a disease by’name, as if calling a disease by
name and throwing an enchanted drug at it would
charm it afray; but he treats with reference to the
peculiar organization and pathological condition of
his patient, thus he never makes a mistake,
nor jeopardizes the lives of his patients by experiments. His uniform success for the last seven years
in Portland has demonstrated that this is the correct method of treatment,
if you are physically or
mentally sick, go and see the Doctor, and you will
never regret it
Consultation Free.
Get well and you will be happy.
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Piles, Ship Timber & Plank,

Allred,

The

Has returned from New York
agt in at the

Mile.

BY—

BY

UK. K. T. WILDE,

YEARS.

THE CORBIN BANKING

PACKAGES,

B. Cs JORDAN,

NEW VEGETABLES A SPECIALTY.
JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass,
mar24
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Prospectuses, Maps and Subscription Books now
ready, and Bonds at par and interest, WITH A
BONUS OF FIFTH PER CENT. STOCK, for
sale by

LIQUORS

SALE

My Annual Catalogue of Vegetable and
Flower Seed for 1881, rich in engravings from
photographs m the originals, will be sent FREE
to all who apply.
I offer one of the largest collections of vegetable seed ever sent out by any seed
House in America, a large portion of which were
grown on my five seed farms. Full directions for
cultivation on each package. All seeWncarranted
to be fresh and true to name; so far, that should it
otherwise, I will refill the order gratis.
prove
The original introducer of the Hubbard Squash,
Phinney’s Melon, Marblehead Cabbages, Mexican
Corn, and scores of other vegetables, I invite the
patronage of all who are anxious to have their
seed directly from the grower, fresh, true, and of
the very best strain.

The Lightest "bonded standard gauge railroad in
America, traversing the most fertile section of Illinois, and having gram stock, lumber and coal traffic.
Length of first division 100 miles. Total issue of
bonds, $800,000. Now constructed, 52 miles.
favorable arrangements have been made with the
Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad for the use of
their terminal facilities at Danville and direct passenger and freight traffic to Chicago.

IMPORTED

kind*,

—

bonus of stock.

Only $8000

ortland.

sepOdeow&weowlv

PEE

a

Kingston.

PAIITIIGS

Danville, Olney and Ohio River Railroad
First Mortgage Bonds,

One dollar a box, or six boxes for five
treatment.
dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
With
We guarantee six boxes to cure any case.
each order received by us for six boxes, accompanied with five dollars, we will send the purchaser our
written guarantee to return the money if the treatGuarantees issued by
ment does not effect a cure.
all druggists in Portland ami everywhere.
JOH N W. PEBKINS & CO., General Agents.

nl

of

the

—OF-

STREET,

Under City Hotel, Portland,

Oak

Correspondence of
N. Y., Freeman.)

EXHIBITION

Co.,
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Newspaper Advertising Agent,

GROCERS,

cordially

A. L. Millett &

hereby

her commerce has been based on a system
of long credits which we of the United

“FOR ORGANISTS.”

invite all those who have not already called to see us in
our new store, to come and inspect our large and fine selected stock of
standard and fancy groceries. We promise you as heretofore the best
QUALITY of goods, and prices as low as any dealers in NEW ENGLAND.
We

R. STANLEY & SON,

L*m of S. M. Pettengill A Co.

of

RETAIL

seU.

—FOB

J. u. BATES,

Specialty

JOBBING,

Billee Taylor, price reduced to 50
Olivette, price reduced to 50 cents.

This brand is sold only by us and we know it is the best St. Louis
We also
flour in this market, being fall ground and well ripened.
keep in stock all the popular brands, such as “Washburn’s Superlative,” “Archibald’s Extra,” etc., etc. We warrant and deliver FREE
OF CHARGE, in Portland and vicinity, every barrel of flour which we

of all

eodtf

8c

585 & 587 Congress and 235 Middle Streets.

some new and
to use the

offer at

“AMAZON” FLOUR.

ORIGINAL

«prl+

Pearl

($2.50.)

We recommend this to be the BEST flour for ALL PURPOSES that
has yet been offered to the public. It is in fact THE flour that families have been looking for, working as well for pastry as for RAISED
BREAD. A trial will guarantee its constant use.

WINES &

34 PARK ROW,

a

WHOLESALE &

A. L. M. & Co. brand of Patent Flour which

Dealer,

Congress Si, Sign o! Gold Boot

Cbrn
2c
Granulated Meal. 3o
White Com " .3c
Cowdrey’s Horse Radish .Oc bottle
Flake Tapioca.8c lb

are

OQQ

We wish to call attention to onr large stock of
FALL GROUND
MINNESOTA, INDIANA, St. Lonis and Michigan Flour which we are
selling at the lowest CASH prices. We would call special attention to

C. West’s Nerve and Brain Tre at
ment; a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convul
Nervous
sions,
Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory, Spermatorrooea, Impotency, InvolunPremature Old Age, caused by
Emissions,
tary
over exertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which
One dox will
leads to misery, decay and death.
Each box contains one month’s
cure recent cases.

BROWN,

••
.6c “1
Rye
Rye Meal.:.3c

ORGANIST’S

Dr. E.

"

Canada
Graham Flour.*..3c

GEO. C. SHAW & CO.

AMOS L. MILLETT & CO.

Health is Wealth

DAYS ONLY.

Meal.4c lb
.3Vac

prepared to compete in price and quality, with any house in our line. Parties purchasing in quan
Those who are unable to call in person, we
tities, should not fail to examine our stock, and get prices.
would be pleased to mail quotations, and will guarantee them choice goods at the Loieest Wholesale
Prices.

Fall Ground Flour.

prices.

To continue for TEN

Coarse Oat

retailing

dtf

at reduced

THIS
SPECIAL
SALE

44

Our stock contains the finest brands in the market, and we are to-day
all our Flour at very low
prices. 25 cts. a barrel allowed on Flour when taken at the door. We will deliver Flour at any depot
within fifty miles of Portland, free of charge. When 2 or more bbls. are purchased at a time, a discount
of 25 els. Dbl. will he made.

$8.50.

April 9th,

44

FLOUR.

vary.

were

44

Pumpkin,. 10c

Cienfuegos Molasses, light color & fine cooking, 35c gal
Leathe & Gore’s Pure Family Soap, 4 l-2c lb. by the box.

the shorter

that

25c

New

aprl2

our

of

20c

BARGAINS.

...

Next Boor Below Shaw’s Tea Store.

ALL

44

44

Squash,.

44

and set

do

and prayer.
And
I do recommend to the Christian people of our
State to keep this, their annual fast; refrain from

16
12

Strawberries,. 20c
Blackberries....... 16c

I

SPECIAL

C. D. B. Fisk <fe Co’s

DAYS’
NEFIT!

16
12

Raspberries,.

Turkish Prunes...6c lb
French
.15c
10c
Fancy Evaporated Apple...
Choice
.8c

We invite inspection and court comparison.
If you want good well made clothing,
If you desire to save your money, call at

Aoo

GOVERNOR.

next,
as a day of
humiliation,.fasting

tionably, indisputably,

QQQ

MAINE.

Council,

TuThStf

“When does an infant ‘notice its hand?’ Well, as a rule, not
until it is old enough to play cards. The
average Western infant, who at 5 years of
age plays a strong game of Mraw’, of course
notices and studies his hand, but the New
England infant in most casds never holds a
hand until it is out of its infancy.” The
New England infant is pretty sure to have
two of a kind under his thumb.
Tui Boston Globe remarks that “Jay
Gould writes checks for $2,400,000 on old
scraps of letter paper and the banks pay
them, but if we should write a check for
$24 on a sheet of vellum, and plaster it all
over with revenue stamps and gilt seals, the
man who presented it would be handed over
to the police. There is something wrong in
our civilization.
Where are our bombs?”
The conundrum is respectfully referred to
Mr. John Todd.
Gov. Jeroue of Michigan has appointed
Thursday, 28th inst., as “Arbor Day,” when
the people generally are expected to plant
trees for ornament, protection and shade.
To-morrow, 20tb|inst., will be “Arbor Day”
in Nebraska.

Providence Journal: There was one
argument in favor of the code. It was that
it made men more civil; that when a man
was held personally responsible for words
spoken in debate or in discussion, he was
apt to be more particular in his argument,
and would not call his opponent a liar and a
horse thief, unless he meant it and was prepared to back it up. There was undoubted-

ly

some

truth in

and polite

this,

language

aud

the ceremonious

of Southern

gentlemen
ordinary occasions was the result of a
feeling of responsibility not to be lightly
provoked. It was, of course, merely upon
on

the surface, and the real savagery and feroc-

Thursday, the Twenty-first Day

30
28
23
17

Pears,.

New

and

Tickets admitting Gent with Ladies §1.00.
An Order of Sixteen Danced.
Refreshments served for those who wish.
.dtd
tpl9

com

demonstrating the practicability of intimate

We show styles that cannot be obtained elsewhere,
We name prices that defy competition,
We fit all sizes large or small, fat or lean.
In fact, to make a long story short, we are unques-

Head Quarto For

preserve

■A. Proclamation.

*»vt6u«v»o

oSSiy.

NOTHING

Portland Theatre.

BIT THE

or

The Dominion and Brazil.

The most marvelous and ingenious productions of
tistic designs load our numerous tables, until
they fairly groan beneath their weight.

Ci'btis.Letsee andManager.

STATE OF

point

We make a specialty of Thurber’s Canned Fruits and Vegetables, the finest goods
packed. Also ‘‘Golden Gate” California Fruits, Richardson & Bobbin’s Potted
Game, Curried Fowl and Oysters, Rolled Tongue, Boned Buck and Chicken (in
Jelly and truflled,) Bonded Quail, (with dressing,) Chicken Livers, (with dressing,)
Galentine of Chicken and Turkey, (with dressing,) and in short onr stock contains
everything in the Meat, Fruit, Fish and Vegetable line that is worthy of merit.

Single

New

36
30

I Green Peas,. 20c
Lima Beans.. 16c
I Fresh
10c

our

SPRING GARMENTS.

aprlB dtd

10.

36
30
30
28
23
17

Fresh Pineapple. 25c Can

|

we hive open advanced styles

Prices of Admission—$1.00, 75, 50 and 36 cents.

13c Can
13
.10

E. T. Cowdrey & Co.’s
10
Mallory’s Baltimore Peaches,.18
Castine Blueberries,.12
Fresh Apple, 1 gal. cans, .25

MATUBDAV EVENING:

TWELFTH

as a

necessarily for publicaguaranty of good faith.
not

advice and consent of the

tiro

Tomatoes.....

IT.”

School for Scandal.

Groun
30

30

purchase omagoods from the best Southern and Eastern packers, and buy only those brands which
Vnnnr
)u> ftin Ivocf

Burnham & Morrill’s Corn,.
Portland Packing Co.’s Corn,.

:

MATUBDAV MATINEE:

Roasted,

Reliable Canned Goods.
fmill pvnorlanno

is the powerful magnet which draws the people to
Clothing Emporium, no matter where
we are

but

indispensable,

accordance with a pious and time-honored custom, come down to us from the Pilgrim Fathers,
and fonud so suitable to our love and
veneration,
l, Harris M. Plaisted, Governor, by and with the

We always buy our coffee in the green berry and thoroughly test each grade before purchasing. They
roaste. by the latest and most improved method, and ground only at time oi purchase.

We

And Low

26
28
26
26
22
20
17
14
12

Rio,(finest imported,).
(prime coffee, carefully selected,).
(strictly pure, good flavor,).

night.

Stylish Garments,
Polite Attention,

FRIDAY -Shakenpeti rc’n Charming

Comedy

Raw,

Genuine Maleberry Java.
Samos, (a new coffee, fine flavor,).
Savanilla, (a mild rich flavored coffee,).—..
Maracaibo, (finest quality,).

MARVELOUS SUCCESS.
Vast crowds

cases

tion

COFFERS.

-A.-

THEATRE

Curtis.Lessee and Manager.

all

In

Old Gov’t Java, (Ayerbangis Brand, finest imported.).
Best Old Mocha, (a strong Arabian Coffee,).

CITY

UyAdmission

We do not read anonymous letters and
commpniThe name and address of the writer are in

cations.

Our aim has always been to sell the finest goods AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE
PRICE, and this policy has been the means of building up our bnsinessto its present proportions. Although the goods quoted below are extremely low, yet we
guarantee them the best that care can select and money can buy.

AUNT POLLY BASSET’S

A Huiuuroua Yankee Character Entertainment,
WITH A LARGE ('HOKUM IN COMTIME, at

steamboat and hotel managers
favor upon us by demanding credentials
every person claiming to represent our journal.

undertake to return
munications that are not used.

at their New Store

“SinginSkewl” 233

railway,

a

We cannot

Spring Clothing,
MIDDLE STREET

All

will confer

GROCERIES.

-OF-

EN TE11TA1NMENTS.

Every regular attach^ of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate
signed by Stanley Pollen,

with

Editor,

OF

O-P-E-N-I-N-G

all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 19.

of

C. D. B. FISK & CO.'S

digth

insertion.
Address

PBiOB

IN THB

a

year, if

THE PRESS.

REDUCTION!

GREAT

PRESS

published every Thursday Morning at $2,60
paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

is

MISCELLANEOUS
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increased by the bloodthirstiness
in which they found vent. But
the outward civility was something, aud it
was asserted, and justly, that the Northern
people, who rejected the duello as barbarous
were in the habit of using language to each
other in dispute which they would not have
done had they been compelled to weigh their
epithets with a sense of personal responsibility. We don’t want to go back to the old
method of cure for incivility and violence of
language, but when we read of such bandying of epithets as have been passing in the
Senate of the United States between Sen'
ator Mahone and his assailants, we feel disposed to wish they would either fight or quit
calling names, and that decency in debate
should be taught by good manners, since

ity

were

and

passion

personal responsibility Is no longer allowed.
If there is anything worse than fighting, it
is bullying without intending to fight, and
using the language of the duel, while avoiding the responsibility. Such conduct is at
once ruffianly and cowardly, and the country has had quite enough of the exhibition
in a body which should be a model of decorum and dignity.
The Fitchburg Sentinel has discovered a
great deal of Incidental pleasure in the advertising card mania. It says the child is
to get the cards, the givers au glad to
get rid of the children, and the visitor
whom politeness compels to look over a voluminous collection is glad when he gets
through the job. There is nothing like
looking on the bright side of things.

glad

General Mahone is advised by the independent Memphis Avalanche that his only
chance “in the future is to go the whole
Republican. If he undertake to perch himself on the fence he will lose Lis grip on

Virginia.”
The New New Testament.
How the Revised Translation

The Nihilists.
SCENES AT THE EXECUTION.

Sketches of the Conspirators.
On

Thursday Rysakoff asked

for three wax
carried to church, a copy of
the New Testament and one of the small consecrated loaves made and sold by the monks.

tapers.such

as

are

When not praying he smoked cigarettes. In
the course of the day he offered his services to
the government as a spy. Naturally enough
he met with a refusal, for he belonged only to
the outside circle, and could be of little use.
Jeliaboff spent his time in dictating page after
page about the trial, and committing to paper
what he would

speech.

not be allowed

Sophy Perovsky

to utter in
her mother

wrote to

to waste

no time or trouble in assuaging the
wrath of her father for what had been done;
he would never forgive.
Kibaltchitich, the
maker of the bombs and, in some respects, the

most remarkable figure among the condemned,
devoted his last hours to drawing up a memoir
on the subject of his Pacific discoveries, which
he addressed to the high court of justice. In

the document he avowed his desire that his
name should be immortalized, and he made a
gift of his inventions to the state, on the condition that all the profit should go to the amelioration of the lot of the children of political
criminals. The execution took place at 9o’clock

Friday morning on Simonofsky Plain, the
spot on which Molodetsky was executed.
The scaffold was a rough wooden structure,
painted black, consisting of a high platform,
upon which were three posts, each with a
chain and manacles, and one long horizontal
beam with iron rings for ropes, supported by
two perpendicular posts. In front was a low
platform for the officials. The large plain
around, was covered with snow and ice, which
was
melting in the warm sunshine.
By 8
o'clock many thousand of people had collected
on

same

around the plain and swarmed in the various
streets leading to it. Ten thousand troops kept
them back and formed two squares around the
gallows. F’rst were the Cossacks, with
couched lances, and then detachments of the
guard. The infantry were massed in deep columns, leaving one side of the inner square open for the passage of the condemned prisoners
and escort. The cortege entered the eastern
side of the plain a few minutes before 9 o’clock,
having passed through some of the principal
streets on the way from the fortress. The condemned criminals were seated in the centre of
two wheeled platforms, tightly strapped to
iron rods, with their backs toward the horses,
and having on their breasts large cards with
the words “Tsareoubiest” (murderer of the
Czar), in black and white. Surrounding them
was a strong escort of Cossacks and infantry,
with drums and fifes playing a lively tune, and
receded by mounted gendarmes. The conemoed persons were dressed in black, and
wore a sort of black hood, covering their heads
On the first tumbril sat Ryand sbouldiers.
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nearly concealed by heavy hoods. Jelaboff's dark, piercing eyes seemed to shine with
were

intensified brilliancy and defiance as be
looked on the scene around him. On the
second tumbril were seated
Kibaltchitich
Sophy Perovsky and Michaeloff, the woman
middle
the
seat.
Of
these three
occupying
the features of Sophy Perovsky were alone
distinctly visible, her extraordinarily high and
broad forehead being unshrouded by
the
hood. Her slightly flushed face betokeued
great mental excitment, but there was no sign
either of fear or remorse. Oen. Becanoff, the
executioner and his four assistants were waiting under the scaffold. The condemned were
unbound and led up the steps. With the ex.
ception of Rysokoff, who seemed very feeble,
all showed remarkable firmness and resignation. Sophy Perovsky appeared the calmest of
all the five prisoners. They were then placed
in front of the three poets, with their heads
bare, the women being in the middle. While
the clerk of the Senate read the sentences, the
civilians uncovered and the officers saluted.
During this formality, five priests in purple
cape mounted the scaffold and presented the
cross, which all the condemned reverently
kissed. The prisoners were then allowed to
kiss each other, and a word or two passed between them, but the beating of the drums,
which now began and lasted until the execution was finished, drowned every other sound.
The prisoners were then placed under the
beam. Each prisoner’s head was covered with
a white hood, attached to a kind of sack. Each
one, beginning with Rysokoff, was led to the
top of a small stool with steps. The rope was
drawn tight around one of the supporting
beams and the culprit was left to strangle by
the stool being drawn from under. All remained firm and imperturbable until the last
moment.
Rysokoff alone appeared to faint
before the stool was taken away. The formalities and the execution lasted about 25 minutes. The bodies remained hanging abrut 20
minutes, and were then let down into five
rongh.cells filled with shavings, and were examined by the doctors. They were then placed
in two carts and taken away under the escort
of Coesacks, to be ignominiously buried in a
remote part of the suburbs of the city. With
the exception of an accident to one of the
ropes, which broke twice, the proceedings
passed off quietly and without difficulty. They
were watched in silence
by fully 100,000 of the
civil and military population of the capitol.
Andray Ivanovitch Jelaboff, a peasant’s
In
son, studied law in the Odessa University.
for
an
inimical
1872 he was expelled
demonstration against the
arrangement of
Then he entered the
one of the professors.
ranks of the Nihilists, among whom he was
as
one
of
the
leaders.
Jelaboff marregarded
ried the daughter of a wealthy alderman of
Odessa. Twice he was tried for political offences, but managed te escape unpunished. In
October, 1879, in company with his two comrades (sent to Siberia) aud Mile. Iakimoff(not
found) he went to Alexandrovsk, where
he) made a mine under the railroad, and
on October 3 tried to blow up the imperial
train. The mine, however, did not explode on
account of the bad quality of the conductors
used. Jelaboff was not seen again until March
11. when he was arrested in St. Petersburg. In
his possession was found a large quantity of
dynamite and other explosives. The digging
of the mine under the Malaia Sadovia (the
Little Garden street) was conducted under his
supervision, which fact he readily admitted,
as well as the entire
arrangement of the plot
against the Czar. But be has undoubtedly to
divide the fame and responsibility for that
deed with a girl.
Mile. Sophy Perovsky is the daughter of a
state councillor and the granddaughter of a
minister of the Czar. She received the best
possible edncation. She is of small stature,
modest in appearance and neat in dress. Twice
in her life she has waved her dainty handkerchief for the destruction of the Czar. On December 1st, 1879, near Moscow, a train was
blown up, having been mistaken for the imperil 1 one. That was the work of Hartman and
Sophy Perovsky. Mile. Sophy has been the
soul of the Hartman party. Her tact and her
wonderful self-possessidn repeatedly averted
the discovery of the Moscow mine while it was
in process of construction. The neighboring
women many times called on
Mme. Sukiiorueven

The following specimens of the revised edition of the New Testament are according to
the new print, except that we omit the marginal notes. It will be seen that the book is

printed just

as one would print a discourse or a
narrative in a newspaper. There are no chapter and no verse divisions, but the old
chapters

and verses are indicated by figures along the
side of the page. The first extract gives the
last six verses of the 9th chapter of Hebrews
and the first six verses of the 10th chapter.
The heavy figures 10 in the margin indicate
the chapter:
23 It was therefore necessary that the patterns of things in the'heavens should be
purified with these; but the heavenly
things themselves with better sacrifices
24 than these. For Christ is not entered into
the holy places made with hands, which
are the figures of the true; but into heaven itself, now to appear in the
presence of
25 God for ns: Nor yet that he should offer himself often, as the high priest entereth into the holy place every year
20 with the blood of others:
For then
must he often have suffered since the
foundation of the world; but now Once in
the end of the world hath he appeared to
put away sin by the sacrifice of himself.
27 And as it is appointed unto men once to
28 die, but after this the judgment:
So
Christ was once offered to bear the sins of
many; and nnto them that look for him
shall he appear the second time without
sin unto salvation.
10 1 For the law having a shadow of good
things to come, and not the very image
of the things, can never with those sacrifices which they offered year by year continually make the comers thereunto per2 feet. For then would they not have
ceased to be offered?
because that the
worshippers once purged should have had
3 no more conscience of sins. But in those
sacrifices there is a remembrance again
4 made of sins every year. For it is not
possible that the blood of bulls and of
5 goats should take away sins. Wherefore
when he cometli into the world, he saith,
Sacrifice and offering thou wouldst not,
But a body hast thou prepared me;
6 In burnt offerings and sacrifices for sin
thou hast had no pleasure.
As a specimen of narrative we quote a portion of the second chapter of Matthew, as follows:

2

1 Now when Jesus was born in Bethlehem Of Judea in the days of Herod the
king, behold, there came wise men from
2 the east to Jerusalem, saying, Where is
he that is born King of the Jews? for we
have seen his star in the east, and are
3 come to worship him. When Herod the
king had heard these things, he was
troubled, and all Jerusalem with him.
4 And when he had gathered all the chief
priests and scribes of the people together
he demanded of them where Christ should
5 be born. And tliev said unto him, In
Bethlehem of Judea; for thus it is written
6 by the prophet, And thou Bethlehem, in
the land of Judea, art not the least among
the princes of Judea; foroutof thee shall
come a Governor, that shall rule my peo7 pie Israel. Then Hferod, when he had
privily called the wise men inquired of
them diligently what time the star ap8 peared. And he sent them to Bethlehem
and said, Go and search diligently for the
young child; and when ye have found
him, bring me word again, that I may
9 come and worship him also. When they
had heard the king, they departed; and
lo, the star, which they saw in the east,
went before them, till it came and stood
over where the young child was. When
10 they saw the star, they rejoiced with
when
exceeding great joy. And
11 they were come into
the, house they
saw the young
child with Mary, his
mother, and fell down and worshipped
and
when
him;
they had opened their treas-
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12 and frankincense and myrrh. And being
warned of God in a dream that they
should not return to Herod, they departed
into their own country another way.
And when they were departed, behold,
13
the angel of the Lord appeared to Joseph
in a dream, saying, Arise and take the
young child and his mother, and dee into
and be thou there until I bring
Egypt,for
Herod will seek the young child
word;
14 to destroy him. When he arose he took
mother by
the yonng child and his
13 night and departed into E»ypt. and was
there until the death of Herod; that it
might be fulfilled which was spoken of the
Lord by the prophet, saying, Out of
19 Egypt have leaded my son. Tnen Herod,
when he saw that he was mocked of the
wise men, was exceeding wroth, and sent
forth and slew all the children that were
in Bethlehem; and in all the coasts thereof, from two years old and under, according to the time which he had diligently
inquired of the wise men.
Presuming that all our readers have a Bible
at hand, we .leave them to compare the new
with the old.

Scene: The Senate.
[After Shakespeare.]
M—h—ne to V—rh—s: “Do you bite your
thumb at me, sir?’'
D—s (aside to V—rh—s): “If you say you
bite your thumb at him it will be unlawful; he
will have the rules on you.”
Ifc-rh—s: “No, sir, I do not bite my thumb
at you, but I bite my thumb.”
M—h—ne: “Then, sir, you do not bitea
clean thumb.”
V—rh—s: “Then I do bite my thumb at
you. Look you, sir, I bite my nose off at you,
S’death, sir, I bite my head off at you! Whoop!
sir, I open my mouth and put my foot in it at

you!"
[They glare

at each other.]
B—n H—1 to V—rh—s: “What! art thou
hurt?”
V—hr—s: “I am spread. Is he gone, and
hath nothing? My mouth is as deep as a well
and as wide as a barn door. Ask for me tomorrow, an’ you shall find I have swallowed

myself.”_
Inquiry—Surveyor of taxos (to literary gent)—“But surely you can arrive at some
estimate of the amount received by you during
the past three years for example. Don’t you
keen books?” Literary gent (readily)—“Oh,
Private

dear.no. I write them!” Surveyor—Ahem; I
mean you’ve got some sort of accounts—” “Oh
yes, lots”—(surveyorbrightens
—London Punch.

up)—“Unpaid!”
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Hartman’s business. But Soherself equal to the situation. Day
phy proved
by day she stood watching the approach of every stranger to the place where the mine was
under way, and pulling the underground bell,
thus warning the Nihilist miners to stop work.
She kept under her bed over one hundred
of dynamite, and it was agreed npon
pounds
by her krujok that she should fire tho dynamite in case of the house being invaded by the
police. When the Moscow mine was ready,
Sophy was sent to signal the approach of the
supposed imperial train. She made the sign,
and the train was blown up. Sophy and HartNow it appears that it was Soman escaped.
phy who, on March 13th, made the sign to Rysakoff and his comrade to throw the bombs that
proved fatal to the late Czar.
Nicolas Ivanovitch Rysakoff (not Rusakoff)
is 20 years old. He studied in the St. Petersburg School of Mines, where he was admitted
on the special recommendation of Count Viazemsky, the late chief of the St. Petersburg
educational district. Rysakoff received thirty
roubles per month from a scholarship founded
by a wealthy lumber merchant. Rysakoff was
one of a dozen Nihilists detailed with bombs to
meet the Czar, and it was his chance to throw
the first bomb.
Hesse Helfman is an educated girl of Hebrew descent. It is
supposed that it was she
and her companion, Navrotsky, (who shot and
killed himself on March 13,) that in 1879 laid
the mine for the Czar on the Odessa railroad.
Navrotsky at that time was employed as a
switchman. Mile. Hesse was once tried for a
crime and sentenced to be transported
political
but she managed to escape. This young miss
is the lady who is awaiting the birth of her
child before she is executed.
Kibaltshitich, a priest’s son, the gjanufacturthe most promineut
er of the bombs, is one of
Terrorists. Under different aliases he is known
in
the
most
to have taken part
daring plots.
Mikhailoff, who was arrested in the rooms
occupied by Navrotsky and Mile. Hesse, but
not before he wounded three policemen, is another member of the Terrorist faction.

quired all about

George Eliot’s Face.
[C. Kegan Paul,

in Harper’s for May.]
The face was one of a group of four, not all
equally like each other, but all of the same
spiritual family, and with a curious interde-

These four are Dante,
of likeness.
Savonalla, Cardinal Newman and herself. We

pendence

only know one such other group, and that consisting of three only. It is that formed of the

traditional head of C;esar (the well-known profile on a coin), Shakspeare and St. Ignatius
Loyola. In the group of which George Eliot
was one there is the same straight wall of

of the revolutionists.
From tlie large
quantity of Nihilist proclamations which are
at present in circulation everywhere, it is evi-
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brow: mobile lips, touched with strong passion
kept resolutely under control; a square jaw,
which would make the face stern were it not
counteracted by the sweet smile of lips and
eye. We can hardly hope that posterity will

senate—Executive Session.

A Scheme of Doubtful Legality.
Washington, April 18.—The Secretary of
! he Interior today received a copy of a eircular
i isued by the “Freedineu’a Oklahoma Associatt ion” of St. Louis, ,1. Milton President, Hauibal C. Carter General Manager. It promises
1 GO acres of land to every freedmau who will
< ccupy public lauds in Oklahoma.
Secretary
1 Ijrkwood referred the circular to the Commisa ioner General of the Laud Office to ascertain
t lie legality of the proposed occupancy of the
£ overnment reservations in that territory.
The Christiancy Scandal.
The examination of witnesses for the defence
i a the Christiancy divorce suit was resumed
t his afteruoon. Mrs. May J. Alleger testified
t 3 being between 1 and 3 p. m. with Mrs. Christ iancy at the latter’s house on Christmas day,
] 879.
Mrs. Christiancy did not go out of the
l lonse.
A Decision Against Edison.
The appeal taken by Professor Edison in the
j aterference case of Maxim vs Edison, has
[• een decided against Edison’s claim by the
Board of Examiners-iu-Chief” of the Pateut
( iffice.
'he President Determined to Stick to
Robertson.
The Star says that a prominent Republican
j aurnalist of New Jersey, editor of one of the
aost influential party organs in that state, has
1 iad a long talk with the President on the subj set of the nomination of Judge Robertson,
t nd, in conversation, said
that the President
i determined not to yield anything in the Rob( rtson case.
The President is reported to have
f aid that be bad not sought a contest wiih his
] urty leaders, but as it had been forced upon
1 dm he thought it the best policy to have the
the
• [uestion as to whether the Executive or
I .legislative Department is to control nominatadminisat
of
his
I ions settled
the beginning
< ration.
He was determined to recognize all
1 he elements of his party, and he had recogfized the two factions in New York with the
’iew of restoring harmony.
He would not,
i herefore, withdraw Robertson, nor would he
iccept a compromise in any shape or form.
The Extended Sixes.
The following is the indorsement to be print, id on the face of G per cent, bonds, which may
*e received at the Treasury Department for
, loutinuance at a lower rate of interest:
“At the request of and for value received by the
continued during
iwner of t.liia bonds the jsame is
he pleasure of the government to bear interest at
he rate of three and one-halt (3%] per centum per
innum from July 1,1881, payable semi-anmudly
is provided in Treasury Circular No.
42, dated
Vpril 11th, 1881.”

know her from likenesses as those who
had the honor of her acquaintance knew her in
life.
Only some world’s artist could have
handed her down as she lived, as Bellini has
handed down the doge whom we all know so
well on the walls of the national gallery. The
two or three portraits that exist, though valuable, give but a very imperfect presentment.
The mere shape of the head would scarcely be
possible to represent without giving the idea of
disproportion to the frame, of which no one
ever thought for a moment when they saw her,
although it was a surprise, when she stood up,
to see that, after all she was but a little fragile
woman who bore this weight of brow and brain.
ever

METEOROLOGICAL,
INDICATIONS FOB

HOPES.

War Dep't, Office Chief Signal )
t
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
April 19, 1 A. M.)
For New England,
Higher barometer, Blightly cool, northerly
winds and fair weather.

SPECIAL WEATHER BULLETIN.

The depression which at yesterday morning’s
report was central in the Mississippi valley has
moved slowly southeastward and is now central
in the Ohio valley, and is rapidly filling up.
The temperature has fallen in the upper Mississippi and lower Missouri valleys and Middle
Atlantic States, and risen slightly in the South
Atlantic and Gulf Statqp and extreme Northwest.
Clear weather prevailed in New England, lake region and Gulf States. Partly
cloudy weather with occasional rain in the
South Atlantic and southern portion of the
Middle Atlantic States and in Tennessee. The
Missouri has risen forty-two inches at Omaha,
Mississippi six inches at Cairo and eleven
inches at Keokuk, at all of which stations the
rivers are above the danger line. Indications
are that fair weather will prevail to-morrow.
The M ississippi will probably continue to rise
s’.owly at Keokuk, Cairo and Memphis.

TELEGRAPH.'

BY

MAINE.
Fire in Windsor.
Gardiner, April 18.—The house and two
bams owned by Hiram Ware of Windsor were
destroyed by fire to-day. Lo3S about $3000; insured for $1500.
Wallace Ross Coming to Portland.
St. John, N. B., April 18.—Wallace Ross
sailed for Portland to-day where he goes into
active training with Davis.

Conley 5of Portland Accepts McKay’s
Challenge.
Halifax, April 18.—P. H. Conley of Portland, Maine, has telegraphed the acceptance
of McKay’s challenge for a single scull race
for $500 a side.
_

MARINE NEWS.
An Abandoned Bark Passed at Sea.
New Yore, April 18.—Steamer Sorrento
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bark of 400 tons, mizzen mast standing fore
and main masts lying over the side and bulCould see no name
warks all washed away.
and she appeared to have been a long time

abandoned.

Picked up Adrift.
Halifax, April 18.—Capt. Cartin of the
brigantine Athal Cram from Cienfuegos, re-

ports

on

April 7tb,

sighted

an

abandoned

three-masted schooner which proved to be the
Annie M. Allen of Providence, R. I., laden
with sugar. The ensign was flying at mizzen
rigging. The vessel was hove to under main
Schoonstern staysail and dragg-out forward.
er was pumped out, found in fair condition and
a crew put on board to work her into port.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Mrs. Theodore Parker’s Will.
Boston, April 18.—The will of the widow of
Theodore Parker, who died a week ago, has
been filed. She bequeaths those of the books
of the great preacher which she retained after
his death to the Public Library, where the
bulk of his library now is, having been left by
him to that institution.
His study desk and
table are, also to be deposited in the Public Library, with the marble bust of him made by
Storey. All the manuscript sermons and lectures bequeathed to her bv Mr. Parker she bequeathes to Frank B. Sanborn of Concord, one
of the literary executors of Mr. Parker, together with all copyrights, extension of copyrights, note books, letters, journals, and the
literary property generally of her husband in
The
her possession, to do with as he sees fit.
articles which Theodore Parker mostly used,
and which were connected with his studies and
daily life, she distributes among a number of
friends of her husband and herself, among
them Wendell Phillips, Miss Hannah E. Stevenson, Mrs. Robert JE. Apthorp, and others, of
this city; Miss Johnson of Andover, sister of
To the
the Rev. Samuel Johnsou,and others.
wife of Ralph Waldo Emerson she leaves a
photograph of Mr. Parker which always hung
in his parlor, and a large number of other
bequests of small sums of money are made to
relatives and friends.
The executors of the
will are Wendell Phillips and Wm. I. Bowditch of Brookline.
It is thought that unpublished
papers will be collected and published
before long.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Swept from a Bridge.
Concord, April IF.—While repairing a
bridge on the Montreal railroad at East Oonoord yesterday, 40 men were swept off the
bridge by the swinging of a large timber and
fell 15 feet to the trade beneath.

the resolution for the election of Senate officers,
Mr. Harris referred to an article recently
quoted by Mr. Mahone from tbe International
Review, to the effect that Tennessee repudiated 811,000,000 of her debt, and asserted that
there was no truth in the statement. Teunessee had at no time repudiated a single penny
of her debt.
A motion for an executive session by Mr.
Harris was lost—yeas 20, nays 21.
By unanimous consent Mr. Johnston was
permitted to offer a resolution, which was
adopted, calling on the Attorney General for
certain papers in relation to the report of C.
C. Lancaster, special agent of the Treasury
touching the western judicial district of Vir-

ginia.

Some time was consumed in roll calls on various dilatory motions.
Mr. Dawes said he was conscious that all
public business was much obstiucted by the
tendency of the resolution which he had offered, but attributed that obstruction to the
action of the minority in resorting to every
motion known to parliamentary law to defeat
that resolution. This was a struggle whether
the majority of the Senate or the minority was
to control business. He did not care whether
one officer or another was in office, but he desired to have it settled before the oountry
whether this was a government of the majority or not. He wished to make a last appeal to
the judgment and patriotism of the other side
not to overthrow the fundamental principles of
the Government in fighting over a matter of
no more importance
than the selection of
officers.
Mr. Sauisbury expressed regret that this
should be his last appeal.
Mr. Beck declared that in December next
they would be willing to consider the pending
resolution, but in his judgment Mr. Riddleberger would not then be made Sergeant-at-Arms.
The Virginia election would then be over, and
if a Republican did
not, somebody else
would tender for Sergeant-at-Arms some one
who was a conservative Republican who had
fought through the war in the Federal army,
and then the Republicans could choose between the Confederate repudiating Riddleberger and that man who would he tendered to
them, he thought, by a Republican Senator.
It might as well be understood that in December next the Republicans would not put Riddloberger in any promise.
Mr. Dawes—Does the Senator mean to say
he will not in December submit to the will of
the majority?
Mr. Beck—I do not. I said that I would,
but I would make such an issue in December
that you will find it difficult to stand up to
your contract, if you have one.
Mr. Dawes—Does the Senator mean that the
reason of- this opposition from Southern Senators is that Riddleberger is not a Union soldier?
Mr. Beck—It grows out of this, that you, in
the opinion of the country, I will not say anything to make you challange me—
Mr. Dawes (interrupting)—What is the Senator fighting for? Is he fighting for December
or in behalf of Senators from Southern States
to get a Union soldier instead of a Rebel brigadier.
Mr. Beck—If the fact is true that many people believe to be true that the caucus nornina■
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Washington, April 18.
Tbe Vice President laid before tbe Senate

Four weie

considerably injured.
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Wright will preside and Daniel Dougherty of
Philadelphia will be orator and Captain Sumner of Bridgeport poet of the occasion.
It is
expected President Garfield and Generals
Sherman, Sheridan, Slocum, Hawley and other officers will be present.
New York’s Malarial Streets.
The investigation of the charges preferred
by Mayor Grace against Police Commissioners
Nichols and French for maladministration of
their office was continued to-day
The testimony given by Messrs. Drexel, Sherwood and
Emmerson was stricken from the record.
Police Commissioner Mason then pat in an answer pleading not guilty to the
and
charges
specifications in the complaint. Charles E.
Whitehead, lawyer, was called by the prosecution and gave evidence touching the filthy condition of the Btreets he had inspected. On
croes-examination he said the mayor had ashed
him to examine the streets.
Charged with Poisoning
Watertown, April 18.—J. Cummings and
G. Grinney have been 'arrested on charge of
poisoning Louis Jarvis by inducing him to
drink from a dinner pail from the effects of
which Jarvis died to-day.
The Whittaker Trial.
The Whittaker court martial re-assembled today.
Ex-Gov. Chamberlain called Thomas
Edward Satterthwaite, M. D., to the witness
stand. Dr. Satterthwaite is an expert in the
use of
the microscope, and when looking at
the note of warning said he saw many Bigns of
erasures.
He
also
said after examining
thoroughly Whittaker's letter to his mother,
which Expert Southworth claims joins exactly
with the note of warning, that this latter had
been tampered with.
The

Legality of Secretary Wtndom's
Funding Plan Questioned.
Boston, April 18.—A Washington dispatch

to the Journal jays:
A former Secretary of the Treasury expresses the opinion that the new Treasury policy is
illegal and ought to be abandoned before May
10th, and that upon that day, or before, the
Treasury should announce that it will pay all
the sixes and continue none them, for the reason
that the Government has abundant resources with which to meet them.
This gentleman is of opinion that the call for the sixes
which has been issued terminates the loan,
and that to continue bonds at a lower rate of
interest is a contract which the executive
branch of the Government is not authorized
under existing laws to do. He fears that the
Democrats may make trouble for the Administration when the next Congress shall convene
unless the leading men in both Houses pi edge
themselves now to support this policy. It
aphowever, that Mr. Bayard is the only
mocrat who has given his sanotiou to this
policy, and it is by no means certain that if
the stress of party should be placed upon him
that he would not change his opinion, or at
least fail to^upport the Administration, as he
is reported now to have promised to do. The
opinion of this ex-Secretary is that Secretary
Windom's circular is based upon bad law, and
would establish a dangerous precedent, that if
iu the opinion of the* Secretary of the Treasury the interest upon Government bonds may
be reduced, he also may be the judge of an
emergency when he may think it wise for the
interests of the Government to increase the
rate of interest, and that if the head of
any
executive department may make one law the
executive department, as a whole, may make
all laws and do away with the necessity ol

Kirs,

Congress altogether.

A Negro Lynched.
Jacksonville, Fla., April 1G.—A negre
charged with assassination of a leading titizen
in Gadesden county some time ago was taken
from jail in Quincy Sunday morning by disguised men and hanged.
The Czar has countermanded the orders foi
the erection of additional fortresses on thi

German frontier.
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Mr. Beck—We will submit to a majority as
far as I am concerned whenever we get to the
regular session, but I deny that the Senator, if
he has made a bargain, has a right to divert us
from the legitimate business of the Senate.
Mr. Dawes—Tbe Senator has said “if the
Senator from Massachusetts has made any foul
bargain then so and so.” Does the Senator
mean to say he has selected those words with
care so that he could
not be called to account
for them?
Mr. Beck—I have said this and I repeat it,
that I have never charged any bargain on this
floor on anybody, and I do not propose to do it.
I will express my opinions whenever I am in a
canvass and I will take the responsibility
there. But on the floor of the Senate I will
not express opinions that will give any Senator
a right to make a personal wrangle with me.
If he goes out of this chamber and asks my
opinion I will give it to him. If be does not
like it he may knock me down, if he can, or
may take any satisfaction he likes.
Mr. Dawes—I had supposed that my relations with the Senator were such that he
would not come into tbe Senate and premising
his speech by saying he would be careful of
his words, come near making a charge against
me. I wish to call his attention to it.
I am
not here to pick a quarrel or to permit any
Senator in any language he may choose, to say
that which goes to the country with that interand it only makes the matter worse
n my opinion
for the Senator to get up and
announce that he has been
careful to use
words that while they mean one thing are not
words for which he can be called to account.
I know that tbe Senator knows better than
to charge me directly or indirectly by inference or otherwise with anything dishonorable in this transaction, and if the Senator
says otherwise he had better say it openly and
candidly and we will understand each other
from this date.
Mr. Beck—I have endeavored to say that I
make no charge in public for I know nothing
about it. When I said “carefully” I excluded
the possibility that any body should think I
desired to make any charge.
Mr. Dawes—That is entirely satisfactory.
The debate was continued by Messrs. Brown
of Georgia, Blair, Burnside and Logan, no
new features of interest occurring.
Mr. Hampton stated he had been informed
that while the Republican caucus had been in
session Mr. Mahone had been in the committee
room and that messages had
passed between
them.
He inquired whether or not that was
the fact.
Messrs. Logan and Dawes disclaimed any
knowledge of it.

firotation?

Adjourned.

Value of Southern Lands.
Washington, April 18.—Tables recently
completed by the statistician of the Agricultural Department, shAwing the average price
of improved and wood land in each of the
States and Territories, together with the average increase in values of lands, disclosed the
fact that farming land in the Southern States,
with tbe exception of Kentucky, although
held far below the average m the North and
West, is increasing in value much more rapidlv than in other sections, and gives reasonable
ground for the hope that, m this respect at
least, the South will not be many years in recovering the proportionate degree of prosperity
she held before secession, if, indeed, she does
not exceed it. The average rate of increase in
the Cotton States is about 12 per cent, In
South ^Carolina, whose increase exceeds that
of any other portiou of the Union, the value
of farm lands is 18 per cent higher than one
year ago. This condition of affairs is due, in
great part, to tha exceptionally large cotton
crops of- the last two y 3ars. The Border States
seem to share
in the general prosperity thus
exhibited.
Virginia lands have increased in
value twelve and six-tenths per cent, West
Virginia lands ten aud two-tenths per cent,
and Tennessee lands twelve and three-tenths
per cent.
Kentucky for some reason not ascertainable shows an increase of only six and
six-tenths per cent.
Delaware lands show the
least apnreciation, the increase being only
three and eight-tenths per cent. Massachusetts
improved lands command a higher price than
those of any other portion of the Union, the
average price being $91 an acre. Those of
Alabama, which show the lowest price, are
Increased
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military force is necessary in the Uncoinpaghe
valley to prevent disorders.
General Strike in Cleveland.
Cleveland, April 18.—The moulders are
out in ay but three or four foundries leaving
between 15 aud 20 works idle. The employers
have also combined and to-day notified the
men that they would no longer pay the adAll classes of
vance and the men went out.
workingmen seem preparing for strikes. Nearall
trades
ever
hodcarriers, have been
ly
here,
called to meet and organize unions. Call were
issued to all street railroad employes to meet
at midnight to arrange for a demand for more
pay_

Disastrous Fire in Savannah.
Savannah, April 18.—Steamer W. T.
Wheeless with 500 bales cotton and general
freight was burned to-day. No lives were lost
though the crew had a narrow escape. Steamer
cost $35,000. A warehouse on the wherf containing 30 tons of guano, several hundred tons
of cotton seed was
also
destroyed. The
Wheeless drifted while burning to the opside
of
the
river, netting fire to two
posite
schooners and several tugs. All were more or
less damaged.
Senator Dawes’ Charge Backed Up.
Boston, April 18.—The Advertiser will tomorrow publish a statement from Mr. Charles
Heath, now residing at Malden, who is the
party referred to by Senator Dawes as having
had his gin house destroyed by rebels on
Christmas night. Mr. Heath was for a long
time a planter in Caldwell parish, Louisiana,
and gave offence to his neighbors by employing
a negro instead of white overseers.
He has no
idea who committed the outrage, but says he
will return to New Orleans in the fall. The
statement is a graphic description of the difficulties encountered while running a plantation.
A Case of Trichinosis at Pittsburg.
Pittsburg, Pa., April 18.—Franz Kinze, a
German was attacked by trichinosis last Tuesday from eating pork not thoroughly cooked.
It was a fully developed case. His life has
been saved. He refuses to state where he
bought the pork. It is the first case known
here.

Floods in Wisconsin.

Milwaukee, April 18.—Alarming floods are
reported at Fon du Lac, where the river is a
raging torrent. At 5 p. m. the river had overflowed the banks and submerged a great many
streets. The entire western portion of the city
The water is still raising.
is submerged.
Cincinnati Theatrical Managers Arrested.
Cincinnati, April 18.—Warrants have been
issued for the arrest of the proprietors and actors of the Coliseum theatre, exhibitors at Robinson’s opera house, and the proprietor of the
Eldorado, eleven persons in all, for violation
of the Sunday law forbidding places of amusement being open Sunday.

acre.

Whereabouts of Naval Vessels.

Washington, April 18.—The gunboat Alliance arrived off Cape Henrv
Saturday, after a
severe passage from Key West, in which she
lost her sails. She joined the squadron off
Piney Point. The Vandalia, Kearsarge and
Alliance are today anchored between Alexandra
and Washington.
The Tennessee is
anchored off Piney Point and the Yantic is at
Lynn Haven Bay awaiting the arrival of the
Constitution.
The latter vessel left League
Island 10 days ago under sail aud nothing has
been heard of her since she left the Delaware.
Some apprehension for her safety is felt. It is
said that she was but imperfectly manned and
doubts are expressed of her seaworthiness.
«

Notorious Outlaw Killed.
Ralkiuh, N. C., April 18.—A letter ffprn
Swain county says that Redmond, the notorious outlaw, who has dolled the United
States
authorities in South and North Carolina for
several years by persistent violation of the internal revenue law, was captured the other
day. after being fatally wounded in an encounter with the officers.
Redmond was at
his home, in Swain county, where he has resided since he fled from South Carolina. When
the officers surrounded his house and concealed themselves in the bushes, the dogs began to bark and Redmond took liis gun and
went out to see what was the matter.
He was
hailed by the officers and told to halt. Redmond immediately raised his gun to shoot ;and
was fired upon by the officers.
He was then
taken to Charleston, the county-seat, where
he died the next day.
He said to Ray, who
shot him: “You have shot me; I never surrendered and never would have done so.” Redmond killed and wounded several officers during his career, and was known as thoroughly
desperate man, who would die “with his boots
on” rather than give up aud take his chances
in the courts.
A

Steamer City of Berlin brought 1400 emigrants, 747 of whom were Irish.

Question.

Threatened by Mountain Fires.
Wilkesbarre, Pa., April 18.—Mountain
fires east of this city threaten to-night the explosion of the Oliver powder mills, three miles
distant, and possibly the destruction of a por-

city.

Trapeze Performer Breaks his Legs.
Jersey City, April 18.—Prof. John Ernando, a trapeze performer, while rehearsing this
afternoon fell thirty feet breaking both legs.
A

Convicted of Murder.
New Haven, April 18.—“Chip” Smith was
today convicted of the murner of Chief of Police Caniel J. Hayes at Birmingham last December. He will be sentenced tomorrow.
Cincinnati Street Car Strikers.
Cincinnati, April 18.—The street car strikers will probably resume work tomorrow.

FOREIGN.
Death of Lord Beaconsfield.

GLOOMY CONDITION OF AFFAIRS |IN
RUSSIA.

St. Petersburg, April 17.—The most stringent measures are constantly in operation to suppress every possible item ot news
that mfght encourage the Nihilists by letting
them know of any activity on the part of their
fellows. Evftry item of well authenticated
news that happens to leak out from any source
shows that the Nihilists maintain a nearly perfect communication with one another and are
engaged in some deep and cautious conspiracy
Fresh plots are constantly coming to light, but
the law officers seem to be completely baffied
It has been
in every effort at investigation.
ascertained that at the late imperial services
the very candles and tapers that had been at
first selected to burn around the Czar’s bier,
and to afford light to members of the imperial
family during the ceremonies, were all filled
with nitro-glycerine. But for the accidental
discovery of this fact while one of them was
being handled, during which it broke, revealing its interior, a series of most horrible disasters would have occurred before the dead
Czar’s corpse. The imperial palaces are now
protected at every point under ground against
mines.
The other day a carriage from the
imperial place was stopped by a peasant’s wagand
a peasant handed some mysterious
on,
packages to the coachman, who sealed them
up. The police, however, were made aware
the
of the transaction, and they arrested
coachman, who is still a prisoner. Nothing
can be learned concerning the peasant, who
managed to disappear, and the officials are
Five pro
dumb about the whole occurrence.
lessors have been dismissed at Jassy for alleged complicity with Nihilist plots and twenty
students have bdon. expelled for the same
reason.

The measures adopted to control the daily
flow of passengers, traders, peasants, etc.,to and
from the capital are productive of the greatest inconvenience.
People who live outside
the town, and whose business takes them into
it by day, have to wait their turn at the barriers to inscribe their names, addresses, occupations and destinations at each trip each way.
The authorities fear to take any step to abridge
this hardship. The government has remitted
some of the measures indicative of national
mourning, and has decreed that pianos may
Popular counagain be played in the towns.
cils like the one at St. Petersburg are to be established at Moscow, Warsaw, Kiev, Odessa
and at Charkow.
The Golos says six political prisoners will be
tried by a military court at Moscow at the end
of April. Three are of noble rank, one is a
son of a priest and two are women, one the
wife of Dr. Bozomslitz and the other the wife
of a teacher named Koroloffsky.
London, April 17.—All reliable advices from
St. Petersburg show that a state of unparalled uneasiness exists throughout the entire
empire. The statements repeatedly made of
late that several of the Nihilist chiefs have
been arrested prove to be false. It is now apparent t hat the rigorous measures adopted by
the police since the Czar’s assassination have
done little if any good towards quelling the
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IVholfHale Market.
Port LAND. April 18.

Sacked Bran and Middlings both declined again
to-day, but Rye made a Jump to 1 45. In Proddce,
th

demand for Butter is for

strictly line and the
supply continues short, but buyers are unwilling to
this
concede
advantage to the market. The cautious way that buyers operate prevents holders from
putting any life into the business. Cheese market
is very firm aud fine fall made factory sells quick at
16c; there is some demaud for Cheese at 14Vfec, but
most buyers want the best. Eggs are more plenty.
Pea ami Medium Beans have advanced to 2 50.
are

anges

firm and Valencias advanced

Maple Syrup
er

is

too

comes

A dispatch from Athens to the Times says
important demonstration against the policy
of the government has been made there under
the auspices of the National League.
The
meeting was quiet and orderly. The excitement is very deep and increasing, but suppressed, and exists more strongly among the
better classes. The friends of the ministry try
to allay it by representing that the question is
not settled, but public opinion accepts the
matter as beyond recall.
The Land Bill Condemned by an Irish
Members of the Commons.
Mr. Commins, M. P., speaking at Liverpool
vesterday said the land bill was a sham. The
'Times says the promoters of the movement for
the release of Michael Davitt have determined
to circulate for signatures throughout Great
Britain and the United States a memorial setting for the grounds for the liberation of Mr.
Davitt.
The Monetary Conference.
A dispatch from Paris to the Times says it
is doubtful whether the English and Italian
delegates will be present at the commencement of the monetary conference. A few days
adjournment will probably follow the inaugural speech of M. Magnin, French minister of
finance.
The Italian Minesterial Crisis Over.
Rome, April .18.—The ministers have withdrawn their resignations and the crisis is ended. The chamber of deputies will be convoked next week.
Change in British Ambassadors.
London, April 18.—It is understood that Sir
A. B. Paget, British Ambassador at Rome,
will succeed Lord Dufferiu at St. Petersburg,
and Austin H. Layard will succeed Paget.
Evacuation of Candahar.
The evacuation of Candahar has commenced. It is announced that the Ameer will come
to Candahar in May with more troops and attack Herat immediately. Ayoob Khan is concentrating his entire force to guard against a
threatened attack from Turkestan.
Lord Dufferin Confers with Prince Bismarck.
Berlin, April 18.—Lord Dufferiu bag arriv:
ed, and had a conference with Prince Bismarck.
Relations of Italy and France.
Paris, April 18.—A dispatch from Tunis
the
Italian Consul here disavows all acts
says
of unfriendliness to France laid to his charge.
He regrets that the Bey has not accepted his
advice and hopes that the present difficulty
will be promptly arranged.
Russian Students PunishedSt. Petersburg, April 18.—Of 201 students
charged with violating the rules of the university here 18 have been sentenced to expulsion,
71 to remain under arrest for several days, 100
reprimanded and 15 acquitted.
Change of Policy in Regard to Southern
au
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Badical. He was defeated by the Whig candidate. Ih 1831 he stood again and was again
defeated. After a number of defeats he was
elected from the borough of Maidstone and en.
tered the first Parliament of Victoria’s reign at
the age of 32. His first attempt at speaking in
the Commons was a failure and he was howled
down in the rude English fashion.
In July,

1839, he succeeded in gaining th e attention of
the House and won much applause.
It was not until 1817 however that he became
prominent figure in the Commons, when
his attacks on Sir Robert Peel for alleged
a

treachery to his party in the adoption of a free
trade policy made him a conspicuous figure. In
1819 he became the recognized leader of the
Conservatives. In 1852 in the first Derby administration he received the appointment of
ehancellor of the exchequer, was made a member of the privy council and became leader of
the ministerial party in the House of Commons.
He went
out
of
office with
the
rest
of the Derby ministry the same year.
In
1858 when Lord Derby again undertook to
form a new ministry after the downfall of
Lord Palmes ton Disraeli again became chancellor of the exchequer.' In February, 1859,
he

brought

forward

elaborate plan of
electoral reform, a principal feature of which
was the extension of the suffrage to the whole
body of the educated class without regard to
The bill was defeated and the
property.
an

Derby ministry

fell soon after. From this
time till 1866 when the Gladstone
ministry
fell Disraeli led the opposition. At the resignation of the Gladstone
ministry the Earl
of Derby formed a new cabinet with Disraeli
Chancellor of the Exchequer. In February
1868, the Earl of Derby resigned and Disraeli
became Prime Minister. He was defeated on
the question of the disestablishment of the
Irish church, and dissolved Parliament and
appealed to the country. A strong majority
was returned (or the opposition, and Disraeli
as

resigned

without

waiting

for the meeting of
the new Parliament. In 1868 he declined a
peerage, but subsequently became the Earl of
Beaconsfield. In 1874, at the fall of the Gladstone ministry he again became Prime Minister and remained in office till last year, when a
general election resulted in a Liberal majority.

Beaconsfield’s

success

as

a

novelist

though

overshadowed by his remarkable career as a
statesman and ruler, was nevertheless
very
great and his works have been widely read and
admired on both continents.]

CUBA.
No Typhoid

Fever

in

Robbery.

Havana—Heavy

Havana, April 18.—A circular issued by the
Superier Board of Health claims that there is

typhoid fever prevalent here.
Probably
the object is to allay the alarm of the
military.
The sub-treasurer at Manzanillo has been
robbed of 815,000 in gold.
no

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Thompson’s old fort distillery at Harrodsburg, Ky., was burned yesterday.
Loss §60.Mrs. Garfield has gone to New York.
The men arrested in Reading,
Penn., on
charge of having murdered a Mr. Goode 15
years ago, have been discharged, there being
no evidence against them.
The French Consul General having complained to the Bey of Kronmers of the” firing
on a French gunboat while
exploring the coast
of Taborea, the Bey will send a force to Taborea.

The dead body of a young woman in an almost nude state, was found in a
woodshed in
West 40th street, New York
yesterday, where
she had evidently been
lying four weeks. A
Mrs. Moore has been arrested on
suspicion.
The body has been
recognized as Mary McGuire, who formerly lodged with Mrs. Moore.

barley.

Shipinents-14,000 bbls 0our,lOl,6OO bush wheat,
131.000 bush corn, 152,000 bush oats, 7.500 bush
rye. 8,500 bush barley.
At the Afternoon Call of the Board, No 2 Chicago
Spring Wheat closed at 1 04% for May; 1 06% for
June: 1 06% for July. Corn at 42%c April; 43%
@43%c for May; 43%c for Juue; 44c for July.
Oats 35%c for May; 35%@35%c for June; 34% c
July. Kye at 1 20 bid, l 22% asked for May.JPork
at 18 45 bid April; 18 55 May; 17 72% for June;
18 85 July. Lard at 11 37% bid for April; 11 45
for May; 11 57%@11 60 for June; 11 70 July;
11 80 August and September; 10 60 all year.
St. Louis,April 18.—Flour steady and unchanged.
Wheat unsettled and irregular, closing firm; No 2
Red Fall at 1 07%@1 08 for cash; I 07%@1 08
April; 1 07% for May; 1 07@1 07% for June;l 03
@1 03% for July; No 3 Red Fall at 1 03%@1 04;
No 4 do at 99c. Corn ttfmer for futures; 41 %@
@41% g for cash; 41%@41%c April; 41%cMay;
41%c for June; 42%c Tor July. Oats dull 35%c
cash; 34@34Vsc for July. Rye strong at 1 20 bid.
and higher at 18 50.
Barley quiet. Pork is
Lard higher 11% bid.
bbls
Receipts—7,000
flour, 000,000 bush wheat,
269.000 bush corn, 47,000 bush oats, 20,000 bush
oush
4,000
rye.
barley.
Shipments-11.000 bbls hour, *1,000 bush wheat,
16.000 bush corn, 17,000 bush oats, 00,000' bush
barley, 0,000 bush rye.
Mobile, April 18.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands at 10%c.

strong*

New Orleans,April 18.-Cotton quiet: Middling
uplands 10% c.
Savannah, April 18.—Cotton dull; Middling
uplands 10 %e.
Mem phis, April 18.—Cotton steady; Middling uplands at 10%c.
...---=

---

Notice.

Ladies

now

using

tartar and
results by using
in biscuits, cake,

cream

baking will have better
Congress Yeast Powder. Try it
doughnuts, pie crust, etc.

80«la in

Slade’s English Mustard is sold by all gro-

cers.

MARRIAGES.
In Gorham, April 12. by Rev. S. B. Sawyer, G.
Merrill Newcomb and Miss Alice M. Dyer, both of
Gorham.
in Gray. April 17, by W. H. Smith, Esq., Henry
Plummer and Miss Lydia Y. Verill, both of Gray.
In Weld, April 9, (mas. E. Turner and Mrs. Eliza
A. Sanders.
In Farmington, April 10, Edd H. Farmer and Miss
Georgia A. Perking.
—-----

Early Rose, ^

bush

Houlton.
75®80
Maine Central.
70&73
Grand Trunk....
70C»73
Prolittcs, Eastern .66@67
Grand Trunk.
G6@G7

Jacksons..‘G0@G5
The above prices are for car lots of Potatoes; small
lots about 6c

higher..

Dry Goodn Wholesale market.
The following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected daily by Storer Bros. & Go., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 64 & 60 Middle street:
UNBLEACHED COTTONS.
Fine 7-4.14®17
Heavy 30 in. 7Va@ a
Med. 30 in. 0Vfr@ 7% Fine 8-i.16®20
Fine 9-4.20®2B
Light 36 in. 5 @ 6
Fine

40 in.

7Vi<g

9

Fine

lJLE.VCHED

Best 36 in..liya@l3
Med. 36 in.. 8
@11
Light 36 in.. 6 @ 7%
Fine 42 in.. 10
@14
‘Fine 5-4.... 11 @17

10-4....27ya@32y2

COTTONS.

Fine 6-4......15
@20
Fine 7-4.19
@23
Fine 8-4.21
@26
Fine 9-4.25
@30
Fine 10-4. ..27bk@32Ya

XltKUUS. £IC.

Drills. 8@ 9
@17% Corset Jeans.... 7 •«. 8
Medium.. .11
Satteens. 8@ 9Va
@14
Light. 8 @10 Cambrics. 5@ 5Va
Denmia.12%@16ya Silesias.10@20

Tickings,

Beat.15

Dacka-Brown 9

fa) 12

Fancy 12y2@16%

Cotton Flannels. 7<i/15
Twine & Warps. 18@28%

uuiuug—oest.

FALL RIVER—Sid 14th, sell Senator, Bousey,
ew York.
FALL RIVER—Ar 16th, sch Welaka, Perkins,

N

In this city, April 17, Mrs. Margaret, wife of Abial
T. Noyes, aged 66 years.
[Funeral on Thursday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at No. 4 Oak .street.
Burial at convenience of the

family.]
In Yarmouth, April 18,

Mrs. Elizabeth B., wife of
G. Mitchell, aged 72 years 10 months.
[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2% o’clock.]
In Bath, April 8, Pamelia H., wife of Sanford

Doughty, aged 37 years.
In Gardiner, April 10, Nathaniel
77 years.
In Gardiner,

Packard, aged

April 9, Mrs. Mary
67 years 6 months.

W.

FINANCIAL.

M obile.
NEWPORT—Ar 16th, schs Mary D Wilson. Gott,
P rovidence for New York; Ruth S Hodgdon, Stearns
d- for do.
Sid, sclis Reuben Eastman, for Gardiner ; Gen
H all, for Boston; May Day, and Nile, do.
Ar 17th, brig Cora Green, Pliilbrook, Ponce Pll,
ft r orders.
H YANNIS—Sid 16th, schs E & G W Hinds, Hill,
ft r Jonesboro; J H Deputy, Herrick, Augusta.
BOSTON—Ar 16tli, sch Good Intent, McLean, Lubi <*, (sec Mem.)
Ciu 16th, schs Sarah B Harris, Blake, New York;
W atthew Vassar, Nickerson, Vinalhaveu.
Ar 17th, schs Stampede, Perry, Gonaives; O D
V itherell, Garfield, Philadelphia; S Gilman, Hodg
d >n. Port Johnson; Olive Avery, Bishop, Elizabethp >rt; W S Farwell, Farwell, Amboy; E C Allen,
IV eady, Hoboken; Eugene, Clark, do; America, Tru-

orthy, Eddyville;

w

Mayflower, Robinson, Calais;

J snnie Howard,
Ellsworth; Advance,
S rout, Machlas; Dorado, Reed, Bootbbay; Mentor,
B ink ley, Newcastle.
Ar 18tb, barque Robt Porter,Nichols, Pecalongan:
D rig O B Stillman, Race, Buenos Ayres; sehs Pemalid, Bradlev, and Onward, Poole, Bristol; Lilian,
" yan, and Glide, Hutchings,
Belfast; Jas Nichols.
Eiilds, Damariscotta ; Laura & Mariou, Chester,
unden; Atalanta, Rockland; Hannah D, Reed,
restport; Sarah Hill, Gott, Castine; Charlie Steadn an, Mitchall, andCocheko, Young, Kockport.
SALEM—Ar 16th, schs Tangent, Rich, Calais;
° lio Chillcott, Fullerton, Rockland.
Sailed, schs H T Townsend, Abby Ingalls, Beta,
13 uutress, and Otranto.
Ar 16th, sch E L Higgins,
PORTSMOUTH
" iitchell, Calais.
Sid 16th, schs J M Kennedy, Pomroy, and David
c
aust, Smith, Ellsworth; South Shora, Whitmore,
ockport; Helen Thompson, Bradford, Thomaston;
eponset, Stratton, Franklin.

Campbell,

J
~

—

£
£

FOREIGN PORT*.
Sid fm St Helena Mch 11. barque Geo Treat, Pen
leton, (from Iloilo) for Boston.
Ar at Santander prev to 16th Inst, barque John
I unyan, Butman, New York.
Passed Dungeness 3d inst, ship P G Blanchard
a [clntyre, Antwerp for Cardifl".
Ar at Port Spain Mch 19th. sch Orrie V Drisko
I risko, Pilahdelphia.
In port Mch 26, brigs F H Todd. Maguire, from
B [obile, ar 19th; Arcot, Small, for New York: Geo
1 I Dale, Pierce, for Delaware Breakwater; sch Cbar1 >tte Jameson, for Wilmington, NO.
Sid fm Barbadoes Mch 23, barque Nineveh, Wyr lan, (from Montevideo) for
Sagua.
At Barbadoes Mch 29, brig Wm Iioliertson, Delao, unc; Hermon.Hichborn.do; sch Dora M French,
1 :>r Philadelphia.
Chartered, sch Mermaid, for Portland, with molas£ es at $3.12Va. free of cooperage.
At Baracoa 4th inst, sch F L Schopp, Dickinson,
f or New York.
Cld at Cheverie, NS, 9th inst, sch D B Everett,
j IcLean, New York.

SPOKEN.
Jan 4, lat 14 N, Ion 29 W, barque Kvie J Ray

J

lay, from

New York for

1

Anjier.

14tb, lat 15 19, Ion 36 45, ship Hagarstown,
parks, from New' York for San Fraucisco.
March 6, lat 2U N, Ion 24 W, s»feip C F Sargent.
Uherton from Cardiff for Hong Kong.
March 12, lat 17 N, Ion 37, barque Chas Stewait,
rom Hong Kong for New York.
April 2, oft” East Dunmore, brig H C Sibley, Parker, from Liverpool for Cuba.
April 9, lat 26, Ion 06 45, l»arqu. Hannah Me_*>on, Keen, from Portland for Matanzas.
April 13, lat 34 20, Ion 74 40, brig Josefa, Davis,
rom Cardenas for New York.
Feb

<

DEATH*

Cant. T.

Grain

FROM

FOR

Colon.New York. Aspinwall
Apl
Parthia.New York..Liverpool.Apl
Erin.New York..Liverpool_Apl
City of Alexandria New York. .Havana.Apl
Newport.New York..Havana.Apl
Westphalia.New York.. Hamburg.Apl
—

Baltic.

.New York.

.Liverpool.Apl

Ontario.Portland ...Liverpool... .Apl

Atlas.Boston.Liverpool.Apl

Alsatia.New York..London.Apl
City of Berlin.New York. .Liverpool.Apl

Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow.Apl

Abyssin>a..

.New York. .Liverpool.Apl
Bothnia.New York..Liverpool.Apl
St Laurent.New York..Havre.Apl
City of iirussejs .New York.. Liverpool.Apl
..

20
20
20
21
21
21
21
22
23
23
23
23
26
27
27
28
28
29
30

Geilert.New York..Hamburg_Apl
Lake Nepigon.Portland.. ..Liverpool,...Apl
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool.. ..Apl
Circassia.New York..Glasgow.Apl 30
Accapulco.New York. .Aspinwall.Apl 31
Toronto. .Portland.... Liverpool... May 6

The last chance for merchants and customers wishing Great Bargains in

SAGUA. Bark David
to Phinney & Jackson.

Babcock—730 hhds sugar

(Stock Marke:.

following quotations of stocks were received
yesterday by Woodbury & Moulton (members of the
Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Ex
change streets:
Opening. Closing.
The

9%
10%
68%

A. T. & S. F.135
Boston & Maine.151
C. S. & Clev. 30%
Eastern. 38
Flint & Fere Marquette preferred. 88%
L. R. & Ft. Smith. 75%
O. & L. C. 48

133
151

30%
38
88

76
48%
2%
26%

Catalpa. 2%

Branch. 25
9
Copper Falls.
Denver & Rio Grande.104%
Northern Pacific preferred. 70%
Common. 38%
Summit

9

103%
69

38%

New York Stock andMouev Market.

(By Telegraph.)
New York, April 18—Evening.—Money market
active at 4@6 on call, closing at 6; prime merfairly
cantile paper at 6@6. Sterling Exchange dull but
firm at 4.81% forlong and 4.83% for short. Governments firm and Vs@% higher. State bonds are
dull. Railroad bonds fairlv active. The stock mark
et opened lower hut closed firmer.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregat-

441,686

shares.
xne ioiiowwg are to-day's
Government securities : m
ed

closing quotation0 of

States 6’s, 1881, reg.103%
States 6’s, 1881, coup.103%
States new 6*s, reg.101%
States new 6’s, coup.102%
States new 4%’s, reg.113%
States new 4%’s, coup.113%
United States new 4’s,reg.114%
United States new 4’s, coup.114%
.131
Pacific G’sof 96
The following were the dosing quotations of
United
United
United
United
United
United

stocks:

Rock Island.133
Illinois Central.133%
C. B. & Quincy..162%
Chicago & Alton.135
Chicago <s Alton prefei red.141 %
New York Central.
141%
Lake Shore.
123%
Michigan Central. .113%
Erie
46%
—.

Erie

preferred

..

8G
120

Northwestern.
Northwestern preferred.131
Milwaukee & St. Paul.109%
St. Paul preferred.
120%
New Jersey CentraL. 94%
Union Pacific.116%
Western Union TeL Co.116Vs
...

California mining Stock*.

(By Telegraph.)

San Francisco. April 18.—The following are the
closing Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Alta.
4% Noonday. 1%
Alpha. 3% Hale & Norcross... 6%
Grand Prize.
Belcher. 3
%
Mexican.11 %
Best & Belcher.12
Northern Belle.19%
Bullion. 2

California. 1% Opbir. 8%
ChoLlar. 3% Overman.
2%
Union Con.12%
Eureka Con.30
Crown Point.. 3% Sierra Nevada.14%
Yellow Jacket. 6%
Exchequer. 2
Gould & Curry. 8% Bodie.7%
Savage. 4% Potosi.4%
Bulwer. 3% Con: Virginia. 2%
Dementic iTlsrhein.

MARINE

NEWS!

DRY AND FANCY GOODS.

SAMUEL HANSON,
Banker

&

Broker,
—

194 Middle Street.
Government Bonds, First Class
Bank
&c.,
Stock,
sold.
Orders at New
York and Boston Stock Exchanges
executed by wire.

Securities,
bought and

eodtf

oc23

B. BARNES, JR.,
Broker,

JStoolsL

50 EXCHANGE ST.,

PORTLAND, ME.

Orders for Stocks aud Bonds executed
In Portlaud, Boston, New York and other markets.
Maine Mining Stocks a Specialty.
Young
CSp-W ANTED.—1Twin Lead,
Heela, Douglass, Favorite, Deer Isle,

Gouldsboro,

Edgemoggin,

other stocks.
Also European and North
R. R. Stock and Bonds.
Portland, Me., Jan. 24, 1881.

Cherryileld

anu

American

jan25eodlf^.

varying from #25 to
$100 are earned nearly
every month by dealers
in Canadian Bank Stocks. $100 earns $60, $200
earns $100 every active month—a legitimate fair
enterprise. The prosperous years ahead are being
discounted now by the improved value of tlrst-clase
Lowest Investment bandied $60.
investments.
free. Write enquiries. Wm.
Walkerton Ac Co., Banker* ansi Broker*,
JACQUES CARTIER BANK, BLD’G, Montreal,
Canada.
dim
mar 23

Descriptive pamphlet

MONDAY, April 18.
Arrived.
Steamship Quebec, (Br) Dale, Glasgow—mdse to

D Torrance & Co.
Steamer Pottsville, Pierce, Philadelphia—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Steamer Falmouth, Hall, Boston for Eastport
and St John, NB.
Barque J H Chadwick. Henley, Boston, to load
for Cuba. To Curtis & Davis.
Sch R S Learning, Doughty, Philadelphia—coal to
Portland Steam Packet Co.
Sch Abby 8 Fmery, Arey, Boston—brimstone to
Portland Star Matcn Co.
Sch Gamecock,-, Neponset.
Sch lanthe, Johns, Prospect Harbor—canned lobster to Burnham & Morrill.
•

Sch Mystic Tie, Alley, Jonesport.
Sch Diana, Orne, Damariscotta.
Cleared.

Steamship Chesapeake, Williams, New York—
Henry Fox.
Sch Sedona, Holbrook, Baltimore—Berlin Mills.
Sch War Steed,
Bumie & Co.

Googins,

New York

—

Rumery,

Br schr
of
Another Missing Vessel
the West, from Barbadoes for Portland, with molasses for E Churchill & Co, is 42 days out, and it is
feared she has been wrecked at sea.
—

Queen

FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.
Ar at Gloucester 18th, barque Charles R

Trapani, (Feb 16.)
Ar at Singapore 16th, ship

Portland

Cardiff.

Sid fm

Liverpool

14th

(Br) Melville, Portland.

inst, barque

Lewis,

Lloyds. Chase
Mark

Twain,

inst, steamer Lake Champlain, Stewart, Portland.
Ar at Belfast, I, 14th inst, barque Rosetta McNeil, Brown, Pensacola.
Sid fm Queenstown 16tb, ship McNear, Taylor,
(from San Francisco) for Fleetwood; Leonora, Poterson, (from do) for Havre.
Ar at Havre 16th, ship Scotia, Oliver, New Orleans
Sid 5th, barque Evie Reed, Rairden, Batavia.
Ar at

Glasgow

16th

INEITIOBANDA.

Barque Alice, Dyer, at New York from Rio Janeireports, 10th and 11th inst, had a heavy gale,
ending in a hurricane; carried away maintopsail
yard, and lost and split nearly an entire Bnit of sails.
Barquo John R Stanhope, Pillsbury, at New York
from Hong Kong, reports, 5th inst, a gale, carried
away forctopmast and topmast staysail.
Barque Josephine, Reed, from Baltimore for Cienfuegos, with coal, has been lost at sea. No particro,

ulars.

Barque Robt Porter, Niohols, at Boston from Pec-

alongan, reports heavy weather latter part of the
passage, lost and split sails, stove wheelnouse, and

sustained other damage*.
Sch Almeda, of Pembroke, from Portland for New
York, which went ashore at Muskekat in February
last, was floated 18th and towed into VineyardHaven, with part of cargo on board. She is full of
water and foremast only standing.
Sch E L Higgins. Mitchell, at Portsmouth from
Calais, reports, night 15th, during the gale, made
the breakers off the Western Sisters, but succeeded
in working off shore.
Lost jib, boat, and part of

deckload sleepers.
Sch Florence N Tower, Adams, at New York from
Arroyo, reports heavy gales and was blown off twice;
lost and split sails, lost boat.
Sch Welaka, Perkins, at Fall River from Mobile,
reports, 15th, off Montauk, during the gale, carried
away flying jibboom and foretopmast, and lost and

split

sails.

Sch Austin D Knight, Perry, from Wood Hole for
Savannah, put into New York 17th with loss of jibboom and foretopmast in a squall 14th.
Sch Good Intent, McLain, from Lubec, arrived at
Boston 16th with loss of mainmast, mainsail and
jib; also, parted chains and lost both anchors at
Gloucester.
Sch Edith B Coombs. Yeaton, at New York from
Baracoa, reports, 10th inst, in a heavy NW gale
lost and split sails, and damaged headgear; 16th, off
an tine station, was in collision with the barque
atavia and carried away mainboom.
Saar

Scb Antelope, of and from Camden for Boston,
put into uioucesier itin wiui loss oi jioooom, dow-

sprit, and headgear.
Jacksonville, April 9—The schr Fannie A MiHiken, Roberts, from New York, is the first arrival
here for twenty days. She experienced
heavy weather and took one gale lasting five days; was blown
across the Gulf Stream twice.
DOmESTIC FORTH.
SAN FRANCISCO- Ar 9th, ship Edw O’Brien,

Henry,

Chimbote.

fBy Telegraph.*
PENSACOLA—Ar 12th, sch Ada A Kennedy,
New York. April 18—Evening.—Flour market
Kennedy, Galveston.
without decided change and rather more doing,
ST AUGUSTINE, FLA-Ar 12th, F A Magee,
largely in Minnesota extra, with a moderate export Treworgy, New York.
ana little better jobbing.
SAVANNAH—Ar 16th, sch Telumab, Bennett,
Receipts of Flour 20,418 bbls;exports 18,548 bbls;
New York.
sales 21.400 bbls;No 2 at 2 90@3 75;Superfine WesSid 10th, brig Stacy Clark, Stahl, St Simons.
tern and State 3 85@4 40; common to good extra
CHARLESTON—Sid 15th, Bch C Hanrahan,WhitWestern and State 4 40@4 90; good to choice Wesmore, Weymouth.
tern extra at 5 00® 6 76; common t > choice White
GEORGETOWN. SC-Cld 10th, sch C W Holder.
Wheat Western extra 5 00®G 00: fancy do at 6 10
Gray, Point-a-Pitre.
@7 00; common to good extra Ohio at 4 40®6 75;
Cld 12th, sch II G McBuck, Woodbury, Baltimore
common to choice extra St. Louis at 4 50®6 75:
WILMINGTON, NO—Cld 15th, sch Jos Souther,
Patent Minnesota extra at 6 60®7 00; choice to
Watts, Bath.
doable extra at 7 10@8 00, including 1200 bbls of
NORFOLK—Ar 14th, sch Winnie Lawry, Spear,
City Mills extra at 5 60®5 GO for WI; 2900 bbls
New York.
No 2 at 3 00®3 76; 140<J bbls Superfine at 3 90@
Ar 15th, schs Joslah Whitehouse, Farnham, Iiock4 50; 1G00 bbls low extra at 4 50®4 G6; 4900 bbls
port; Laura Bridgman, Hart, Rockport; Sami Fish,
Winter Wheat extra at 4 55®8 25: 7400 bbls MinTeel, Boston; Mary w Hupper, Somers, Rockpcrt;
nesota extra at 4 50®8 00; Southern flour steady.
O M Mkrrett, Reed, Rockland.
Rye Fleur is steady and firmer at 6 00@6 50 for
BALTIMORE—Cld* 16th, sch Frank Harrington,
Superfine. Corn Meal is firm but quiet: Yellow Kent. Boston.
Western 2 65©2 90; Brandywine at 3 10. Wheat
Ar 17th, brig Addie Hale, Wellander, .Vatanzas;
—receipts 342,076 bush: etpons 347,224 bush;
sch Marcia S Lewis, Kelley, Bath; City of Augusta,
Spring scarce and 2@8c be. er; Winter %@1 % c
Johnson, Brunswick.
better and fairly active; exj »rt demand checked by
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 15th, sch W D Gargill,
limited supply offering and moderate business; sale's
Low, Richmond.
1.469,000 bush, including 234,000 bush on spot;
Ar 16th schs A D Merritt, Kelley, Mayaguez; E
Chicago and Milwaukee 1 23@1 24; ungraded Red
G Willard, Adams, Portland.
at 1 17@1 28; No 3 do at 1 20 1 20%; No 2 do at
Cld 16th, sch Sarah A Reed, Guptill, Boston.
1 23y2®l 24%; steamer do at X 20; No 1 Red at !
Ar 18th, barque Brunswick, Higgins, Pascagoula;
129; Mixed Winter at 1 20@1 21; No 2 White at
sch J W Drury, Bath.
1 20%; No 1 do, 30.000 bush at i 21%@1 22;
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 16th, sch L F WarNo 2 Red for April, 216,000 bush 1 22% @1 24%;
ren, Johnson, Jacmel. (and left for Philadelphia.)
do May, 448,000 bush at 1 21%@ 22%. Rye is
Passed up, sch J D Robinson, from Cuba for Philafirm at 1 12@118. Barley dull. Corn %@% betdelphia.
ter and fairly active; receipts 194,125 bush;exports
NEW YORK—Ar 16th, barque John R Stanhope,
174,152 bush: sales 806,000 bush, including 158,- Pillsbuiy, Hong Kong; Alice, Dyor, Rio Janeiro 68
000 on the spot: ungraded 66%@o9c: No 3 at 56%
days; Virginia, Thurlow, Caibarien; H G Dixon,
@55% c; old do at 62c delivered: low Mixed 59%@
Yates, Cay Frances; schs Jennie A Stubbs, fm Cape
60c: Southern Yellow at 68c: White Southern 61c;
Hayti; Canton, Henley, Cardenas 10 days, (lost foreNo 2 for April at 69@59%c; May at 65%@56c;
Edith B Coombs, Yeaton, Baracoa 19 days;
June at 66%®55%c, including No 2 f o b 68a/sc.
feilie Doe, Brant, Richmond.
Oats %@%c better, closing firm; receipts 112.200
Cld 16th, barque Villora H Hopkins, Hopkins,
bush; sales 167,000 bush; No 3 at 44@44%c; do
Batavia; ivachel, Walls, Matanzas; schs Augusta E
White 45@46%c; No 2 at 44%®44%c; do White
Herrick, Herrick, Eleuthera; Annie Whiting, Gray,
at 46%@47c; No L at 45c; do Wnite 49%c:Mixed
St Pierre; Geo E Young, Marshall. Galveston; Silas
Western at 44®46c; White do at 45@48%c, includMcLoon, Spear, Key West: Eagle, Robbins, for Chesing 29,000 bush No 2 for June at 437/8@44c. Nn- ter, Pa; Vineyard,
Titus, Providence.
Molasses is
gar is strong; powdered 9%@9%c.
Ar 17th, brig Charlotte, Briggs, Barbadoes; schs
firm; sales 1500 hhds for Philadelphia delivery 34c.
Reuben S Hunt, Wilde, Barbadoes 29 days; Carrie
Petroleum dull and weak; united at 81% ;reflced
Bonnell, Harris, Baracoa kl days: Maud Webster,
7% asked. Tallow firm; sales 160,000 lbs. Pork
Brunswick, (lost part or aeckload); AusChipman,
about 50c higher and fairly active; sales 350 mess
tin D Knight, Perry.Wood Hole for
Savannah; Chas
on spot at 16 50 for old; 18
0 for new; new mess
E Sears, Turner, Baltimore.
for May at 18 25. Beef steady. Lard about 20c
Sid 17th, barque Gen Fairchild, San Franc'sco.
higher and active,closing firm; sales 510 tea prime
Passed the Gate 16th, schs Alice Oakes. Pillsbury,
steam on the spot at 11 76@11 80; 8250 for May at
from New York for Boston; Essex, Drink water,
at 11 66@11 85; 12,500 for June 11 70@11 92%;
for Salem.
Amboy
7250 for July at 11 77%@11 95; 2600 year 10 80
Passed the Gate 17th, sch Mail, Merrill. NYork
@11 00; 160 city steam at 11 70. Batter is weak for New London.
and unsettled; State 13@32e; Western at 10y2@
NEW HAVEN—Ar 15th, sch Olive, Frye, Two
25c. Ckeese firm for choice.
Rivers. NS.
Freights to Liverpool weak; Wheat
steam 4%.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 17th, schs Governor, Eaton,
Chicago. April 10.—Flour is dull and nominal.
Port Johnson; F A Sawyer, Freethy,-.
Wheat is fairly active and shade higher; No 2 Red
Sid 16th, sells Lena K Storer, Bond, Port Royal.
Winter 1 06® 1 06%; No 2 Chicago Spring 1 02%
SC; Mary Augusta, JBolt, Philadelphia; G W Colfor cash; 1 04 bid for May; l 05% for June;l OGVk
lius, Wooster, New York.
for July. Corn is higher at 42%@43c for cash; 43
Sid 17th, sch Helen G King, Townsend, for Red
@43yso for May and June; 43% @43%c for July; Beach, Mo.

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,

C. A. LEIGHTON & Co.,
Street.

Congress
aplG
^

dsnlw

A

LARGE LOT OF

Imported. Cigars.
of my

own importation, for sale at a very low price.
a nice lot of Clear Havana
manufactured from my own imported stock, which I am refor
three
25
and
a
smaller
tailing
cents,
size, four
for 25 cents. Also, a Clear Havana Filled Cigar
for 5 cents.
If you want to smoke the best 10
cent Cigar in the city call for the Old Judge Brand,
and for a & cent Cigar call for the Light of the
World, and the Moonshiner and the Portland Favorite Brands.
These goods will be sold at wholesale for cash, at very low prices, as I want to reduce my stock.

Goods,'

Also,

E.

POMTOE,

Cor. Middle and Exchange St*., Opp. P.O.
sn dim
aprlG
Portland, Me.

Cure Your
BT

Corns!

SHIRTS, COLLARS and CUFFS.
Lot 1. A good shirt with Pure Linen
Bosom and cuffs, well made, good fitting, at 50 cents each, would be cheap at
65 cents.
A

shirt made

Shirt. This shirt is now made with Sectional Yoke, Reinforced bodies, and coat
sleeve, is as well made and the material
is as good as any gentleman would wish
to wear and we guarantee a perfect lit
or refund the money.
Price, 8(1.00.

Respectfully,

A. B. BUTLER,
247 MIDDLE STREET!—
Uti
apl2

USING

THE

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

Callous,

CURE IS Q UARAN TEED.
25 cento.
For Mile by nil Druggists.

Try it and you will be convinced like thousands

who lmve used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for Schlotterbeck’e Corn and Wart
Solvent and take no other.
nov23
gndtf

NOTICE.
In order to close the balance of our stock at the
earliest possible date, we offer still greater reduction in prices of all goods in our store until Saturday, April 16th, when on that day all goods
remaining unsold will be sold at Public Auction.
All persons indebted to us are requested to settle
their accounts before the first of May.
RICHARDS & CORLISS.
Yarmouth, April 7,1881.
apr9 sn 2w*

IF YOU

HAVEJWT,

GO DO IT!

Look in
HAIR
DRESSING ROOM,
J. M. is himself again, attending right to business,
with shop improved; and as good workmen as can
be had.
Take

WEBER PIANO
And wliat Miss Cary says of them.
AIy Deab Mb. Weber.
Many and kindest thanks for the noble instrument which you so generously sent me.
Its sympathetic richness and brilliancy of tone, combined with
delicacy ana ease of touch make it a most valuable
acquisition and it will always have a prominent and
honored place among my (musical) household gods.
Wishing you all health and prosperity, I am har-

moniously, yours,

ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

I1. FURBU8H k SON,
SOLE

AGENTS,

a

TODD’S

OppoMite
April 13, 1881.

of Wamsutta

Cotton, finest linen bosom aud cuffs, Sectional Yoke with extra bodies—perfect
fitting shirt—price, 80 cents.
Lot 3 is onr celebrated Petersburg

SCHLOTTEKBECK’S

Price

eodtf

Our lines now complete in all Nos.
from 13 1-2 to 17. We shall offer MONDAY Morning, April 11th, a very large
stock of

Lot 2.

JUST ARRIVED

Street.

Exchange

ap!2

Balance of our stock will
be sold in lots to suit. Sales
to commence TUESDAY,
April 19th, to continue one
week.

FARRINGTON

sn

aprl3dlw

IV. B. We Mill continue tone 11 the MBITH
Am. OBtiANM, on installments of *43
Ceuta per Day.
mar26

dtf^
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PRICES STILL LOWER
New Satins in Black and Colors, just received.
Also—a fdll line of another new make of French
finish American Silks, warranted to give perfect
satisfaction.
Also—full assortment of the celebrated Guinet
Silks, from Lyons, France.
Prices on all above 20 to 50 cents per yard less than

BLOCK,

PORTLAND, ME.

the Poet Office.

SILKS. SATINS.

ROLLER

SKATING RINK.

last year.

Greatest
Men’s
received.

For

Bargains in Woolens

wear

ever

known.

Large lot just

100 pieces of All Wool and part wool 75 ct.
ens, reduced to 50 cents.
50 pieces strictly All Wool $1.37 Woolens, at

Wool$1.00

RINESBROS.
N. B.

Something new

ceived nearly every day.

in

Spring Dress Goods

re-

aprlS sudtf

Until further notice the Rink will be open every

Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, afternoon and
evening.
Music in attendance every evening.
Extra music Saturday nights.
Admission—Afternoon, 15 cts. Evening, 25 cts.

E.
aprlO

LALIME, Manager.

dtl

CHAS. H. O’BRION,
Wholesale and Detail Dealer in

WALL PAPERS. COAL.
Domestic Coals
Prices.

SPRING OPENING.
All

LORINQ, SHORT
mar2<>

a

Specialty,

at Lowest

236 Commercial

grades of goods

Market

Street,

Brown’s

AT LOW PRICES.
& HARM.
sn

eod2m

Wharf,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
^

Orders received by telephone.

npldOm

CARDS MARKED DOWN.
Feathers, 5 cts. Puzzles, 8 cts. Notions, 10 cts.
Landscapes, 3 cts. Funs, 10 cts. Birds, ft cts.
Pets, 3 cts. Pinafore, 2 cts. Lone Fisherman, 1 ct,
Panels, ft cts. Horse Shoes, 3 cts. Flowers, ft cts.
Chickenl, 3 cts. Shells, 3 cts. Faces, 1(1 cards, 5 cts.

Satf.)

•

ORDERS for STOCKS promptly executed at the New York and Boston
Stock Exchanges, by

No. 32

431db433

PORT OF PORTLAND.

35%
35%
35%

& Co.

eotltf

jy27

BANKERS AMD BROKERS,

ALMANAC.APRIL 19.

Sun ns* *.6.07 I High water, (pm).. 3.17
morn
Sunsets.6.4 9 1 Moon rises.

May

Foreign Import*.
HILLSBORO,NS. Schr Laurel—1716 bush aud
21 bbls potatoes, 34 bush turnips to AD W hidden

Exchanges.

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

MAlliIBrG DAYS OP 8TEA1H8H1P8.

,-Oats-.

35%
35%

Exchange Sts.,

Bay aud sell first-class State, city,
Intown and Railroad Bonds.
vestments tor trust funds constantly on hand. Correspondence
solicited.
Orders in Stocks and
Bonds executed daily in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia Stock

Investment Securities

K., wife of Eben

By The funeral service of the late Stephen Mcwill take place this morning at 7.45 o’clock,
at his late residence, No. 29 York streat.

The

157 Commerced street:
Chicago .—Wheat—•> v-Corn-.
Time.
June.
May.
May.
9.32.. 103% 106%
42%
10.06..
105%
10.33.. 104% 106 Vs
43
11.33.. 103% 106%
43
12.33 .103% 105%
1.03.. .104% 105%
43%
Call.104% 106%
43%

Cor. Middle &

^

Quade

MINI A'V'J K K

Market.

Woodbury & Moulton,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Gould, aged

Good. 8% @10%

Boston Land.
9%
WaterPower—. 10%
Hartford & Erie 7s. 59%

about 1828 when he presented himself to
the electors of of Hfgh Wycomb as a Tory-

3,500

rye

bush

•krwt

Death of Lord Beaconsfleld.
London, April 19.—Beaconsfleld had a very
serious relapse during the night and died
peacefully at 5 o’clock this morning. He was
perfectly conscious to the last. Drs. Kidd and
Quain and Lords Rowton and Barrington were
present when Lord Beaconsfleld died.
[Benjamin Disraeli was born in London
Dec. 21, 1801. His parents were both- Jews
Young Disraeli was educated for the law, but
soon abandoned that profession for the more
congenial one of literature. His first work,
the novel of “Vivian Grey,” was published iu
182G-7 when its author was only 22 years of age.
Other works followed in quick succession.
Disraeli made his first attempt to enter Parlia-

Receipts—2! .060 bbls hour, 30,000 busli wheat,
94.000 bush orn, 81,000 bush oats. 3600 bush

..

Portland, April 18.
following quotation of Grain were received
from
by telegraph
Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,

May.

clear at 9 00.

Beaux.

the Times says: The Indiana governcutta
ment has made such strong representations in
favor of the retention of the Pishin Valley,
and all the posts between Khojak and Quetta,
that it is thought the home government will
sanction this arrangement, which would be a
decided modification of their views in regard
to the abandonment of Southern Afghanistan.
The news that a compromise is probable has
given decided satisfaction in India.
Parnell and the Land Bill.
London, April 18.—Parnell in an address at
Glasgow yesterday said that the land bill has
not provided the slightest protection for small
tenants, but raiber tends towards their destruction.
More Arrests in Ireland.
Dublin, April 18.—Mr. Harris was arrested
for inciting to assault. Diver, a farmer, has
also been arrested.
The Spanish Municipal Elections.
Madrid, April 18.—Senor Castelar has issued an eloquent and important manifesto to
the moderate
Republicans, recommending
them to take part in the municipal elections in
to

rejected 41%c. Oats steady at 34% @34%c cash;
35%c for May and June; 34%c July. Kye s:ea y
at 1 20@1 20%. Barley strong and liigbei 1 05.
Pork excited and higher at 18 50 for cash; 18 50®
18 52% for May; 18 66@18 70 for June; 18 76®
18 80 July. Lard strong and higher at 11 40 cash;
11 40@11 42% for May,11 52%@11 55 for Juue;
11 66® 1167% for July. Bulk Meats strong and
and higher; shoulders 6 70; short rib at 8 95:t*bort

..

Turkish Prunes.8Va@7c

Afghanistan.
London, April 18.—A dispatch from Cal-

ment

tion of th is

His Ticket Elected by 50 Majority.
New Yoke, April 18.—Annual election for
the sachems of Tammany society tonight was
the most exciting held for many years. Three
tickets were in the field, the regular John
Kelly ticket headed by Isaac Bell and a ticket
made up of names from each of the other tickets. The election resulted in the success of
the Kelly ticket by a majority of 50.
Total
number of votes Til.

given

rhe Utes Ready to be Pacified by Good
Land.
Washington, April 18.—The Indian office
lias advices from Agent Berry saying that it is
his opinion that if early action is taken looking towards a location upon fair agricultural
and grazing land the Utes will, to a large extent, settle down peacefully and give their attention to agriculture and stock raising.

frtnl

then the people of the country will
stand by any party that seeks to prevent a consummation of it, and when December comes,
and you still seek to carry out what the people
consider a foul bargain, then we have a right
to prevent a man, against whom we have said
so much,
and whose political career we so
much oppose, from being our Sergeant-at-Arms
to give the Republican party a decent man, a
gentleman, a soldier, and a wounded soldier at
that, and to say “we will vote for him if you
will throw up a man obnoxious to us, who will
make himself disagreeable to us, as we know
he will.?
Mr. Dawes—Don’t you think the best way to
determine the question is to submit to a major-

KELLY WINS.

Society of the Army of the Potomac.
New York, April 18.—The twelfth annual
rebnion of the Society of the Army of the Po"in

ia t.Tia narrvincr

bargain,

NEW YORK.

tvu^ov.

man

THE INDIANS.

dent that secret presses must be hard at work
in successful operation at many places.
The
last one of these documents announces boldly
that, “Whereas, Alexander II. had reigned
twenty-six years, Alexander III. would reign
only twenty-six days.” Reliable private information received late from St. Petersburg
shows that the present Czar is deeply affected
by the threats that have been and are constantly made against him. He shows unmistakably that he is deeply troubled. He acts
like a sovereign occupying au intolerable position, surrounded ky nothing upon which he
reliance, and hedged
can place any implicit
about by menaces all the more grave and| terriin
ble because involved
perpetual mystery. He
encounters the most serious obstacles, not only
in the introduction of refbrms, but even in
the change of the government and in the perNone of the
sonnel of the administration.
officials who had his father's confidence, and
whom he trusts himself are prepared to. co-operate in the inauguration of a more liberal
regime until the Nihilistic terror is stamped
out.
It is believed that the continuation for
an unlimited
period of the present iron-handed
repression will make all the^fforts of the government to' re press Nihilism useless, while the
conspirators will grow strongor by being driven deeper into their terrible and impenetrable
secrecy. The preseut condition of Russia is indeed terrible, its future gloomy and the life
of its ruler in danger.
Excitement at Athens Over the Frontier

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Now Sots.

G. L. BAILEY

d^iros to

thank his numerous friends, and the
for their liberal patronage during his thirty
yearn’ business on Exchange street, and respectfully solicits a renewal of the same at his new store,

public,

221 MIDDLE STREET,
opposite Falmouth hotel.
usual a good assortment of

Guns*

Fishing

He will keep

IRA C.
as

Dillmur’a Rendrock.

STOCK BRIDGE, Music Dealer,
156 Exchange Street,

aprlSdlw

Tackle,

AND SPORTSMEN'S GOODS,
lowest prices. Agent for Du Ponta’ Powder,

at
ami

Chinamen, 10 cts. Will o-the-Wisp, 12 cards in
Gold and Oil, 20 cts.
Autumn Leaves, ito leaves,
10 cts. Easter Eggs, 10 cts.
200 sets French and
from
lc. to 50 cts. per set. Also
American cards,
a full line of Card Albums,
Card Scrap Books,
Wafl'ers, &c. Orders by mail solicited.

apl4sneodti

Portland,

Me.

CHARLES RICH,
BROKEFL
GENERAL
22

Exchange

Street.

General
Lumber ami
Merchandise
bought and sold on commission.
Cash advances made on approved prop-

erty.

Stocks and Bonds dealt in.

janlb

go

TTh&SCui

J&nUoodll

--

—

THE PRESS
obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. C
Brunei & Co., Andrews, Arn
o.x
Ven:worth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland 1,
79 Middle St., WelAuder. Boston & Maine Depot, an *
Chisti.din Bros., on all '.rains that run out of tl:
ay be

F•

r_

awnden, Marquis,

Mr.i

city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Avgusta, F. Fierce.
Bangor, .1. H. Babb & Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Bid ieford, F. M. Burnham.
Jellereon’s Bookstore.
Bridglon. Daniel Dickens.
Br ms wick, B. (1. Dennison.
Came, riand Mills, F. A. Verrill.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport. W A Mitchell.
Fryeburg, K. C. Harmon and Shirley & Lewis.
Gardiner, l'aluKsr & Co.

Gorham, J. Irish.
Hallowell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Li«t»on, C. E. Judkins.
Mechanic.Falls, A. W. Bridge, K.

>

A.

Norway. A. O. Noyes.
Ri< hmoud. G. A. Beale.
R >. klfuuL *j. C. Andrews.
SabaUus, E. H. .Johnson.
Sa carajma at the Post Office.
of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick,
SaThomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalliaveu, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Wiseasset. Gibbs & Bundle4,
Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.

A bargain for some one-J. N. Bead.
Proposals for Marble or Granite—Thos.

L.

Farm for $700—Wm. H. Jerris.
Harvard University Examinations.

Casey

Wanted.

#

Hazel.
“I consider the best in the market,” sayi
Professor JOHN M. CARNOCHAN, M D.
“Has produced far more satisfactory results ii
my practice than any other of the numerou i
articles in the market, says Professor EG
BERT GUERNSEY, M. D. “Cannot afford t< >
l»e without your elegant and thoroughly satis
factory preparations for a single day,” sayi
Professor M. W. NOXAN, M.D. Hundreds o
equally emphatic endorsements from leading
physicians of New York city. Cures Piles
Haemorrhages, Catarrh, Salt Rheum, Rheuma
tism and affections of the Eyes. Sold in fifti
cents and dollhr sizes.
aprl8-t,th,s&w
■

Supreme Judicial Court.
VIRGIN

J.. PRESIDING.
R. Milliken
vs.

-Charles
Cullen* C
Assumpsit upon till following memor

Monday.

Chapman.
jumIuiu :

DueC. R. Miiliken 83025.
and

twenty-five dollars.

UUH11U1 itUUUUl

VVite

J£1VCI1

plff.
C. Strout with C. F. Libby for deft.

S.

Superior Court.

^

BEFORE

BONNEY.

JUDGE

MOXDAY.—In the case of Charles A. Donnel
against the town of Cape Elizabeth to recover dam
ages for personal injuries sustained through an al
I eged defect in the highway, the
jury rendered;
verdict for the defendants.
C. Hale for plff.
N/& If. B. Cleaves for defts.

Yesterday morning Sheriffs Andrews, Par.

Beginning with the 1st of May all the mai
passing through the Portland post offict
during the month will be weighed. This ii 1
done all over the United States, under order1
from the Postmaster General, every four years
On a basis found by this method the contract;
are made with the railroad companies for carrying the mails for the ensuing four years.
A train of seventeen cars lately arrived ir
Portland bearing 350 tierces, 600 half barrels
1000 tubs of lard, 500 barrels clear pork, 75
barrels backs, 50 barrels short-cut clear, and
matter

150 barrels hams.
Messrs. Douglas and Martin hold Bible readtags for believers every afternoon at 3 o’clocl
in Mechanics’ Hall. Gospel preaching in the
7.45. Bring your Bibles. Come.
evening
A bronzed iron screen, like those in use it
banks, is in process of erection in the Clerk ol
Court’s office, to keep the ignobilc vulgu;
at

An

J

their arriva I
the Gardine r

parade through th

evening there will b
a
grand military ball, iii connection wit
which the Cadets will give one of their famot
drills. Friends of the company desirous c j
joining in this excursion can procure tickets < t
the committee at the depot for $2.50 the roun j
The
trip, including admission to the hall.
will leave ou the noon train Thursday, returi
following morning.

Easter Ball.
The Easter ball given under the auspices < f
the L A. R. A. last evening drew a large a
Chandler’s

fu II

band gave a splendid concert from eigl t
to nine o’clock after which the quadrille bail a
famished the music for the dance, and an at l_
mirahly prepared order of dauees was eujoye ^
until an early hour in the morning.
M
Henry Walsh was floor director assisted by 1 >
J. Conellan, T. J. Welch, Peter O’Conne r>
Michael McCann, T. F. Lynch, J. J, Lapp!
James O’Brien, Edward Daily, Hugh M
Donough, James E. Marr, T. F. Sheehan.

Merrill

,

Fine Furnishing Goods.
& Company, under
the

Preb
House, display one of the largest and most el e"
gant assortment of gentlemen’s furuishii g
goods to be found in the State. Tbeir goo Is
include the latest and me st
are all new and
fashionable styles for spring ana summer wee
Their stock consists of neckties,
derwear, scarf pins and rings.

**

hosiery,

u u-

-—7Checkers.

A match of fifty games at checkers, foi
purse of $50, has been arranged betweeu He
bert
Wright, of Boston, Mass., formerly of

Portland, and

William A. Golden, of this oil y.
The match will take place in Fluent Block, I
this city, commencing next Monday.

sented

to

the

have

to

or

Examinations

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
d2w

Washington, D. C., April 19th,
on

1881,

or

opened immediately thereafter,
furnishing at
the site of the Washington Monument in this city
36,000 cubic feet (more or less) of White Marble, and
Granite.
26,000
Specifications, blanks or any further information
will be furnished from this office, upon request of
parties engaged in the business of quarrying such
materi a Is.
THOS. LINCOLN CASEY,
Lieut. Col. Engineers, U. S. A.,
*•

aplOdOt

Engineer

For Sale at

in

Charge.

Bargain.

a

The CITY MILLS, situated

on

aprlO

FURNISHED HOUSE
To Eet.
A small and neatly famished
house to let, in a desirable location. Moderate rent. Inquire at
2S Exchange street.
#l>rl9

dlw

CARGO POTATOES.
Ex. Sch. Laurel, now discharging at
Union Wharf, a flue lot of Potatoes, selling low.

HODGDON BROS.
apl9

d3t

WANTED.
HARNESS fitters and stitchers; good workmen. Wages, $10 to $18 per week, steady
come right along and bring your

work guaranteed;
tools with you.

PETERS and CALHOUN CO.,
SOS Broad

91., Newark, N.

I.

d3t

Farm for $700.
acres, good land, small bouse and
barn, plenty water, some wood and fruit, pasture for three cows and two horses, easy land to
work, being quite level, cuts ten tons of hay: located
in Pownal, on road to -Lewiston.
Must be sold.

FORTY-six

$700 cash will buy it. Wm. H. Jerris, Real Estate
Agent, Portland. Apiil 18, 1881. apl9d2w&wlt*

Associated Charities.

THE

Cosy Summer Residence for Rent or Sale.
4Ya
desk
to let.
AT Also office Foreside,
CHARLES
Falmouth

miles from

or

riK>m

aprl9 dtf

Portland.

Inquire of
MERRILL,

117 Commercial St.

PORTLAND LIGHT INFANTRY.
SPECIAL Meeting THIS (Tuesday] EVENING.

►O Business of importance.
be present. Per order

aprl9 dlt*

Let

every

member

C. A. WESTON.
Capt. Com’dg.

K.

FOR SALE.
family

aprlO

I

Montreal Offices).

130,608

d3t*

WANTED.

A

WANTED.
to sell flour and
groceries in the State of Maine, to work on
Address P. O. Box 798,
salary or commission.
aprlO eod2w
Portland, Maine.

A

P. H. Conley.

STATE NEWS.

fs& a

FIRST-CLASS salesman

of nlldescriptions to be found in
any City in New England. Our
Stock is full and complete, embracing the new designs in large
variety of

Axminster,

due and unpaid
U known, reported and

Moquette,

supposed losses...9191,776 03
Gross premium (@
per cent.) on
not

all risks

Kidderminsters,

terminated.500,132 31

all

9621,008 36

CAPITAI,.91,600,060 OO
NET 9(JRPIjU9

416,393 98
92,038,502 34

Having recently increased its capital by 9500,cash additionally paid In, the Company is
now writing largely increased lines on first class
risks on Hall., Cargoes and Freight., on most

OOO in

These goods have been selected
with great care by an experienced
buyer, and will be offered to our
customers at prices Gr XT ARANTEED TO BE AS LOW as any
house in New York or Boston.
We invite special attention to an
importation just landed per

Steamship Toronto
From

R. B.

FULLER, President.
T. H. LORD, Secretary.

AGENTS,

PORTLAND,

-

MAINE.

the finest goods exhibited in this
country. Our stock is also complete in

ROOM PIPER DECORATIONS
of every conceivable variety.

APRIL 14, 1881.
GENTLEMEN:
We Invite your attention to the
large stock and assortment of
strictly FIRST-CLASS Furnishings which we are now showing.
Our Underwear, Hosiery, Dress
Shirts and all Staple articles are
from the best makers, and stock
is always complete,
with full
range of sizes. Our Glove stock
is acknowledged to be beyond
comparison, the best in Maine,
and we claim that it is not excelled in New England. In Neckwear, we buy the best and latest
styles, and receive New Goods
We are very anxevery week.
ious to please, and try to accommodate in everything except by
giving long credit. Feeling confident that we can make it profitable and pleasant for you to buy
these goods of us, we remain
Yours truly,

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
dtf

aprl5

DRAPERY WORK
in all its branches.

To parties contemplating furn
ishing, we respectfully solicit attention to this unrivalled stock of
goods, -which will he fheely shown
to all who may favor us with a call.

190 & 192 Middle Street.
isd2mos

mar23

SPECIAL SALE
FOR A

DAYS.

100 Doz. 5-8 Napkins at the low
of $1.50 per doz., a reguir $2.00 Napkin.
This lot of
fers a rare chance for hotels and
restaurants to replenish.
94 Doz, Bleached Hack Towels, 22
x44 in., weighing 14 ounces ner
at 20 cts. each, never heore sold less than 25 cts. each,
and would be cheap at that.

Erice
fair,

novelty in the shoe line. Patented, March 15th, 1881. A Boot Early inspection solicited, as these
are both special lots, and will
with an elastic gore and buttoned
last bnt a short time.
at the inside quarter, easily adjusA

ted and removed from the root

straining

without

the gore.

L>OORS, Stationery A Room Papers.
JL> LORINO, SHORT Sc HARMON, 208 Middle S
Books nnd Stationery,
DRESSER, McLELLAN Si 00., 47 Exchange
Town Goods and S. S. Supplies
BOOKS.
HOYT, FOGG & DONHAM, 1»3 Middle »t.

C mJSK'SSiIy* t&Tso
/"CARPETINGS and Upholstery Goods.
V’
W. T. K1LB0RN & CO.. 24 Free St
/'CARRIAGE A*Sleigh Mfrs. <- Dealer*.
MARTIN, PENNELL St CO., Elm St Cumberland
and Sleigh mfrs. A- Dealers.
J
ZENAS THOMPSON, Ja., 34 to 38 Union St
and Saddlery Hardware.
JAMES BAILEY A CO.. 264 Middle S
meals, Fish and Vegetables.
PORTLAND PACKING CO., 221 Commercial
manufacturer and Importer
ERNESTO PONCE, cor. Exchange and Middle

(CARRIAGE

The spring term of the grammar and pr
The agent ha s
mary schools began yesterday.
been very fortunate in securing the services c f
Mr. John A. Milliken as Principal and Misse g
Minnie E. Sawyer and Annie R. Barnes assi:
tants.
S. E. Woodside, tlie well-kuown salesman; t
Kendall & Whitney's, is seriously ill at h 8
residence in this village.
Arrival of the Quebec.
The Quebec, Capt. Dale, of the Dominio II
Line, from Glasgow the 9th, arrived at th s
port last evening at 7 o’clock, after a fair tri 1p
of 13 days. She brought a good cargo, a nun
ber of passengers and twelve fine horses. Thre e
of the horses died on the passage or the: e
would have been fifteen.
The animals ai 6
bound to Wisconsin to Mr. Galbraith.
Son 6
rough weather was experienced but no dan iage was .done by it.
The Return of Quails.

Portland, Me., April 18, 1881.
Mr. Editor: The quails liberated
ai d
known to have bred in Maine last.year, migr
ted south in the autumn, but may be expecte “
to make their appearance here in May, ai
commence nesting in the fields in June.
In reply to inquiries concerning these biro 5’
which always nest, on the ground, I will quo
a paragraph irom the
report of the (Jommi
sioners of Fisheries and Game for 1880:
“Note—A quail’s nest may be identified 1 |
the number of eggs, from 8 to 15 in each ne: t
None of our native field birds lay so many.
Farmers are requested, when finding net t3
in hay-fields, to leave a square
yard of gra S8
standing about it: or if mowed over, to pla ;e
some small branches around and over
the nos t
so that it may not he deserted.
See article ,□
quails, page 30.”
_

It is desirable that as complete a record as 15
possible shall be kept, in regard to this attem P*
to introduce quails to the avifauna
of o “
State, and I would request that any observ
tions of these birds be communicated to me it
the above address.

HANCOCK

BARGAINS

TEA1SETS,

ICE PITCHERS
CAKE BASKETS,

/ni Awniw/v

brother she fell into the well head first. Th
well being nearly closed with ice, having onl;
space to admit the bucket, she was head unde:
The aunt of the chih
water for some time.
got down the well and took her out in an in
sensible state, but after some time she regainei
consciousness and is now as well as usual.

CASTORS,
KNIVES,
FORKS,

KNOX COUNTY.

Mr. Ellis, the evangelist, proposes startin,
a crusade in
Union.
His proposition is t
start four abreast from the chapel, headed b;
Mr. Ellis, singing the Gospel hymns. The;
proposes calling at every house, store and slio
in this town. They are literally going out int
the highways and byways.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

!

SOMERSET COUNTY,

WASHINGTON

AUCTIONEER!!,

18 EXCHANGE

ST.

aprll

dtd

F. O. BAILEY * CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salnmn

IS lichaai

V. O. BAILBT.

KegulAT

r

Ml.

C. W. ALLS.

tale of Furniture and General

Meroc.n

dice every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’oloek a. m
oeitdt
Consignment# soilelted.

NEW
SHADES
IN

BROWN,
BLACK,
BLUE
AND
TAN

_■

wr_x_n_x_gy_>

J. T. LEWIS & CO., 14 “Middle St,
Manufacturer. 4b Jabber.
ALLEN & CO., 229 Middle and 6 Temple.St*
riOAL, Wholc.ale, by Cargoor Carlaad.
YV RANDALL & MCALLISTER, 60 Commercial St
by the Cargo, Carload ar Tan,
S. ROUNDS & SON, 36 Commercial St
Dealer in Special Coal*.
HENRY L. PAINE. 267 Commercial St

COAL,
COAL.
White Ash and Cumberland.
D. S. WARREN, 162 Commercial S
COAL. Lehigh,
Whale.ule by Carload
Tan.
COAL. CHARLES H O’BRION, 236 Com’l St
K Roa.tcr. and Spice Grinder*.
J
tIOFFE
H. U. NEVENS A CO., 184 A 186 Fore St
Spice., Cream Tartar, 4bc
ROLLINS A WHITTEN, 260 Fore S
COFFEES,

HATS.

or

/COMMISSION Mcht.4b Prodaee Dealers.
THOMPSON A HALL, 163 Commercial St
\y
FECTIONARY.Plain 4b Fancy Mfr
L. J. PERKINS, 489 Congress St.
/COOPERAGE STOCK Exporter..
GEO. S. HUNT A CO., Ill Commercial St
\y
China and Glam Ware.
C. E. JOSE A CO., 140 A 142 Middle St
Gita and Plated Ware.
HAYES A DOUGLASS, 242 Middle St.
Windows, Blind, and Fixtures.
J. A. LEAVITT A 80N, 25J) Commercial St
Window., Blind, and Fixture..
CHAS. S. FARNiLAM A CO.,292 Commercial St
Painter. 4b Mfr.. Supplies
W. F. PHlLLll’S A CO.,134 to 138 Middle St
Chemical. 4b Drag’!. Sundries.
J. W. PERKINS A CO.. 74 A 76 Commercial St
Medicine., Paint, and Oils.
PARSONS, BANGS A Co., 117 A 119 Middle St
Chemical., Paints, Oils, 4bc.
E. L. STAN WOOD *A CO., Market at

CROCKERY,
CROCKERY,
DOORS,
DOORS,
DBCGGISTS,
DRUGS,
DRUGS,
DRUGS,
Good., Woolen., and Fancy Good..
DRY
DEER1NG, MILUKEN A CO., 166 Middle St.
Woolen, and Fancy Good.
STOKER BROS. A CO, 64 A 66 Middl. St
DRY Good.,
goods and woolens.
Dry
WOODMAN, TRUE A CO.,137 to 141 Middle S
woolens, 4bc.
A. LITTLE A CO., 236 A 238 Middle St
Dry goods,
Goods, Woolen, and Fancy Goods.
DRY
TW1TCHELL, CHAPMAN A CO.. 169 M.ddle
Laces, Fancy Good.
JOHN F. RAND, 96 Cross St
EMBROIDERIES,
WHEELS, Drain Pipe, Garden
Border. J.W. STOCKWELL, 1 YV. Promenade
EMERY
and Pickled, Dealer, in Salt.
DANA A CO., 124 Commercial St
FISH, Dry Pickled
and Smoked.
Dry,
GEO.TREFETHKN A CO. 6Commercial Whaf
INISH,
Provision. and Staple Grocerie.
FLOUR,
THOMAS, BACON A CO., 80 Commercial St
and Grocerie..
FLOUR
W1LUAMS, PULSIFEIt A CO.. 69 Com’l St.
Groceries and Provision..
FLOUR,E. C. HERSEY A CO.. 93 A 95 Com’l st.
and
Produce, “Wkoleule.”
HODGDON A SOULE, 101 Commercial St
FRUIT,
Manfr*. Pine 4b Common
WALTER COREY A Co., 28 Free St
FURNITURE

All the

nobby styles

Look at oars before you buy, as we have the
nobbiest ones ever shown in Portland. We

exchange for $3.00—ether dealers charge
$3.50 for same.

TRUNKS
We have a large stock, and make them to
order; also some fine Traveling Bags.

GLOVES
in all

and

rtROCERS, Spice Grindera A Coffee Roaatera
IjT TWITCHELL, CHAMPLIN A CO., 176 Com’
CHAS. McLAUGHLIN A CO,.
Grocers.

SAWYER,

toss A

Central st.

DEERING.l Centra Whrf

cts. up.
and

deliver

our

COE,
THE
HATTER
197 middle Street.
aodtf

apr'J

SILKS
CHEAPER THAN EVER

F. L ROSS & CO.,
Have

and

just purchased the finest and most extensive assortment of

Silks,

SURAH SILKS,
BROCADE SATINS,
BROCADE SILKS,
PLAID SILKS Ac.,

OPENED TO-DAY,

B. F. WHITNEY & Co.

colors, from 60

N. B. We run our own express,
goods to all parts of the city, free.

Receiver. 4b Dealer.

Feed,
GRAIN
KENSELL, TABOR A CO., 11 Central Wharf
flour and feed.
WALDRON A TRUE, 4 A 5 Union Wharf
Grain,
Flour and Proruion..
A
U. R. MilHken, 107 A 109 Commercial St
W.
GROCERIES,
Flour and Provision..
COUSKNS A TOMLINSON, 217 A 219 Oorn’
GROCERS.

Philadelphia,

SILK HATS.

Gutters A Cornices.
31 A 33 Union St

H.

from

New York and Boston, in soft and stiff.

IRON,
W.
SCOTT. Mfrs., 29,
GALVANIZED

Provision*.
CONANT A RAND, 163 Commercial St
Groceries
Flour and Provision..
FLETCHER A CO., 159 Commercial St
GROCERIES,
and durability, and is acknowledged
Flour and Provisions.
to be the best improvement in
H. S. MKLCHER A CO., 147 Commercial St
GROCERIES.
492 and 494 Congress St.
Provisions
and Flour.
Boots
and
of
Shoes
yet made,
style
Isdtf
apr'J
W. P CHASE A CO, 157 Commercial St
GROCERS.
Made to
by all who have seen it.
ROCEBIES AND PROVISION*.
measure at
C'lJ SHAW, SON & HAWKES. 149 Commercial
and Dealers in Flour.
min
a*
GROCERS
SMITH, GAGE A CO., 92 Commercial St
mju supplies, Agts. wniiams
KING A DEXTER, 269 Middle S
Hardware,
Belting.
Under Falmouth Hotel.
Cutlery and Farm Tools
EMEKY, WATERHOUSE & CO., 169 MiddleSt
THURSDAY, Feb. 34. HARDWARE.
Cutlery and Farm Tools
HARDWARE)
SMITH, TIBBETTS A CO., 131 Middle St
THE FINEST COLLECTION
Agents for Oriental Powder Mills.
dtf
aplf>
N. M. PERKINS A CO., No. 2 Free St. Bl’k
-OFHardware.
Caps, Furs. Robes and Oloves.
BYRON GREENOUGH & CO.. 234 Middle St
PAPER HANGINGS HATS.
Pressed Hay A Straw by the CarPark St
HAY.
1st. PREMIUM
go. HIRAM PIERCE, Com’l,
ever shown in Portland.
AT
Steel. Heavy Hardware Ac.
A. E. STEVENS & CO., 146 A 150 Commercial
IRON,
We intend giving
special attention to decoraPortland, 1880.
Steel.
Hardware Ac.
ting with Wall Papers, and have made the most
State Fair, 1870.
& CO.. 125 A 127 Commercial st
IRON.E. COREYCarriage
ful and liberal selections possible in all grades from
Cement. Cal. A I/and Plaster and
the cheapest to the best.
N. El. Fair,1877.
Hair. C. A. B. MORSE A CO., 5 Com’l Win
Our
store is admirably adapted to the want*
LIME,
of the trade, and
cordially invite the public tc
Mich. Pine and Hard Wood"
inspection of both store and stock.
RUFUS DEER1NG A CO., 292 Commercial St
LUMBER,
of AH Kinds, “Manufr’s.’
EDWIN CLEMENT A CO., 272 Commercial St
LUMBER

ttver

seen

in this citv.

Our Dollar Silk is as good as any Silk sold by
other parties at $1.25, and we mean it.
We also
have heavy gros grain silks, silks in colors, 21 inches
wide at 95 cts.
Everything new in Dress Goods line just received

cor.

—

—

F. A. ROSS & CO.
marl 5

eodtf

we

an

Lamson
Bosworth & Horse,
Artist Photographer, ,I?» Congress Street.,
Opposite

Falmouth

PORTLAND,

Hotel,

MAINE.

£S*~ Up One Flight Only.

Decker Bros

;

need not pay those extravagant
prices to SELF STYLED FIRST
CLASS TAILORS, but can go to

8.

MATHIAS’,

T

Also

Capt. Fred Brown of the schooner Fri
Brown which was sunk oil Capo Cod Apr
5th by collision with schooner N. H. Skiuni r

s

Samuel Thurston,
3 Free St.
sep29

A Small Assortment of Very Choice
BECEIVED.

eodtf

aprl6

eodtf
*

PRIZE MONEY NOW READY,
the officers and men of Farragut’s Fleet,

the Mississippi ltiver, in April, 1862.
FOIt
Z. K.
Pension
or

address,
Block,

nial

mar30

93

HARMON,
Att’y.
Exchange
Portland, Me.

Call

wa

U!

Eastern.
w a,

AS.

Western A Southern

S/VXM41I

sat/u

nv

iiui

£VHC Oh

Pine Timber and Boards
J. W. DEEK1NG, 210 Commercial St.
Job. Pine Timber and Plnuk
C. W. RICHARDSON, B4MWhf., andCoui’l a
mf’r. ofaii kind* of spruce
Son.

GRASSSEEDS

LUMBER.
Orchard Grass,
Timothy,
LUMBER.
Blue Grass,
Bed Top,
N. N. Y. Clover,
Millet,
GILBERT SOULE, Agt., Com’l. foot of Park.
Lumber.
Western Clover,
Hungarian,
Spruce, Pine and Short.
LUMBER,
RUMERY, BIRNIE CO.. 332 Commercial St
Alsike Clover,
White Clover.
Doors, Blinds, Windows Ac.
LUMBER, LEGROW BROS., 24 Preble St Also Flower and Vegetable Seeds. For
Mich. Pine A Hard Wood.
sale at the Lowest Market Price, by
,
LUMBER. WIDBER A BACON, 220 Com’l St.
and Boiler Makers.
PORTLAND COMPANY, East End, Fore St
MACHINISTS
Straw Roods, Silks Ac.
&
JOHN E. PALMER, 243 Middle S
MILLINERY,
and Millinery Roods.
MILLINERY
BIBBER, MORRILL A McMANN, 82 Cross
PORTLAND; MAINE. dtf
Ieb'J
plantern nud Shippem.
OYSTERS,
TIMMONS A HAWES, 119 Commercial St
Oils, Varnishes A Supplies.
JOHN W. PERKINS A CO., 74 A 76 Com’l at
PAINTS,
FIX AXO I AIj]
Oils all kind,
B. FICKETT A CO., 187 Fore St
PAINTERS’J. SUPPLIES,
INVESTMENT
Hangings, Books A Stationery
PAPER
L0R1NG, SHORT4 HARMON, 208 Middle SI
Materials.
J. D. DEXTER 4 CO., 480 Congress at.
PHOTORRAPH1C
R. M. PULSIFER, President,
ALFRED SCHOFF, Treasurer,
Vinegar, Cider, Ketchup At
E. D. PEPTENGILL, Mfr., 8 4 10 Market
PICKLES,
Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Co., Trustees for
bondholders.
ROODS.—Hall Rubber Co.
Bearing (I per cent, interest, 20 years to rnn.
C. H. B0SW0RTH,
RUBBER
Middle A Exchange sti
Sinking Fund for redemption of bonds.
Importers and Dralem.
A thoroughly safe and desirable investment.
SALT.
THOMAS, BACON 4 CO., 88 Commercial Si
Parties holding maturing U. S. Bonds cannot do
than make
better
exchange for these. One-half
Importers A Dealer*.
of the issue already sold.
EMERY' 4 FURi 1SH, Head of Union Wharf
SALT.
and
accrued
Interest.
Price, par
Stores A Chandlery.
PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK,
S. W1NSIDW 4 CO., 3 4 4 Central Whl
SHIPJ.BROKERS,
103 Devonshire street.
apl4eodlm
BROKERS, Cordage, Chandlery
Stores. RYAN 4 KELSEY. 181 Commercial Si
SHIP
Plated and Britannia Ware.
RUFUS DUNHAM 4 SON’S, Mfrs, 218 Fore
SILVER
PURE MAPLE SUGAR.
Ras, Water A Ventilating Pip,
WINSLOW 4 SON, 7 Croes Si
STEAM,DANIEL

Kendall

Whitney,

a

Bonds of tlie Nantasket Go.

PORTLAND.
dtf

on
on

Centen-

d&w3w!4

cor.

an

93

Easter Cards,
ap2

Congress St

Block,

JOHN T.

CYRUS F. DAVIS.
Fine Art Store, 593 Congress Street.

509

choice stock of first-class

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

AND

Exchange St.,

HULL,

CONVEYANCER,

Centennial Block.

Intricate accounts adjusted. Books &c. of Insol
vent estates examined. Deeds and other papers
made, Titles examined and abstracts given. Fort*
land Real Enlace a Specialty. Mortgages and
Loans negotiated. Prompt attention given to all
business.
ap8eod3w

is

Notice.
hereby given that Arthur I). Hamlii

NOTICE
longer associated with
Draft
Machine
is

no

Mowing

COUNTY.

a

ACCOUNTANT

JINX

^

Pianos,

eod3w

ap5

UMBER,

al

Exchange St.,
who will get np equally as good a
garment, for a good deal less
98

money.

'

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

Gentlemen intending to leave
their measure for a SPRING SUIT,

SPOONS,
LADLES, **50.,
-A

DON’T PAY.

r

A

CALL and SEE

dtf

eep21

CARD RECEIVERS.

Wednesday last a little girl about four year
of age. daughter of George White, living oi
Waukeag Neck, had a narrow escape fron
drowning. While playing with her littl

A company has been organized at Madiso
Bridge for the purpose of erecting a woole
The following are tb
mill at that place.
directors: T. H. Weston, H. J. Libby, A. I
H.
G.
Bryant, Nathan Wood, I
Benjamin,
Thomas Weston has bee
P. J. Weston.
choBeH president: F. B. Libby, treasurer; i
A committee has bee
R. Small, secretary.
chosen for the immediate prosecution of tl
work of erecting the mill, which will co:
about §100,000.

F.O. BAILEY & CO.

Y>

IjT

No

COUNTY.

The canning factory at Boothbay is doing
It sent by the last trip of th
good business.
Mary Elizabeth 400 boxes to Portland. Las
week about 12,000 cans were put up, one bo;
bringing in 24,000 pounds of lobsters.

Wednesday, April 510,

new

The annual meeting of the Lewiston am
Auburn railroad was held in Lewiston Friday
The following directors were elected for the
ensuing year: Messrs. N. W. Farwell, Chas
Clark, J. M. Robbins, Wm. F. Garcelon, A,
B. Nealey, Alonzo Garcelon. James Dingley,
George S. Woodman and Charle.s E. Smith
Hon. J. L. H. Cobb was re-elected treasurer.
The directors organized with the choice o:
Hon. Geo. S. Woodman as president, and W
F. Garcelon, Esq., clerk.
Treasurer Cobt
read his annual report, which was accepted
The amount of cash on hand as per previou:
report was $229.99; the amount received fron
the Grand Trunk for rental of the road for the
$18,000; total $18,229.99. The
year, was
treasurer’s disbursements during
the yeai
were $17,510.45, paid for bonds and coupons,
in
cash in the treasury, o:
leaving $713.54
which $285 is interest due on $9,500 in bonds
and not called for.

Knightvllle.

on

at 2.30 o’clook p. m.. the Real Estate,
consisting of
land and buildings, situated at 216 Commercial St.,
Portland, Me., and known as the Portland Machtue
Works. This is one of the best locations in.Portland
for a manufacturing or wholesale store.
Width of lot on street 90 feet. Buildings ail of
brick; foundations under front building are piles
capped with stone strong enough for any structure.
The patterns of the Company will be sold at same
time.
For plans or other information call upon

CARRIAGE

trouble of lacing or polling off
buttons; this boot combines beanty

xtaiuuiv

SALE

AUCTION.
I shall sell

CANNED
CIGARS,

CON

Special attention given to

eodlw

aplG

BY

CLOTHING

Liverpool,

-OF TEN BALES-

J.S.WIISL0W&C0,

BOOTS
Stationery and Boom Papers.
BOOKS,
BAILEY St NOYES. 68, 70 St 72 Exchange St

^Htnae Fincor. Fore Sc Cross sts
/CABINET IflakerM. Fine Furniture.
DEANE BROS. & SANBORN, 183 Middle St.

Borders to Match.

BARING BROTHERS & CO.,
LONDON.

BOOTS,

and OTfr* of
BVILDEBN
ish.” BURROWS BROS.,

with special

*

Certificates issued payable in sterling at the count-

BOOTS
BOOTS,
BOOTS
BOOTS

Paint, Whitewash, Ac.
BRUSH HFBS.,
D. WHITE & SONS, 127 Middle St
mfr’s., Paint. Whitewash, Ac..
BRUSH
TRUE BROTHERS, Fore St.

-AND-

100

BOILER

BOOTS

Body Brussels,
Tapestry Brussels,

None.

Blacksmith*.
QUINN St CO. Office, 36 Commercial St
and
Leather
dr Findings.
Shoes,
C. J. WALKER & CO., 163 and 166 Middle
St
Shoes and moccasins.
LORD, HASKELL * CO., 136 Middle St
and Shoes, Leather A Findings.
A. F. COX & SON, Manufacturers
and Shoes, manfrs. and Jobbers.
CHASE, KNIGHT & CO., 62 and 54 Union St
Shoes, Leather and Findings.
B. B. FARNSWORTH St CO.. 133 Middle
St
A Shoes, mfrs. Ladies’ A misses’
Fine Shoes.
SHAW. GODING St CO.
and Shoes, manfrs. nnd Jobbers
JOHN P. THOMAS St CO
& Shoes, Leather dk Findings.
B. F. WHITNEY & CO., 222 Middie St.

our

COUNTY

Scales, Measures, Ac,
F. O. BAILEY Ac Co., Auctioneer*.
d3t
aprlS

maker, and

care-

ANDROSCOGGIN

ON

usual assortment kept in a lirst-class grocery store.
Also Store Fixtures, Coffee Gfinders, Marble Meat
Bench, Ice Chest, Show (Case, Safe, Desk, Stove,

BOOTS

86

LIABILITIES.
Losses

This eirenlar is presented by the undersigned, Wholesale Dealers and Manufacturers of Portland.
The Merchant
and Manufacturer will here And convenclassified and indexed, general
iently
merchandise and supplies of every description, which are offered to the
Trade by llrms whose facilities, experience and enterprise have
given this City
an honored position
among the Wholesale Markets of the conntry.

IVABRELS and Cooperage .lock
E. S. IIAMLEN, 140 Com'l St, Si 240 Fore
St.

OIL CLOTHS

89,038,509 34

/m tm tm

or business horse.
F. W. HOBSON,
140 Commercial Street.

SMART, active boy to run errands and make
himself generally useful.
References requiied. Apply at 15 Temple St.
apl9d3t*

race with the above uamed gentlemen i;
they so wish.
Any acceptance to this offei
through the Press will receive attention with,

week.

Premium Notes. 398,102 05
Due on account (Boston, New York

FOR

another member of the Cumberland Row

one

Bonds. 131,367 30
Bank Stock.
11,330 OO
Loans secured by Collateral.
497,463 8it

nine rooms, foot of Pleasant street, opposite
Maine Central strtion, Woodforde.
Cemeuted cellar, furnace, hard and soft water.
J. N. READ, Woodfords.
aplOdlw*

annual meeting for the choice of officers,
and other business, will be held at the room
of the Provident Association, City Building, on
THURSDAY evening, April 21st, at 7.30 o’clock.
Per order.
apl9d3t

Groceries and .Store Fixtures by Auction.
WEDNESDAY, April 20, at 2Vt p. m.. at
store No. lfcl Spring St., wo shall soil the
stock of Groceries ia said store, consisting of the

REAL ESTATE

ME.

A®“j^g2SS^feB5afi^rsE5&t ssss:

269,418 75

Boston and ofher N. England City

and

OF.PORTLAND,

O

A Bargain For Some One.
SAEE OR TO LET.—Two-story house

Good

ment of

Cash in Bonks and with Bankers... .9993,062 33
United States Bonds. 226,695 OO

eod2w

906 *
apl'J

Beg to announce that they are
now prepared to exhibit the largest and most
complete assort-

—AND—

Deer-

ing’s bridge, Portland, consisting of
the mill, building, engine and boiler, 2
rnn of stone, water wheel, belting, &c.
For particulars enquire of JOHN C.
PROCTER, 83 Exchange Street.

ft?/A

mini, Miuca

CARPETINGS

STATEMENT APRIL 1,1881.

1881.

will be received at this office,

proposals
until 12 M,
the 9th day of May,
SEALED
for

scull
in

$1,000,000.

A

Engineers Office, Washington Monument.

and eight feet
fine appearance.

St. Pierre first.

dtd

Proposals for White Marble or Granite,
for the Washington Monument*

Challenge.
Portland, April 1(>.
I hereby challenge Mr. Hamilton or Stevens
of Bath, Me., to a single scull race for froir
one hundred to five hundred dollars a side
distance and date to be mutually agreed on

in this city.
There are half a dozen or mor
specifications charging him with cruelty to hi 3
wife, with defaming the Methodist church b f
stating in public that every member of hi s
church is a “cider guzzler,” &c.
The wife c f
Rev. O. M. Cousens, a short time ago procure I
a divorce from him on the ground of oxtrem 0
cruelty.

Everett Smith.

proceeded

Capital,

favorable terms.

-;----

Investigation.

coming Methodist conferenc

57 WALNUT ST.,
aprl9

Pierre, and was obliged to pay for fish damaged on the voyage, the consignees of tht
cargo damaged claiming that the vessel shoulc

Rev. I. Luce has formulated charges agaim t
the Rev. O. M. Cousens, which will be prt

Excursion to Gardiner.
The Portlaud Cadets accompanied by Drur 1
Major Bean and Chandler’s full band, wi
visit Gardiner on Fast day as the guests of th

Hall.

the street.
Personal.
Sister Ursula, known in the world as Mis 5
Mary Bradley, died at the convent on Fre s
She was a sister of th 5
street, yesterday.
Rev. D. M. Bradley, of Manchester, N. H »
formerly of this city, and will be long remem
bered for her many acts of charity.
Her fur:
eral services will take place from the couven
this morning at 0.30 o’clock.
The Rt. Ret
Bishoji Healey will officiate assisted by th 3
priests of the city and many from out of towr

parties holding demands against society wouli
off enough to bring the debt dowi
take
to $12,000.
With the $5000 subscribed and th
$3000 that could be raised, a deficit remain
ed of $5005. The outlook for the payment c f
the debt was, therefore, not encouraging.

City

taken to his boarding house, Mrs
Felt’s, next to the First Parish church. Mr
Saddler was selling a Catholic Bible and th >
books he was carrying were spilled all ove

man was

India Street Church.
The meeting last evening was held to heai
the report of Rev. G. W. Bicknel), who ha
been engaged in ascertaining what were thi
chances of raising the church debt. It will tx
remembered that the society subscribed abou
$5000. Mr. Bicknell said that he had madi
application to Universalists throughout Nev
England but saw no chance of raising mor
than $2000. The demands upon the denom
ination are very great.
Tufts College mus
have $100,000, Westbrook Seminary requires
large slice, and these are but a few of the in
stitutions that require aid. He found that th

to

when he fell to the ground. He was taken in
an
adjoining store where Dr. Warrei
dressed his wounds. He received a bad gasl
on the back of the
head, and a severe bruis s
to

the right forehead.
The doctor did no t
think the injuries would prove serious. Tin 1

usual Tuesday evening temperanc;
meeting will be held at the Gospel Mission thi,
evening at 7.45 o’clock; also a consecratioi :
service at 3.30 o’clock.

sembly

Henr;

University

PORTLAND.

given

April Hi.

directed to whom it may concern:
We, the undersigned, merchants of Martinique, having received several cargoes oi
shooks, heads, fish, &c., from Portland, Me.
U. S?A., do hereby certify that, as the vessels
bringing these cargoes are expressly chartered
to bring shooks, heads, &c., for the Usines, the
small lots of fish, &c., are taken on freight
merely to complete the lading of vessels, and
consequently it has been the custom for all
such vessels sent to our address, and some
others os which we know, to deliver first tc
the Urines the cargo intended for them and
then to proceed to St. Pierre with any small
lot of fish or other cargo which they may have
for that port, and also to collect their freight
which the absence of banking facilities at out
ports necessitates. For that reason they alsc
save time and money by coming to St. Pierre
last.
As fish is an article which must be stowed in
the hold, and as the above mentioned vessels
often bring large deckloads, it is not expected
that they come to St. Pierre first, discharge a
large deckload in order to get at a small lot oi
fish or other cargo, and reload the deckload ir
order to take it to its port of destination on
the coast. This would incur an immense loss
of time and labor, and we believe is a thing
that has not been done at least for the past five
years.
The above is given in the interest of justice
and without favor.
(Signed) Charles Bartlett. Jr., & Co.,
March 18,1881.
St. Pierre, Martinique.
The occasion of the above was in consequence of a vessel having been chartered to
load at this port with shooks and heads, lum
her, fish, &c., for Martinique to be dischargee
at Usines in Bay Robert, Bay Gallion and St

on

The

the

One thing mentioned in pass
ing may quiet some of our nervous readers. Th
doctor has no fears that the conjunction o:
planets now existing will bring the trouble au<
desolation that have been predicted by astrolc

Yesterday a run away team eame dowi
Middle street at a rapid rate and at the come:
of Temple and Middle streets same in contac t
with a Mr. Saddler, a book agent, who wa
crossing the street. The force of the collisioi
spun Mr. Saddler about four or five time

at High street church vestry Wednesday af
ternoon.
The fine photographs in the shop window
of “Aunt Polly Bassett” and her daughte
“Belinda” attract great attention

on

of his remarks.

Company

190 and 192 Middle St.

Cash

RAND,

Philadelphia and Cincinnati, beginning
30th, 1881. .The examination
will be the same as that for entrance to the College, but any candidate may substitute French and
German for Greek. Those who pass this examination and receive a certificate are entitled to enter
the courses
to women by the Professors of
Harvard University. This certificate may also be
presented at Vassar and Smith Colleges as equivalent for examination in the studies preparatory or
Collegiate covered by it. For information address
secretaries of local committees.
114 BOYLSTON STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.
110 FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK, N. Y.
908 CLINTON ST.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Not an Unreasonable Argument.
The following protest has been received here

Serious Accident.

many cases, very unique and pretty.
Our readers must not forget Miss Townsend’, i
lecture on the “Queens of Egypt” to be givei

ing

exceedingly able and profouud. Ii
would be a great inj ustice to the learned doctor for us to attempt to give a condensed report

Insurance

.Mortgage. 197,604 00

THEbridge, NewJune
York.

The base ball nine are diligently at work
practicing on the“Delta” each afternoon. They
show much improvement over last year.
The several boat crews row daily on the
river. Two members of the Senior crew came
very near meeting with a serious accident
Thursday afternoon. They borrowed a canoe
belonging to one of the students and proceeded
upriver, possibly with the hopes of paddling
over
the falls.
They had reached Topsham
bridge when the current proved too strong for
the canoe,
which upset, precipitating the
worthy Seniors into the river. After beinf
thoroughly chilled they were rescued and
carried to Topsham where they returned tc
the college wetter if not wiser men.

was

22d,

FOR WOMEN.
(Woman’s Education Association.)
eighth examination will be held in Cam-

Latin, Horace; Mathematics, Olney’s Trigonometry; Rhetoricals.

mission and the following were elected activi
members: Frank E. Barrett, Mary E. Barreit

The tickets are at Stockbridge’s.
The “paper festival” given by the Mizpat
Mission Circle at Williston church yesterday
afternoon aDd evening was a great success
The paper costumes of the ladies were, ii

Harvard

For the Sophomores—Greek, Demosthenes
De corona; Latin, Tacitus; French, La France
Litteraire; Elective, Co-ordinate Geometry,
Wood.
For the Freshmen,—Greek,
Prometheus;

_

Stephen Cammett, Cyrus F. Davis,
Fox, John W. Frye, A. D. Smith.

RUFUS

Whitney.

Natural History Society.
The lecture last evening by Rev. Dr. Hil 1
before the Society of Natural History on th<
laws governing the development of leaves c f

APRIL

81 FRANKLIN STREET,
aprlfl

to he placed on platforms two and a
half feet high and exhibited in the north
wing of the chapel in the room vacated by the
Maine Historical Society.
The studies for the term are as follows:
For the Seniors—Constitutional Law.Cooley;
Evidences of Christianity, Wright; Political
Science, Thompson; Rhetoricals; American
History, Eliot. The elective studies are German, Analytical chemistry and Cgppe’s English Literature.
For the Juniors—Psychology, Porter; German, Whitten; Analytical Chemistry; Rhetoricals.
Elective, Botany, Gray; Physics,
Ganot; Language and the study of language;

PAUL’S.

on

Twenty young, sound Horses, such as I have selected for my retail trade. Among these are several
nice driving and family horses-four of t lem being
especially extra family horses, perfectly safe for
any lady to drive and can show a 2.50 gait. These
horses are from 950 to 1200 lbs. weight, and will
be warranted
as
represented or meney refunded. Those wanting a good horse are invited to
attend this sale.

seven

very

shall sell at Auction

FRIDAY,

They are

following officers were elected:
Warden—H. F. Furbish.
Clerk— D. W. Snow.
Assessors—H. P. Storer, W. M Marks, B
Abbott, P. H- Brown, G. C. Tyler.
Treasurer and Collector—T. F. Clark.
Sexton—Mr. Bennett.

trees,

I

Venus, Diana, Apollo, Jupiter and Juno. The
a

ADVERTISEMENTS

AUCTION SALES.

MM OF 1881. WHLOESLAE

ASSETS.

20 Horsesat Auction

casts of ancient statuary. These casts
are five in number and -represent respectively

present

Hies.
The Blood Purifier is a euro for Biliousness, Indigestion, Liver Complaint, Jaundice, Humors,
reScrofula, he. It will built you up, give you
uewod life and vigor, and is just suited to your
wants at this season of the year.
Price, Sl.OO.
For a Cough, Cold, Sore Throat, Hoarseness, Sis.,
use Dr. Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar.

CIRCULAR

IMPORTANT

Kailroad Bonds and StockB.

plaster

between

the stream of life flowing in its natural cours#i
Its virtues
Dr. Graves’ -Blood Purifier.
are acknowledged as a purifier of the blood and
builder up of the debilitated system through the
stomach and liver. Every one needs a tonic in the
Spring to cleanse the system of accumulated impuf
so use

NEW

term

are

that
and

Do you want a genuine Spring Tonic, one
will purify your blood, give you an appetite,

TRADE

FOR 1881.

MARINE

like those in the Senate chamber

Augusta.

at

MISCELLANEOUS.

BOSTON

by Druggists.

it has been this year.
Prof. Johnson in behalf of the college, with
money procured for that purpose, has just
purchased from Mr. Garey of Boston several

first three
high and

MISCELLANEOUS

Price, 10 cts and CO cts per bottle.
Improved Family Cathartic Pills, made by Dr.
Graves, cure Headache, Constipation, Sic. Price,
25 cts. per box. Dr. Graves’ Remedies are for sale

opened last Tuosday.
Owing to the fact that newly all the students,
who were out teaching have returned, the
number of students now present is the largest

gers.
After the lecture Mr. Fuller exhibited living 1
shell fish, medusa, etc., by means of the calcium light. Two gentlemen were proposed for ad

where they belong.
Some miscreant stole nearly 800 fine trout
some of them weighing three pounds
apiece
from Mr. \V. L. Prince’s tanks at Cumberland
The humorous Yankee entertainment o
Aunt Polly Bassett’s “Singin Skewl” wil
draw a crowd to City Hall Wednesday night

a

Brunswick,
spring

The

The

and India streets.

is reduced one-lial

Bowdoin College.

high street.

ker and Hamilton seized two barrels of beer ai
the McGlinchy building on the corner of Fort

they will
company and indulge in
principal streets. In the

The members of Mr. Tayleure’s company
which will support Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Chan
frau when they appear at Portland Theatre
include Messrs. W. H. Griffith, Geo. Wood
ward, B. Horning, S. H. Verney. F. D. Alleu
Henry Barfoot, J. H. Alliger, E. Elberts, G
A. Dalton, W. B Alexander, Miss Victorii
Cameron, Mrs. Tanner, Miss Esther De Puy
The latter is the daughter of a former governo:
of Iowa.
Franz Liszt is shortly expected at Berlin ir
order to direct the performance by the Ciicil
ieu Verein of his oratorio, “Christus.”
Dr
Von Bulow’s arrival at the Prussian capital i
likewise announced about the same time, whei
a Liszt concert is to be given by the
eminent
pianist, on the 27th inst., in anticipation of th(
approaching 70th anniversary of the birth o
the composerof the “Symphonic poems.”

Clerk and Treasurer—J. H. Dow.
The affairs of the parish are in a llourishinj
condition.

Mrs. Hunt-Morgan’s
Tuesday afteruoor
Bible reading will be omitted this week.

Light Infantry. Ou
be met at the depot by

NOTES.

following officers were elected:
Wardens—Joseph Dow, Edward P. Banks
Vestrymen—William Huse, Joseph H. Dow
A. W. Riggs, J. C. Gooding, C. H. Chase, W
W. Root, A. P. Welch, L H. Tobey.

Jottings.
Beautiful day yesterday. Mercury 32° a
sunrise, 54° at noon, 45° at sunset; wind west,

Richards

JOSLIX.

The

Brief

of the machine

precisely

are

if

average for every machine-sewed shoe
made in the city.
Not a single machine can
be bought outright. Last month one of these
machines paid $200 in royalties, equal to $3,120 per annum. The McKay machines in Auburn probably average to pay $2,000 apiece, annually, to the owners of the patents, or many
times their actual cost. When it is considered
that there are 1,200 of these machines in operation in tho country, all paying more than $1,000 apiece annually, on an average, the immense revenue coming into the pockets of the
McKay monopolists may be conceived. The
royalty ranges from one cent to five cents
per pair on the different kinds of shoes, but
will average two cents on Auburn grades. The
Lewiston Journal estimates that on the termination of the monopoly the saving in royalties to the Auburn shoe manufacturers will
amount to* 30,000 per annum.
This estimate
is too low rather than to high. The saving to
the Lynn manufacturers will be several times
as much.

“Josh Whitcomb” and an occasion will be af
forded for a good hearty laugh.

ST.

speed

Mr. Pike’s barber shop, in the Falmouth
hotel, has been neatly frescoed by Jost & Morton, and fixed up in fine style. The new chairs

set

ou an

ST. LUKE’S.
The following officers were elected:
Wardens—Geo. E. B. Jackson. Ciias. B,
Merrill.
Vestrymen—Jas. T. MoCobb, W. L. Put
nam, J. A. Merrill. Jas, E. Prindle, J. H
McMullan, Chas. S. Deake, Henry \V. Hersey, W. F. Phillips, John Marshall Brown
Wm. Henry Clifford, Nathan Cleaves.
Members of Corporation for Three YearsJ. H. McMullan, John M. Mitchell, C. B
Greenleaf.
ST. STEPHEN’S.
At St. Stephen’s the old board of warden
and vestrymen was elected.

Paper Company, and that the
sale was effected by the fraudulent misrepresents
lion of tbe plaintiff, and that the sale has Jjeen re
scinded by the defendant. On trial.

infringe

by taking off the “improved variable loop.’
The improved machine has sewed 1,200 pairi
of shoes in ten hours.
Some of the leadini
manufacturers think the patent on the irn
proved loop does expire, notwithstanding Col
McKay’s claim, and that after August he cannot hold them for any more royalties.
Col
McKay offers to sell the improved machine fot
after
two
more
$350,
patents expire. As his
offers meet little approval from any source, a
better proposition is looked for, after April 15,
from the McKay people.
Some of the new
machines are offered for $250 after the next
McKay patent expires in August. *
There are fifteen McKay machines in Auburn, all owned by the McKay monopolists
and paying them a royalty of two cents a pail

ing.

nil

notes of the Dennison

Putnam for

the

Parish Meetings.
Several parish meetiugs were held iast even-

C. C. CHAPMAN.

(Signed)

'vlvilfv-U1M 1UU

June, 27, 1879.
Thirty-six hundret

no

sold outright
Col. McKa;

attachment; Light machine, $150; heavy ma
chine, $230; channeller, $25.. He claims tha

Fast Day Charles L. Davis will personab
•the old Yankee farmer “Alvin Joslin” at Port
laud Theatre. The play is similar to that o

Liebig Co.’s Arnicated Extractor Witcl

McKay, and to bo
adhering royalty.

follows for the McKay machine without thii (

SCOTT SIDDONS.

ALVIN

the

loop,” in order to compete with the new non
royalty machines. Col. McKay’s terms are a

hearty applause.”

For sale at a bargain—John C. Procter.
Furnished house to let.
For sale—F. W. Hobson.
Cosy summer residence for rent &c.—Chas Merril
Portland Light Infantry—Special meeting.
20 horses at auction—Rufus Hand.

on

gust. He offers to sell to the Auburn shot 1
manufacturers, after August 11, a non-royaltj
machine without the "improved variable

her wilful waywardness and beautifully vary
'.
ing traits of character, never successfully pro
ducad by the pen of any other save the maste
dramatist, is entrancing and fascinating. Th
very improbability of the story is its chiefes
charm. It is the essence of romance.
Th
character is all archness, sweetness and purity
The forwardness of her love but shows her ca ;
The play, as a whole, wa
pacity for loving.
greatly enjoyed by the audience. Mrs. Siddon
was recalled
again and again by rounds o

Wanted.

An Auburn letter to the Boston Post say: i
that in August one or more of the patents oi
the McKay machine will expire, and canno
be renewed. It is said that a large number o
new machines will then be put on the market
warranted to do fully as good work as tin

without any
claims that the patent on his “improved varia
ble loop” attachment does not expire in Au

pearian comedy "As You Like it”quite charm
ed the large audience.
For the character c f
Rosalind, Mrs. Scott Siddons seems to be pe
culiarly adapted. Her portrayal of the brigh t
and joyous heroine, with hor sunshiny words

Bros.

joice.

ment

_

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Gilbert’s Closing Assembly.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
® Wanted—Peters and Calhoun Co.
Associated Charities—Annual meeting.

Nearing tho End of a Great MonopolyWhy Shoe Manufacturers Should Re

McKay, having (fifty less parts,

The sale of seats for Mrs. Scott Siddons’ pel
formauces, to be given at Portland Theatre o:
Friday and Saturday next, will begin at th 5
box ofiice this morning.
The St. Louis Re
publican says that “Mrs. Scott Siddons as Rosa
lind, in the beautiful and romantic Shaker

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY

Cargo Potatoes—Hodgdon

that have obtained undying
farm :.
Sclilute says in Judas Maccabeus it is th 0
Israelitish nation, the affairs of the nation, an 1
many

MRS.

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

The graud oratorio of the immortal Hand! 1
which will be Drought out in its entirety b J
the Haydns for the first time in this city, o 1
Wednesday evening, is one of the finest spec
mens of musical writing known
among th 0

its great religious wars which rivet attentior
So many and varied emotions are here calle 1
forth that it were hard to say whether mouri
iug for the illustrious dead, pious trust in Goi
martial strains, or finally the triumphant ri
turn of the warrior (“See the conquering her
comes”—taken from the oratorio of Joshua) i
most deeply and
truthfully expressed, so mai
vellously are the different moods—heroic, ele
giac, and idyllic—contrasted with and adapte 1
to each other.
Mr. Tewksbury will be unable to fill th }
tenor role on this occasion, and it will be a!
sumed by Mr. A. E. Pennell.

Millett.

and who with his whole crew perished belonged in Lubec. Hiram Lyons, the mate, with
his wife and three children who were lost,
Lyous was a
formerly belonged in Lubec.
native of Edmunds.

THE McKAY PATENT.

JUDAS MACCABEUS.

TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 19.

^ «w

DRAMA.

MUSIC AND THE

PRESS.

TFtTC

me

in the

Centei

Company business I here
all bills against said Company bt

by request that
and that all ac
presented to me for
counts due said Company be paid to me. I will continue the business at the old stand, Nos. 49 ami 07

settlement,

Cross Street.
Dated at

Portland, Me., April Hi, A. D. 1881.
DANIEL KELLEY.
apr!8dlw*

an.

al

CJTOVKS, Ranges,

©

Sinks nud

Castings

STOVE FOUNDRY'CO., 244 Fori
A Molasses Importers.
GEO. S. HUNT 4 Co., Agts Eagle Refinery
rilACKLK BlocksRnlvanizrd Boat Trim
X
mings. T.LAUG11LLN4 SON,Center St
Coffees, Spices and Grocers’ Sundries
G. W. S1MONTON 4 CO.. Mfrs., 13 4 15 Unioi
WARE, Mfg’s.nnd Dealem.
TENNEY 4 LEIGHTON, 202 Fore St.
Bnk Ac., Mfrs. nud Dealers
G. B. BROAD 4 CO., 152 Exchange S
YXTOOLENS A Tailors’ Triu»miu< -.
If CHADB0UKN 4
DALL, 188, 1 •
„„ f
PORTLAND

SURAR

TEAS,
TIN
TRUNKS,

: R. Y. BARBER & SON,

13 Exchange St., Portland, Me.,
receiving a large lot of Maple Sugar, from Geo.
Beede, Sandwich, N. H., which they are selling at a

Are

Bargain.

13

aplHdlw
permits

AI.L
boring
Bark

or

are

EXCHANGE ST.

Notice.
hereby cautioned against

trusting any of the

Mercury, Capt. Thomas,

crew

harof the Br.

at this

port from Albills of their contracting will be

exandria, K., as no
I>aid by eaptaiu or consignees.
apis d3t*
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.

Wit and Wisdom.

POETRY.
“Aprille.”
BY

T. H.

HOBEKTsOit.

across

fellah and—ah—’point
Punch.

They knew eaoh other, girl and flower;

They knew mo not, blue flower, blue eyes;
She, careless, passed me when we met;
The tender glauce which I would prize
Above all things, the violet
Received; and I went on my way,
Companioned with the cheerless day.

man’s personal
appearance a woman cares for, it’s his character, it’s his intellect, it’s—” (Proceeds as
usnal, to squeeze his neck into a collar which
prevents him from turning his head, his feet
into tight boots which prevent him frbm walking, and his waist into a tight belt which prevents him from breathing—London Punch.

—Harper's for May

Carbolic Acid For Insects.
The time has almost come again whet
“the little busy bugs” will open up tbeii
summer campaign, and dispute with the
“lords of creation,, for possession of tin
“fruits of the earth.”Allow me thus early U
call attention to an article, the merits ol
which everybody knows, but which man;
dare not use—I refer to carbolic acid. Pre
pared as indicated, it can not, I think, liur
the most delicate house plants, and is surf
to kill insect life.
My plan of preparing is as follows: I ob
tain crude carbolic acid; I use it in thii
form because it is stronger and better foi
the purpose aud costs but very little (abou
twenty-five cents per gallon’ 1 think.)
pour a quantity of this dark crude acid int(
of good strong domestic sof
a quantity
soap; stir well together, and allow to stand
for a few hours. X then test the compounc
by mixing a little of it with soft water. 1
too much acid ha* been added, oily particle!
of carbolic acid will be observed floating oi
the surface.
This shows that more acii 1
has been put in thau the soap will iucorpo
rate or cut, and more soap shonld be addec
No more def
to balance the excess of acid.
iuite rule can be given, as so much depeud:
Two or threi
on the strength of the soap.
lablespooufuls of the acid to a quart of soaj
may first be tried. I prefer to make ai

[

The refinei
to com|K>und it correctly.
acid may be used when the crude is not a
hand.
When prepared as above, make a inoder
atelv strong suds, and apply with a Byringi
In using on very delicate plants
or sponge.
should any fear be felt for the plants, the;
can be rinsed off after a few minutes.
My first and eminently successful use o
this compound was some years, since on ;
block of young cherry trees, some lift;
thousand in number.
The black aphi:
came down like a wolf on the fold, only the;
came not as single spies, but in whole bat
talions.
It soon became an interestinj
question as to who was the proprietor o
this particular block of trees—myself or tin
uni,

case—Two loving beings who had
their troth some years ago, and were
about to be married, are separated forever.

They were sitting together

uiuiu^iuu!

uiauin.1

eny of you galoots is waitin’ for me to squat in
your laps, you are barkin’ up the wrotg tree,
for I want you to understand I’m a lady.” A
dread that she was not in earnest caused six
gentlemen to leave the car.—Galveston News.

When to Plant Fruit Trees.

Fruit trees may -be planted with success
cither in the fall or spring. We have had nc
difficulty in planting at either season of the
!
year. We think that generally the farmei

Wei De

summer

and fall varieties.—American

Cultivator.
Washing: Sheep.
The

of

washing sheep before
English one. Its continuance

custom

shearing is an
here is partly due to the fact that so many
of our manufacturers, or the overseers in
our mills, have come from England; hut the
principal reason why the custom is retained
is, th^t the buyers of wool can, or think
they can, determine its quality and value

much better when washed. Whether from
custom, prejudice, or sound practical reasons, the majority of manufacturers are undoubtedly opposed to the abolition of the
custom of washing
sheep preparatory
to shearing. On the other hand, a vast
of
the
majority
wool-growers of the country
wwwm

C1CI

uii'juvDuuiiauiji

IU

IlitVC

KK.

cure

One

of

package

Catarrh for

generally sufficient. A
$1.00. Six packages $6.
TuTh&Sdly

hardy plants. Tender
by drouth. Take the

ones are

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 30 years duration in every
section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it.. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

18 BEATER

NEW YORK.
Jel_

d2w

C. ANDREWS,

AS.

COUNSELLOR

LAW',

AT

A
n

ANTHOINE,

W. R.

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
48

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34 Exchange Street

NATH AN & HENRY B. CLEAVES,
COUNELLORS AT LAW,
30 Exchange

C

Street

---

CARDON

W. COOMBS,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
93 Exchange

generally.

Treasury Department, Ofeice

Washington,

without rendering them

LAWRENCE A
Chicago,
LHnnLlIbC.
m«n I in, Proprietors, NO.
at MARTIN
6 BARCLAY ST., New York.
BRANCH,
Sold in Portland by all Druggists.
nov2eod&weowly 45
Ill’s.

LAW,

COUNSELLOR AT

Exchange

COUNSELLOR

LAW,
172 Middle

AT

J. H.

Street.

FOGG,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
42 Vi

Exchange

competition.

that for grown people cloudy and even
stormy weather is equally favorable and in many
cases preferable to sunshine.
Small children
should be brought in early on
bright Bunny days.
Appointments may be made by Mail orTelephone.

A

CONANT.
febl9dtf

COUNSELLOR

AT-LAW,
199 Middle Street.

COUNSELLOR

LAW,
93 Exchange Street.

AT

AARON B. HOLDEN,

H

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

399V2 Congress Street.
SETH L. LARRABEE,

I

COUNSELLOR

AT

Exchange Street.

TS&Tu

I

AT

LAW,
199 Middle Street.

J. J. LYNCH,

L

COU8ELLOR AT

I
L

LAW,
34 Exchange Street.

LOCKE & LOCKE,

COUNSELLORS AT TAW,
176 Middle, Cor. Fxonange

I
L

Stjeets.

COUNSELLOR

I
L

AT

LAW,
61% Exchange Street.

W. M.

WILBUR F. LUNT,

ATTORNEY

AT

LAW,
Post Office Building.

situated in the town of North
Yarmouth, on the road leading from Yarmouth Village to New Gloucester and Lewiston,
about 70 acres, suitably divided into
mowing, tillage, pasturing and wood, with good
farm buildings thereon, in good repair, cut last
year 20 tons bay: this farm is only 12 miles from’
Portland, and 1V2 miles from Yarmouth Village,
with excellent church and school privileges, only 1
mile from Grand Trunk and Maine Central Station.
This property must be sold.
For further particulars, inquire on the premises of

PLEASANTLY

containing

WANTED.

country store, centrally located in
rapidly growing village. Business established fifteen years, now doing a
large bnsiness which can be greatly increased, carrying a general stock of Dry
Goods, Woolens and Small Wares, Groceries, Corn and Flour, Crockery Ware,
Boots and Shoes, Wall Paper, Carpeting,
&c., &c. Stock in good condition. Party must come well recommended and
with $3,000 to $4,000 capital. Apply
a

apl4tf

P. MATTOCKS,

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
31% Exchange St.

JAMES T. McCOBB,
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY,

M

85

Exchange St.

JAMES O’DONNELL,

0

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,

Houses and House
HAVE
and Lots in
and

Deering

aprl4dlw*

graphy.

Deering, High, State, Mellen, Sherman, Grant,
Portland, West and Vaughn streets.
To those wishing to bund or to invest in real es-

YOUNG Ladies and Gentlemen, to learn
tJvF the Profession. Extensive arrangements
are being made for a School which will oonnect
with many Private Dwellings aud Offices about the
City, giving actual Line communication.
Able Instructors in Charge.
For terms apply to
F. A. JOHNSON, Propr.
marl2dtf
65 Exchange Street.

TO

&

LAW,
100 Exchange Street.

tate,

AT LAW.

Exchange St.

100

AT

LAW,
93 Exchange

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

FRANK W. ROBINSON,
COUNSELLOR

AT

Street*

GAGE & STROUT,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
31% Exchange St

SSTROUT,

COUNSELLORS

AT

Exchange St

AT

LAW,

191 Middle

St.

FRANK S. WATERHOUSE,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
93

Exchange St

premises
Bntley A Co., No.’s 35 A 37 exchange
Apply to
HENRY DEERINO,
No. 37 Exchange St.

AND

TWO

PA.

Tenor

Fret-class residence for sale

on

Morrill’s

Stevens*

Farm for sale in Gorham.
Farm for sale in Windham.
Farm to rent in Windham.
Inquire of

IN

ALL BRANCHES.
67 Gray Street.

Mass.

June exaninations for admission to Harvard
THE
College, the Lawrence Scientific School, the
Law
and
the Medical School, will hereafter
School,
be held simultaneously in
Cambridge, Exeter, N.

H., New York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Chicago,
and San Francisco, on the Thursday,
Friday and
last
year on

Wednesday in
THURSDAY,

June.
JUNE

Given to

ROWELL

private pupils by the subscriber.

J. W.
jan24

order.
Persons troubled with ice and snow gathering on
the eaves of buildingB can have them lined up water
tight at short notice and at reasonable prices by
applying to me.
Tin roofing a specialty. Agent for Austin’s Patent Expanding Water Conductors.
A full assortment constantly on band.

No. 3 Free
mar30

Book Binder*.
WITl. A. QUINCY, Keoin II, Primer*’
Exchange Ho. Ill Exchange Street.

Treasons
all should

Dr. Bullock’s

F. II. KRNISON
From 145 Tremont Street

Boston, will be at U. S.
Hotel, Room 19 APR.
19, for Four Days only
Corns, Bunion* and

feb24

Bad Nails treated without Pain.
Operations on
Corn*, 25 cents each.
Ao.rf

_

(lancer Cured

The only way to
to

apG W&F4w

Throng

curt

it.

the Blood.

Send stamp for
DR. F. A. DEAN,

circular

Patckogue, Long Island,5N. Y.

duced into every house;

Kidney Remedy,
the

NEPHRETICUM has
10 equal for Lameness
and Weakness peculiar

equal.
Exercise.—It is the most perftct exercise for
man or woman, furnishing the best form of physical culture and development in the safest, easiest,
It is betmost thorough and expeditious manner.
ter than the gymnasium, and free from its dangers;
cheaper than the saddle; less laborious than boating
and infinitely better than drugs in a majority of

Females.

NEPHRETICUM
is
e best known
remedy
»r

Co-partnership Notice.

Diabetes.

NEPHRETICUM,

without

a

rival.

ns

Tonic and Stimulant
for aged
persons, is
Re sure and ask for Dr.

It rounds and hardens the muschronic diseases.
cles, and educates them into ever ready, faithful
and efficient servants of the will.

KIDNEY
BULLOCK’S
REMEDY,
NEPHRETICUM. For Sale by all Drug-

gists.

Price, only SI.06 per Bottle.
C. S. ROBERTSON, Proprietor. Boston.
GEO. C. GOODWIN A CO., Gen’l Agents.
36 A 38 Hanover St., Boston, Mass,
jau2G
eodly

EXERCISE A AD SALESROOMS,
201 Middle Street,

Portland.

J. H. GAIJBERT, PROPRIETOR,
d&wtf
sepl7

DODD’S
WASHINGTON 8T.,
BOSTON
Advertisements received for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the Lowest
Contract Prices. Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly furnished.
File of the Press Kept for inspection at
any time
Estimates
Send for Circular,
of for 100 choice Newspapers.

which m&y be practiced at

probably

ness, Ar.

»

life. It furshould be introof

all seasons, in all kinds of wreather, by persons of
both sexes, all ages or degrees of strengtl or weakNo one o>*n say too
ness, alone or in company.
mucnin praise of it, and no one can Afford to do
without it. All who investigate thoir aghly, use it,
and consider it in valuable and indispensable. It is
the safest, simplest, cheapest and most efficient
No claim is set up for
medicine ever discovered.
it which is unscientific or impracticable.
It is perfectly
Oeneral.—It is the best of rest.
It strains
safe. No harm ever came from its use.
It directs the vital forces
no portion of the system.
to tne affected parts. By its tee the health is easily
maintained. The purchase < f a Reactionary Lifter
The convenience of
is the best kind of economy.
having one in the house is very great.
Mind and Brain.—It invigorates and strengthens the brain, and renders it more active and efficient in all its operations.
tifteep.—it is the simplest and safest narcotic.
the best means
It is the most natural and
of inducing sound and refreshing sleep.
Wervea.—It is a wonderful tonic to the w'hole
It is a most efficacious remedy in
nervous system.
paralysis, if taken in time.
Throat
and Voice.—It gives special
fjungM)
expansion and greater mobility to the chest; enthe volume of respirathe
increases
lungs;
larges
tion, and brings the voice more fully under control.
and
of
cure
a
As
lung diseases it has no
preventive

brick-dust
deposit,
Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Organic Weak-

aprliidlw

Newspaper Advertising Agency,

in full variety and at
factory Prices.

Specialy

COAL JOS. H.

Satis-

POOR, No. 253 Commercial St.
and Casket Manufacturers,
Furnishing Undertakers.
S. S. RICH & SON, 133 Exchange St
Hosiery. Kid Gloves, Laces,

and
COFFIN

CORSETS.
Embroideries and Worsteds.
PLUMMER,

W. E.

455

Congress

St.

(Clapp’s Blk.)

Kid Gloves. Ribbons,
Laces. Embroideries. Worsted Crewels. Xrr
E. S. MERRILL, 467 Congress St

CORSETS.

China and Glass Ware.
R. S. RAND,

CROCKERY,

_669

Congress

GOODS, Milks, Shawls,
DRY
Goods, Woolens, Linens, &c.
MLLLETT &

St#

Dress

LITTLE. 227 Middle Street

Goods, Fancy Goods,
DRY
Dress Goods, Cloaks, Shawls,

Milks,

Fine

&c.
BINES BROS, 241 & 243 Middle St.
Good*, Fancy Goods, Hosiery,
Gloves, Worsteds, Yarns, &c.
A. B. BUTLER, 247 Middle St.

KOUTK.

FARE,
*■«'.?»?»

(

4

ENGLAND AOENCV>

NEW

Washington Street, Boston.

210

H. P. BALDWIN,
Gen. Pass. Agent C. K. R. of N. J.

mli2Hdtf

STKAMKRS.

dominion~line.
i

KATES OF PASSAGE:

Eastern

Railroad,

FALL and WINTER Schedule.

COMMENCING

~0CT. 17th,
V Itt/HtS*

V

1880.

$50.00 Geld
Cabin, return,..$90.00 Gold*
For passage, «c.. apply to GEO. H. STARR, No.
30 Exchange street, or to DAVID TORRANCE &
CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offices,
feb7 d?mo
foot of India street.
Cabin.

w

>W.”-

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

S. 11. PETTMOILL A CO.’S

8. R. N1EES,

Advertising Agency,
ftO State St., I
J 37 Park Row,
NEW YORK
BOSTON.)
\
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in
in
the
United
and
British ProvStates
Newspapers
inces.

Advertising
«

TBimONT ST.,

Contracts for Advertisements
cities and towns of the United

I

British Provinces.

TOURISTS' STEAMBOAT LINE
Train* Leave Portland

Cleansing, Carpet Cleaning
and Feather-Bed Renovating at FOREST CITY
DYEING,
DYE HOUSE 13Preble

St, op., Preble House.
Wedding and Calling
Cards and Fine Stationery.
WILLIAM S. LOWELL, 513 Congress St,
Custom and Ready Hade Clothing
Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
ALLEN & COMPANY, 229 Middle St
Designs and Choice
Flowers a specialty.
W. E. MOR I ON & CO., 615 Congress St
Foreign and Domestic, Candies,

FINE

FLORIMTM,Funeral
Children’s Christmas
FRUIT,
GEO. H.

Toys.

CUSHMAN, 486 Congress St
Ranges and Mtoves. Mole
YjlURftACEM,
A
agents for the improved Highland Range.
O. M. & D. W, NASH. No. 6 Exchange St
and upholstery.

Furniture
Fine, Medium and Common Goods,
PORTLAND FURNITURE
Carpets, Crockery,
and House Furnishing Goods.
FURNITURE,
EATON &

HOOPER,
CO., 123 Exchange St
A Kerosene Fixtures, Lamps Ac.
Old Fixtures liebronzed.
CLEVELAND & MARSTON, 128 Exchange St

a.

m.

Retail.

7.30 a. m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m., arriving
in Portland at 12.06, 6 and 11 p. m.
The 7 p. in. train runs daily.
Through ticket* to all point* Mouth and
We*t at lowest rates at Depot Ticket Office, Commercial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, and
at the Union Ticket Office, E. A. Waldron, Agt.,
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Meat* and
Berth* Mold at Depot Ticket Office.
D. W.
ocl8

Agent,
BOSTON
Newspapers in al
tates, Canada an

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
8ANBOKN, Master Transportation
dtf

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF
CANADA.
On and after

Monday, Oct. 18th,

1880, passenger trains will leave Porland, as follows:
To Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. m., 12.35
and 5.15 p. m.
To Montreal and Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
To Lewiston Junction, mixed, 4.00 p. m.
To Norway, So. Paris and Gorham, £.45 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.15 p. m.
ARKIVALM.

WILSON & CO., Exchange & Federal St.
Teas and
Flour.
Or
S.T. SOULE & CO.,
47 Free Street.
Flour.
Fine Teas, and
Coffee, Pure Spices, Butter, &c., &c.
WILLIAM MLLLIKEN & CO., 582 Congress St
and fimhing tackle.
Agent for Du Pont’s POWDER, and
REND ROCK. G. L. BAILEY, 221 Middle |St.

ROCERIEM,

_

GROCERIEM,

Gunm

Jewelry and Human
Hair Goods of all kiuds made to order.
HAIR
A.
Hair

BLOCKUNGER, 5is7 Congress
Cutlerv, Tools.

St.

HARDWARE,
Glass and Biulders’ Supplies.
T. L. MERRILL &

CO., No. 9 Market Square

H

ARNE MM

manufrs.

anil

dealers

in

Harness Leather, Wholesale and Retail.
J. WA LKER & CO., 153 & 155 Middle St.
A FURM. Mpecial Fine, New
York Goods. Buffalo & Wolf Robes a specialty
MERRY, the Hatter, 237 Middle St

CHAS.

HATM

Caps and Furs, manufacturer
and Dealer in. Furs, Robes,
HATM.
G. A.
&c.

SUSSKRAUT, 232 Middle St.
TTOmEOPATHIC PHARMACY.
XI Homeo. Medicines, Books and Cases.
S. E.

SYLVESTER, M. D. 410 Congress St
Watches, Chronometers,
Clocks, Charts, and Silverware.
WM. SKNTER & CO., 64 Exchange St
Watches, Diamonds,

JEWELRY,

Solid Silver and Plated Ware.
JEWELRY,
CARTER
621

Congress, cor. Casco St
Rif, Diamonds, Watches, Clocks.
Silverware Manuf’rs, Gold and Silver Platers.
ATWOOD & WENTWORTH, 609 Congress St
*VELRY, Watches, Clocks, Milvei A
BROS.,

JE

Plated Ware, Fine Watch Repairing.
ROBERT B. SWIFT. 613 Congress

74 EXCHANGE STREET
—AND—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !
Tu Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Ylilv ankec,
Cincinnati, Mt, Ijuui*. Omaha. Maginaw, Mt. Paul, Malt V.ake City,
Denver, Man Franci*cu,
and all points in the

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
SPICER, Sup* rintendent,

W. J.

ocl8dtf

Portland andWorcester Line.

Tailor.
A
ment of Imported Goods.
MERCHANT
F. A.

Fine Assort-

SMITH, 231 Federal St.
tailor, a Fine
assortment of Cloths for Gentlemen’s Wear.
AUG. S. FERNALD, 237 Middle St

Merchant

Millinery^
MRS. E. R. FOWLE,

Elm St

fancy goods,
Velvets, Flowers and Real Laces.
MRS. J. DRYDEN, Cor. Congress and Casco Sts
a

and
Millinery Good*,
MILLINERY
Velvets, Satins, Ribbons, Flowers & Laces.
A. E.
402

Congress

St.

Building.

HAWES. 177 Middle St

Goods.

Glass

Eyes in Great

OPTICAL
Variety of Shape and Color,

The best make.

Exchange Street.

No. 4

HANGINGS, Interior Decora*
PAPER
tions, Drapery Work, Upholstery Goods, Ac.
M.
G.

BOSWORTH 591 Congress St

Chickering A Sons,

Lindernann
A Son. Ed McCameron A Maine Piano Co.'s
Pianos.
BAILEY & NOYES, 72 Exchange St.

PIANOS;

and Orgnas of best makes.
Five makes of Pianos and four of Organs.
SAMUEL THURSTON. No.3 Free St Block

PIANOS

A Organs. Weber, Kranich
PIANOS
Bach Pianos, and Smith Am. Organs.
W. M.
A
435

FURBUSH

SON,

Frame

A

m.

Ear

Clinton.

Ayer

June.,

Fitchburg,

Nashua, l.owell, Windham, and Eppinic at 7.40 a. m. and 1.45 p. m.
Ear Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.45 p. m.
For Rochester, Npringvale, Alfred, Wat.
erboro and Saco River.7.40 a. tu.. 1.45
p. m., and (mixed) at 0.45 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. u, 11.00
a. m., and 3.55 p. m.:
arriving at Portland
(mixed) 0.35 a. ra., 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p. in.
For Gorham, Naccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook
and
Mills,
Woodford’*,
at 7.40 a. m., 1.45, 6.40 and (mixed) 0.43
m.

p.

The 1.45 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer June, with Hooaac Tunnel Route for

the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich l.ine, and all rail,
via Springfield, also with N. V. & N. E. R.
R, (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhiladelHallimore, Washington, and the
Nonth and with Ho*Con & Albany R. R. fot
the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandlTmik
Transfer, Portland, with trains
of Grand Trunk R. It.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at i:,.ilins A Adams’, No. 22 Ex-

phia,

change Street.

J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
P. WE,
f, Supt.
ocltidt

GEO.

DUOlVil

«

JIAlilli

liAlLHUAII.

FALL ARRANGEMENT*
Ou and after Monday, Oct*
18, 1880, Pas«enger Train*

will

1.00, 3.30
8.00 p.

LEAVE

PORTLAND
FOR BOSTON at 8.45 a. m.,
arriving at Boston at 1.15, 5.30,

p. m.,

m.

12.30,

Returning,

leave Boston at 7.30

a.

m.,

3.30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.05,
5.00, 8.00. p. in. Portland for Mcarborou|gh
Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach,
8aco, Bid do ford and Kennebuuk, at 8.4o
a, m., 1.00, 3.30, 5.30 p. m. For Well*, North
Berwick, Salmon Fall*, Great Falls. DoNew

Market,

Exeter, Haverhill,
and Lowell, at 8.45 a.

Lawrence, Andover
1.00, 3.30 p. m. For Rochester and Farmington. N. H., at 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.30 p. m.
For Alton Bay at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m. For
Manche*ter and Concord ^via Lawrence,) at
8.45 a. m.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p.m.
Morning Train leaves Kennebnnk for Portland at 7.25.
B3F~The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects
id.,

with Mound Line Mteamers.
The 3.30 p. id,
train connects with All Rail Lines for New
York and Mouth and West.
MENDAY TRAINS/ Leave Portland for
Boston at 1.00 p. in. Boston for Portland at
6.00 p. m.
Parlor Car Ticket* Mold at Depot Ticket
Office.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers ruuing between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Kastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect witn Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdenaburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minntes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at
Portland,
Transfer Station. Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. L.
William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Cnion
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T.
Gen. Sunt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen- Agent, Portland.
0*16
dtf

FURBER,

Congress St

All kinds Frames

Mf’y.
Fine Gold Frames
to order.
PICTURE
R. H.
37

a Specialty.
KNIGHT,
Temple Street.
MADE TO ORDER, Fine

SHIRTS
Furnishings, Underwear and Neckwear.
MERRILL A
Under Preble House.

FALL & WINTER ARK ANISE.71 ENT.
Commencing December ttih, IKMO.

CO.,

Hardware, Harness Leather
and Horse Goods. Wholesale and Retail.
SADDLERY
GEORGE M. NELSON A CO. 119
Exchange St.

IJTOYEN. Bangew. Furnace* & Kitchen
1^ Supplies. Agents for the “Crawfonl Range.”
KNIGHT A HOWARD. 233 & 235 Federal St.
and Furnaces.

Ranges
STOVES,
Agent for Wood, Bishop A Co.s’ Goods.
W. D.
29 Market

AMES,

Square.

Furnaces.
Ranges,
Sole Agents for Magee Furnace Co.’s Goods.
STOVES,
N. NOYES A
and

A,

SON, 12 Exchange St
Furnaces, nud Ranged.
for
Sole Agents
the “Falmouth Range.”

STOVES, F. A C. B.

NASH, 172 A 174 Fore St
Always on hand the be»t
German, French and English Goods.
w: H. KOHL1NQ, 89 Exchange St
and Draper. Fine Goods and
First-class Work a Specialty.
D. E. CORNISH, 249 Middle St.
Caskets. Coffins,
Robes, and every requisite for funerals.

TAILOR.
TAILOR

UNDERTAKERS,
MoKENNA * noemKEK
WATCH

ARRANGEMENT,
Monday, Ocl, IN.
! NNO, Passenger Trains will leave

MUSIC

BOOKS, Pianos,
MUSIC
Organs, Musical Instruments, Ac.
C. K.
0.11. FARLEY,

and ('lock

viAt*

JOHN HOPKi SL
WM. LAWRENCE,

___

Maker,

Wood and

Dealers in Sawed
WOOD.
Kindling*. MORwE A F1CKETT, 19 Plum.

Until further notice passeuglr trains
will run as folio we:

W-

LEAVING PORTLAND
m.—For all stations running through to
Mwanton, Vt., connecting with B. C. &
M. R. li. points, and ut St. Johnsbury with Day
Express oh Passumpsic R. R. for Newport
and Montreal.
2.45 p. m.— For Fnbyan’* and intermediate
stations.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.10 a.m.—From Fabyau’s and intermediate
stations.
0..'IO p. m.—From Swanton, Vt., and all stations
7.45

a.

on

through line.

J.

Portland. Dec. 4, 188

HAMILTON. Sup*t.
dec4dtf

HleuruMhipH.

X,
^

agents.

PaMwge

to Norfolk and Baltimore including
Berth and Meals, 1st Class,
2d Class, 97.
9!>.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington. or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent, Central ^b.*r*. WtOB.

no2dtf

The xftvonte Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN’ WHARF
and INDIA WHARF, Boetou, at 7
o’clock p. m. ddily, (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the
expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at
night
KF* Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail ana Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
JK B. COITE.E, Jr,, C*. * * I Agejsl.
aprb
dtf

Portland,

Portland, Bangor & Machias
STEAMBOAT CO.
—FOB

ROCKLAND,

—

JUT.

BRIDGE

DENERT,

MIL*

MACHIAN.

autl

Spring Arrangement
TWO TRIPS PER WEEK
The Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Wm. E. Dennison. Master. will leave Railroad Wharf,
Portland, every Tuesday and
Friday evening*, at 11.15 o’clock, or on arrival of Pullman express train from Boston, fer
Kockland, C’awtine, Deer l*le, Medgwick,
Went Harbor, Bar Harbor, (Mt. Desert,)

.Tlillbridge, Joueaport,

and

Machia*port.

Returning, will leave Machias port, every Monday and Thumduy Morning, at 4.30 o’clock,

touching as above, arriving in Portland about
midnight, connecting with the Pullman night train
for Boston and the West. Passengers will u ot be
disturbed unless wishing to take the Pullman.
Steamer City of Richmond connects at Rockland
with Sanford S. S. Co., for Belfast, Bangor and
River Landings every Saturday morning.
Coming West Monday, receives passengers and
freight from River Landiugs for Portland.
Through tickets and Baggage checked to all

points.

E. CUSUING, General Manager.
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent, Portland.
April 1.1881.
apr2 dtf

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO
FOR

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,
Mamdwich

Island., New Zealand and
Australia.
The new an
splendid steamers sail from New
York on the ICth, 20th and 30tli ol eaeh month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
as below.
S. S. Crescent City for Isthmus ol Panama only,
Apr. 11.
S. 8.Colon....Apr. 20 | S. S.
Acapulco....Apr. 30
For

freight

or

passage rates and the fullest infor

mation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C. L. BARTLETT A «'«>.,
■ 14 Miale Mlreet, car. Broad Ml., Ham,
or to W. D. LITTLE A CO.,
31 Exchange St.. Portland.
je38dtf

Maine

Steamship Company.

UAml.Wnalrlv

I

t/v

Vnx.

Va.I.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

WiU until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
i-tland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at tt
jl., and leave Pier 38, Eaut River, New York,
erery MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with tine accomiuodai ions for passengers, making this a
very convenient
id comfortable route for travelers between New
irk and Maine. During the summer mouths these
earners will touch at Vineyard Haven on their
pas
ige to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, S3; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portlander New York forwarded to destination at
once.
For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag't, Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 23
Excuange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pasdecSdtf
sengers will be taken by this line.
P
i

CLYDE’S
Philadelphia & lew

England
STEAMSHIP LINES

FROM

BOSTON

in connection with

OLD COLONY
ROAD.

KAIL.

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH.
l.ine, tfuick
Time. Lew
Semi-Weekly
Rules, Frequent Departure*.
Freight received and forwarded rinily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting w ith the Clyde summer*, *ailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Hhiludvlphin direct, connecting at
Philadelphia w ith Ulvde Steam Lines to CharlesD. C., (ieorreton, N, C., Washington,

tovru, D.

Alexandria, Ya.,

and all Rai

ami Water Lines.
{-Through Rates named and Ellis of Lading lven
from any point iu New England to
Philadelphi
ror rates of Freight, and other
information, apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
s..1.96 Washington Street, Boston, Mua.
Wni*
f Hyde A' To., General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia
feh«

—AND—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday.

Rumford Falls & Buck field

WharfsBgc.
Long Wharf,
From
From

Boston. 3 p.
Pine Street Wharf.
at
10
a.
m.
Philadelphia,
Insurance one-half the rate of
’sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
bv oonzecting lineSjforwarded free of commission.
Paniiagf Kishi Dollarx. Kouu«l Trip 915.
> foals and Room included*
For Freight or Passage apply to
K. B. «*A T1FMON, Aon,
lO l ong Wharf, Bo.t.u
deSltf
in.

424 Congress St

Oliver Gerrisb, at
WM. SENTER A CO.’S, 54 Exchange StrCet*

Clans

WM. CRANE.
1>. H. MILLER.

From Ronton direct every WEDNEMDA V
and NATIRDAY at 3 P. ITI.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington ax d
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake ar d
through rates given. Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all Points South aud South
west via Va. and Tenn. Air Line.
C. P Gaither.
Agent,249 Washington street, Boston Mass. To all
of
North
and
South
Carolina
and
points
beyond via
Atlantic Coast Line, and via Seaboard Air Line to
Greenville.
AtRaleigh, Charlotte, Spartansburg,
lanta, the Carolina* and Georgia Points. Waldo A.
No.
229
Pearce, Agent,
Washington Street, Boston,
Mass. And to all points in the West by Baltimore &
Ohio R. R., M. W. Da visor., Agent, 219 Washington
street, Boston. Mass.
Through bills of lading given by the aDove named

On and after

Portland at 7.40 a. at.,
and
l-“n"
“
1.43 p. in , arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p, in. and 7.30 p, m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p.

ver,
No. 4

STBAHRHIP LINK,

rj "fills

WINTER
_

KID

At

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

PASSENGER OFFICES

CO., 239 Middle St

Millinery

llarpawelf,

From Gorham, So. Paris, & Norway, £.30 a. m.
and 12.30 p. in.
From
Lewiston and Auburn, £.30 a. m.,
3.15 p. m., 0.00 p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal & Quebec, 12.30 p. m.
From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 0.30 a. m.

docks and Silre.
JEWELRY,
Ware, Manufacturers of Masonic Goods, Ac.
J. A. MERRILL &

GLOVES, Laces, SmaHwares and
Ladies’ Furnishing Goods, wholesale and retail.
OWEN, MOORE A CO., 607 & 609 Congress

-fDAV, MARCH JMb,

fVJiiW

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

Fine goods and low prices.
GROCERM.
W. L.

Mtore.

AND AFTER MONStr.
Minnehaha
will
leave
■ iVH ■ tPYkn Portland for Prakn,
Long
and Chebeague IdandN, and
al VS..1Q P. 11.mar28dtf
ON

ing Car will be ready for occupancy in Portland
9
m.
and
at
at
(Week
p.
days),
and will be
11
attached
p. m.
Sundays,
have
a
to this train. Passengers
night’s rest
and arrive in Boston at 6.30 a.m. in season for
all morning trains South and West.
£.45 a. m. Daily except Sundays. For Boston and
way stations, with parlor car arriving at 1.16 p.m.
I .OO p. in. Daily except Sundays, for Boston and
way stations, with parlor car, arriving at 6.30
p.m. in season for Sound and Kail connections
South and West.
Fur Portland, leave Bon ton.

riENTS’ Furnishing Goods. Neckwear,
Underwear &c. Fine Shirts to order.
VJ
CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.. 493 Congress St
and

Steamer MINNEHAHA.

Daily (Night Exproef from Bangor) for
Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport. Salem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman Sleep-

2

DRY

MUSIC,
every man or woman in every walk
nishes an exercise which may, and

or

name
GEO. A. WEST & CO., is this day
mutm 1 consent.
W. C. Barrows will
continue the business at the old stand, and is alone
authorized to settle the affairs of the late firm.
GEO. A. WEST'
W. C BARROWS.

Chil-

Music Rooks, Strings, Musical
Instruments and Merchandise.
IRA C. STOCKBRLDGE, 166 Exchange St

Complaints,

_

I>R

and

PORTLAND Clothing Co., 255 Middle.
Men’s, Youth’s & Roys’
Fine Goods & Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
C. J. & F. R. FARRINGTON, 182 Middle St

BARNES,

most effectual
Remedy for all Diseases
of the Kidneys, Bladder
and Unrinary Organs,
Female
and General Debility,
such as painful, dragging senshtion in the
Bach and Loins, Suppressed or Incontinent
Urination, with whitish

dtf

Plummer will settle the business of the late firm
and continue a Cash Grain, Produce and Grocery
business at the old stand comer of Portland and
Green Streets.
April 14, 1881.
apl6dlw«

Men’s Hoys’
CLOTHING,
dren's, Wholesale and Retail.
BOSTON &

EASTMAN & CUTTS,
1 & 2 United States Hotel

PAINTERS,

Vs

Sired Block, Portland, Maine.

of PLUMMER & McINTIRE
THEis co-partnership
this day dissolved by mutual consent, J. M

184 Middle Street.

Milliner~y^
Nos.

NEPHRETICUM.

dissolvedlby

dtf

tne

No. 37 Plum Street.

England Organ Co.,

Portland, April 2, 1881.

use

why

STEPHEN BERRY,
(ffioo/ct ^ok wuL (ga/ul ffiiinicij

co-partner8lii]ftieretofore existing between
THE
Geo. A. West and \V. C. Barrows, under the
firm
of

N. Y.

BURLEIGH & Co.

J.

_

FRESCO

steam-

PAYSON TUCKER. Sup't
Portland. Dec 13, 1880.
decl3
dtf

Watches,

dt

KCO. C. UODJHAN, Office No. 184 Middle
Street. Portland.

^PORTLAND, ME;is_.

DISSOLUTION OP CO-PARTNERSHIP.

Spruce

^ibqrbhh STREET.

Accountant and Notary Public.

will

New

For

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

J«2dly

receive a limited number of advanced piano
pupils. Call or address, The

J
(1LOTHING

JEWEL

the

T. P. McGOWAN, Bookseller,
B.

Nos. 29, 31 and 33 Union Street,

COPARTNERSHIP.

10

*P4

Mr. Otto Pfefferkorn

Ticket Office.

Auchor Line* of European
sailing weekly from Boston and New York.
further particulars call on or address

W Maiket Square, Portland.
Price* reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.

Newspaper Advertising Bureau.

WEEK.

Ntar and
Steamer*

JOST & MORTON,
dtf

or

a. m.

<

PONCE, cor. Exchange and Middle St.
and Furnishing Good*,

Fancy Groceries.
GEO. C. SHAW & CO., 685&587Cong. & 236 Middle

'Cabin and Steerage Tickets by
Canard, Allan, Inman, White

All kinds of sheet iron and tin work made to

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.

TKIPS~PEB

European

eod2m

Instruction in English and Classical Stndies.

Manufacturer and Importer
of Havana :igars, Wholesale and Retail.
CIGARS.
ERNESTO

Teas,

formation regarding the same may be bad at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulais, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and farther information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St., T. C. HERfeb28dtf
SEY, President, and Manager.

w. h. scon,

Soloist,

BHOOU

New York ami PhitadelpW.

CARINET

ROCERIEM, Wholesale
fl
VJT Fine
coffees and

Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Picton, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
: stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Inter
colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Couni ties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any inUSS^Freiglit

BUSINESS CARDS.

Harvard University

begin

L. M. WEBB,
Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Grand

JOHN C. COBB,
31 ya Exchange St.

aprddtf

HARMONY,

Cambridge,

88

St.

Galvanized Iron Gutter & Cornice Manuf’r.

following the
Saturday
will
this

Apply to

On and after Tuesday, Mar. 1st
the steamers Falmouth, Capt. D
S. Hall, and City of Port land
Capt. S. H. Pike, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street .every Monday
and Thursday, at 6 p. m., for Eastport and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Kobbinston,

Stockbridge’8 Music Store.
E. PENNELL,
VOICE, SINGING

applied

city;

part

soon.

27dtf

rent at

buy ticket* iat any railroad
boat office in New England) via

nure to

BOI.M)

Congress Street

GAM

SPRING- ARRANGEMENT

Store To Eet.
/CORNER Franklin and Congress Sts. The best loV/ cation in the city for Grocery and Provision
business. Apply at GEO. C. FRYE’S. mar30dtf

TEACHERS.

KH. KOTZSCHMAR,
PIANO, ORGAN

172 Middle Street.

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
Jolin, M. B., Halifax, NT. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

1, 1880, the
occupied by F. O.

Three First-class Houses to

He

Makers
and Upholsterers,
Dealers in Fine and Medium Furniture.
DEANE BROS. & SANBORN, 183 & 185 Middle St

Co., 40 Exchange St.

STEAMERS.

Plains, Deering.

BYRON D. VERRfLL,

MUSIC

for

To be Let.

One

COUNSELLOR

Ex-

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Corner, Deering.

222 Middle St.

a

SIX

now

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Ballast

BOOKS.

Kerosene Lamps A goods
2 story and half house, with ell and stable,
Fixtures Rebronzed and Gilded.
GAM Fixtures,
all in good repair, situated in
A
good location,
LEVI S. BROWN, 28 Market Square
in west
of the
will be sold low if

FOR RENT.

LAW,
38

on

A BAKE BARGAIN.

and ya Octave.
This Piano is not new, but
has been carefully kept, and is suitable for a
Terms
low.
beginner.
Apply at 96 Park Street,
between 2 and 4 P. M.
aprl4dtf

THOMAS & BIRD,

W

LET.

On and after Oct.

LAW,

chambers

Piano To Rent.
St.

EMERY S. RIDLON,

V

To Let.
Exchange St.,

apl3dlw

COUNSELLOR

offered.

now

nov29 d6m

To Let.
BRICK HOUSE containing 13 rooms.
Arfor
two
ranged
families, with gas. Sebago
and water closets, and furnace in cellar in prime
order. Apply to W. W. CARR,-197 Newbury St.
dtf
aprl5

THOMAS B. REED,

T
I

opportunity is

Store No. 61

A

COUNSELLORS

a rare

change St. and on Middle St.
J. D. & F. FESSENDEN,

AT

dyek,

CYRUS F. DAVIS, No. 593 Congress St
Stationery Sk Rlank Rook*.
Clark’s Circulating Library.
FRANK B. CLARK, 515 Congress St.

ENGRAVING.

WE

Ad-

119% Exchange St
COUNSELLOR

Property in

offer for sale in large or small lots, all our
property in Deering, the same being a part
of the farm of the late James Deering.
This is the most valuable suburban property in the
vicinity of Portland, and will be sola very low.
Plans and description of the premises can be seen
at our office.
Also, building lots on Munioy Hill, Congress,

Wanted at the College of Tele-

HENRY C. PEABODY,

Farm

REAL ESTATE MICE.

Wanted.
by a man well acquainted with the
Chapel

vicinity,

N. 8. GARDINER,
Real Eatate Agent, Ceulenuial Block, 93
mar 11 dGw*
Exchange Street.

dlw

TRIPP,

the City, Houses

Lots in

the vicinity of Portland, in Deering, Westbrook.
Gorham, Falmouth, Yarmouth, Cape Elizabeth and
Scarboro. For particulars call on

BENNETT,
Bridgton, Me.

Retail.

ELIJAH ROSS.

FOR SALE-REAL ESTATE,
in hand good, desirable properties—New

at once to

or

eod2m

Farm For Sale.

Wanted.
Apply to FRANK CDRT1S,
Theatre.
aprlOdtf

SITUATION,
Grocery business—Wholesale
dress F. E.
5
St.

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

now

ARTISTS’
Engineers’ Supplies, Picture Frames, Art Goods

CLOTHING.

JORDAN,

febl7

GOOD Copyist.
New Portland

apl5

n-

in Philadelphia
Philadelphia & Keadinjj it. K.
NINTH AND (iKEEN NTUEETN,

The Provincial & New England All Rail Line
the
of
re-establishment

specialty.
MATERIALS,Architect*’ A

No. 139 Commercial 81., Portland, Me.

AT

J. A

WILLIAM H. LOONEY,

A

Gow,

For further information address

a

COUNSELLOR

Philadelphia.

Jlost Central Station

successor

ton, 1S%
Portland, SV2 miles from depot at South Windham, consisting of a good 2%
story house, ell and woodshed, carriage house, stable 38x45, clapboarded and painted—all in good repair. Also about 15 acres of excellent tillage land.
! Good orchard; excellent neighborhood, church,
i schoolhouse and grocery store near by. A
very

Wanted.

In

k

STATION IN NEW YORK

Fine Confections,
J
I. F. LORD,
C'lANDIES
to
Allen
566

at

Mt. Cutler House.
A middle aged American
woman, who understands cooking ana general
housework. No one need apply without the above
qualifies:ions. HIRAM BASTON.
Hiram, April 15, 1881.
aprl6d2w

A

York, Trenton

New

APOTHECARY;

Boots

P..O i a 1

on

LAW,

100

A

and Shoes: Fine and Medium Goods at
low prices.
J. H. WETHERELL & CO.,
Successors to CYRUS LOWELL, 225 Middle St.

WINDHAM HILL, ME.,
the old stage road from Portland to BridgSITUATED
miles from

W. J. HOLLAND,
Springfield, mass.

PARTNER

mart

For Ten Dollars: Five lines inserted one week in Three Hundred

m

The Residence of the late
Jason Webb.

formation address the Registrar, Harvard College, Cambridge, Mass.

For Ten Cents: One hundred page
pamphlet with Lists of Newspapers and Advertising Bates

....

-BETWEEN-

For Auburn nml Lcwi*tou, at 12.30 and
5.05 p. m. and for LcwimIou via Brunswick,
at 7.00 a. in. and 11.15 p. in.
For Bangor, Dexter, Waterville, Belfast
A Mkowhcgnnat 12.30,12.40, and 11.15p.m.
For AugiiNta, Hnllowell, t-ardiner, and
Brunnwick at 7.00 a. m.
12.40, 5.1o. and
11.15 p. m.
For Koekland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln K. R., and for Farmington, via Brunswick
at 7.00 a. m. and 12.40 p. in.
For Bath at 7.00 a. m.. and 12.40 and 5.15 p. m.
For Fnruiiugton,
Phillip*, Monmouth,
Wiulhrop, Readlield, Wc*t Waterville,
North Aumou and Waterville via Lewiston
at 12.30 p. m.
For Waterville via Augusta, 7.00 a. iu.
The 11.15 p. in. train is *.he Night Express, with
Pulliuan sleeping car attached and runs every
night, Sundays included.
Close connections are made at Bangor, for all
stations on the Bucksport & Bangor, Bangor & Piscataquis and E. & N. A. Railways: the Maine Central R. R. forming with the E. & N. A. & St. John,
nd Maine Railways,

and

charge

apl4

at 8 A. M.
Candidates may present themselves upon a part
of the examinations.
For recent examination papers and farther in-

& CO.

L

Bound Brook Route.

Portland

APOTHECARIES;

and

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.

who understands the assistant plan of canor is willing to learn it, to take
of Maine and manage the sale of my medical book,
will pay from $1,000 to $2,000 a year to a man
who can suit me after a short trial.
Give age,
experience in business and send this.

Street.

CLARENCE HALE,

They
30th,

CEO P.

X

riCiivi.

MAN of ability from 25 to 40 years of age

M. P. FRANK,

fI

Remember

Respectfully,

X

leave

Trains

Passenger

I9lh, lf»SO,

Dee.

after

American

Shoe*, Fine Custom Work,
for Ladies and Gents, to Measure.
BOOTS
B. F. WHITNEY &

\ pleasant home for a small amount of money.

34 Exchange

trom Life, for the small sum of
$10.00;eaeh. Unlike the Putty effects above; referred
to, these Photos are perfect likenesses, rich in
detail, and are
fine illustration!- of Art as found in
Photography
and in their production I challenge any attempt at

rx

vassing,

*

*

r
I

R
Special Notice:—For a short time only, I have
decided to offer an entire new Code of Prices for all
sizes of Photographic work. Cards, per doz. $3.00
Regular Cabinets per doz., $6.00. Larger Sizes
correspondingly low. 10x12 Ink Photos., $6.00 to
$8.00—former prices $8.00 to $10.00. This style
of work is adapted more especially to the
enlargement of old pictures, in which it Ig only
necessary
that the original be a good likeness in order to insure a first-class result, with
drapery, arrangement
of hair, Ac., modernized to suit the taste.
Crayon Portraits, % Life Size, $16.00: Life
Size. $26.00.
All enlargements made by the Platinotype pro
cess and warranted
absolutely permauent. The
finishing will be done by one of Boston’s celebrated
artists, who has devoted a lifetime to his chosen
profession and allows no work to leave his studio
which iB not perfect.
These prices are but little more than half what I
hav e been charging for the same, but I have perfected arrangements whereby I can do the work at
above rates for a few weeks, and 1 have resolved to
give my patrons the benefit, and at the same time
introduce a series of Crayons of a high order. The
tendency of many of our citizens to waste their
funds for Worthless Mechanical Productions
by
Amateurs, specimens of which may be seen on
every hand, is tho principal incentive which induces me to place Legitimate Work at so low a
figure.
I would also call special attention to
my Solar
Enlargements on Albumen Paper, which I make

-H-rmri

WANTED.

Street

Exchange Street.

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,

R

478 1-2

A

ITT

nud

WM. C. SAWYER & CO., 22 Market Square

Co.,

Street.

On

offers
by
the Night train between Bangor ami St. John,
two trains each way every week day, and one
every Sunday (night,) between BomIou, Portland
and St. John, Halifax, and all pares of the
watches, Fine
Maritime Province*; trains leaving Portland at
Jewelry Silverware, Clock*, Ac.
The latter making con12.40 and 11.15 p. m.
CHAS. II. LAMSON, 201 Middle street
nections with trains for Houlton, Woodwtoek,
Drug*, Paint*, Oil*, St* Andrew*. St. Mtephen, Fredeiietou,
Agts. Pratt’s Astral Oil.
Fort Fairfield and Caribou.
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., 21 Market Square
Limited Ticket* for Nt. John and Halifax
ou Male at reduced rate*.
POTHECARIES; Chemical*,
Pn*MCuger Train* arrive in Portland a*
Imported Perfumes, Soaps, Toilet Articles &c.
follows:—'The morning trains from Augusta,Bath,
FRED T. MEAHER & CO.. 473 Congress St
The day
and Lewiston at 8.35 and 8.40 a. m.
The Careful Preparatrains from Bangor, and all intermediate and
tion of Prescriptions a Specialty.
branch stations and connecting roads at 12.45
E. DANA JR., 589 Congress St.
and 12.60 p. m. The afternoon trains from Au;
RT PHOTOGRAPHY
gust a, Bath; and Lewiston at 5.45 p. in. The
Night Pullman Express train at 1.50 a. m. From
by LAMSON, opposite Falmouth Hotel.
J
St. John and Halifax at 12.50 p. m. and 1.50
Absolutely permanent Photographs a

TOOI.S.GARDEH
Field and Flower Seeds, Fertilizers, &c.
AURICVI/TUKAL.

tax as liquor dealers.

GREEN R. RAUM, Commissioner.
BE DECEIVED bv unprincipled dealers who try to palm off upon
U J. IV/il
you common Rock and Rye in place of our TOLl "ROCK anil RYE
as
ours is the only MEDICATEL 'reparation, the GENUINE has the name of LAWRENCE & MAR IN on
the Government Revenue Stam. on each bottle. Put up in Quart size Bottles for General and Familv use.
Sold by Druggists, Grocers and moral Dealers everywhere. If not found at your Druggist’s or Grocer’s
we will send a bottls prepaid to toe nearest express office to you.
Price 31.00 or six bottles for S5.00.

61% Exchange St

Congress Street

special

to pay

money refunded.

(Signed)

COBB,

C.

93

R

478 1-2

liable

respectfully,
A TIT'IYlXr —DON’T
Touts

_

DRUMMOND & DRUMMOND,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

fI

Internal Revenue, 1
C., January 2G. 1880.1

ok

D.

Messrs. LAWRENCE & MARTIN, 111 Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen: This compound, in the opinion of this office, would have a sufficient quantity of the
BALSAM of TOLU to give it all the advantages ascribed to this article in pectoral complaints, w bile the
whisky and the syrup constitute an emulsion rendering it an agreeable remedy to the patient. Compounded according to the formula, it may properly be classed as a medicinal preparation under the
provisions of U. S. Revised Statutes, and when so stamped, may be sold by Druggists, Apothecaries and other

▼▼ 2XA* X o.

CJOHN

CURE

s»».or«j»(ff.'KxaweaBnnn
and all Dis

eases nf the THROAT AND LDNOS.
In this new combination we have blended together bv distillation (which cannot be effectually done
in any other way,) the Balsam Tolu, Rock Sandy, pure Old Rye Whiskey, and a valuable
tonic, which
preserves all the virtues of the ingredients, yielding valuable expectorant qualities ami giving the article
a tine flavor and an agreeable taste.
Balsam Tolu lias long been used by the medica. profession for its
Boothing healing and nourishing properties, in allaying any irritation of the throat, chest and lungs. Tolu
Rock and Rye is a diffusive stimulant,creating a healthy appetite and toning up the
The
system
eminent chemist Prof. G. A. Muriner of Chicago lias analyzed and
cheerfully recommends its use. The purity of the ingredients used makes it a pleasint. healthful tonic and appetizing beverage for all.
Extract from Report of the Commissioner of Internal Reveaue:

persons

BRADBURY,

BBION

I8S0 fl.tIVE STATE FAIR 1880 Bray
ALL PREMIUMS AWARDED TD

Exchange St.

SURE
■

Street.

188 Middle

P

less fatal, but no good culttvator need be advised to keep a perfectly
clean surface.

PORTLAND PACKING CO.

The following are members of the Cumberland
Bar Association:

dly

^————■—

course more or

apr6

STREET,

less injured

DIES Ac. FOR SALE.
Presses, dies and can makers’
tools for sale by

LAWYERS.

APPETIZER and

Great

GOIKiHN, COLDS, BRONCHITIS, A«TH.1H, CONSDiOPTlON,

K.I

MC.

lolpho Woles Son & Co.,

The

CIVIL ENGINEER AND LAND SURVEYOR,
184 Middle Street.

L

Newspapers.

onion crop, for instance. which will bear very early sowing.
Nothing hurts it more than'a drouth when
the plants are the size of goosequills. Hence
the most certain and heavy crops come frpin
early planting and rich soils. Weeds are’ of

J

SCHNAPPS.

It is well known to gardeners that a serious check is often given to vegetables which
require water in their first stages of growth,
by severe drouths early in the season. Irrigation at such times is rarely practicable.
The best remedy, therefore, is to plant early
and give a well enriched soil. Early planting will often push the plants so far in
growth that their roots will sustain them in
dry times. But still more helpful is a rich
soil—in two ways—one, by pushing the
young plants on, and the other by holdins:
more moisture than a thin soil can do.
Very
early planting can be practiced only on

O.JORDAN,

E.

L

custom

Drouth.

I

H

Schiedam Aromatic

LIlc

uf washing abolished. Their sentiments upon this point were very distinctly
brought out at the famous Syracuse convention, the largest and most important assembly of growers and manufacturers ever
brought together in this country. The uncontradicted testimony offered
by the
growers there was to the following effect:
The brook washing is almost impracticable
in certain districts from want of streams.
In the more northerly States and in high
latitudes the coldness of the water makes it
impossible to. wash until early summer,
which is too late for the best season for
shearing. Even in States as far south as
Ohio the water is too cold to wash early,
while it is very desirable to shear early.lt is
cruel to the hired help to compel them to go
into the cold water; It is cruel to the sheep,
who often dies from the rough handling received in being caught and held for washing.
And the universal testimony is that the
Sheep do not gain but loose al the time from
the day that they are washed until they are
shorn.
The cost of getting the washing
done is more than the increased cost of getting the wool to market with the dirt still in
the fleeces. The wool growers agree that
the custom of washing required by the
arbitrary distinction in prices of washed and
unwashed wool made by the manufacturer
on wool, is a loss on them and
injury to
their flocks.

is

i3f“Parties not prepared to visit Port
land, may order gotods from the following classifications with perfect reliance
that their orders will be promptly attended to.
Satisfaction guaranteed or

CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Meyer’s

WOLFE’S

S

are

ARCHITECT,
ISOVa Middle Street.

of Maine.

0

j

*

KCHAS.

KIMBALL,

31 Ms

octl2

sion )in their favor. I never saw the like
lcefore. The trees were alive with aphis
The only scarce things on the trees were
the leaves, there being hardly enough to af
ford standing room for all the dusky guests
However not being a convert to the doctrim 1
of squatter sovereignty, I declared war, am
failing tu decrease the number by ordinal ;
means I compounded Soft soap and carbolic
acid, and with a single application exterminated the enemy.—T. T. S. , in Gardener1!

has more time in the fall than in the spring:
but it is not best to more the trees till abou;
the first of November, and they should he
denuded of leaves before moving. The nexl
important operation is digging the holes
Too many dig them a good deal like posi
holes, removing the smallest amount of din
possible and then crowding in the roots,
Should the trees die under such treatment
as they may be expected to do, the blame is
laced anywhere but where it belongs. The
oies should be made so as to receive the
roots in the same form and order as |they
grew before
being transplanted, and i:
anything a little deeper. The center of the
pit where the tree rests should be highei
than the sides—a little soil thrown anc
made into the form of a mound: then raise
the roots, and grasping the stem of the tree
and the roots gathered around it in one
hand, have your attendant throw in the
earth while you let the roots down into the
soil in the position in which they originally
grew. Continue this till the roots are al
disposed of, then press the soil down firmly
round them, iearing the earth around the
roots a little higher than you intend to have
it remain. This will settle so that in the
spring you may have little to remove. 1
you have loam from the bottom of an old
stone fence, it is best to use it in immediate
contact with the roots. We have always
found that a little extra labor expeneled in
planling'meets with its reward in the thrifty
manner in which the trees grow and the
greater certainty of their living. The same
rules of setting out will apply, whether the
work is performed in the fall or spring,
There is no place on the farm where extra
work pays better than in setting out trees.
The above directions are applicable in setting out currant bushes, and particularly in
handling the roots, and always avoid setting
them too near a wall. Have them in open
ground where you can work around them.
Currants do best in rather moist ground;
apples and pears on a clay subsoil. There
are a few kinds which succeed well on light,
sandy lands, bnt these as a general thing,

evening, going

A hatchet-faced woman, of about fifty-one
summers, with a wealth of freckles in her face
aud a snuff-stick in her mouth, got into a
crowded car on Galveston avenne.
There
were half a dozen gentlemen on the car, but
none of them offered to give her a seat.
“Ef

real

voiou V/UOVI

Monthly.

one

about as usual, when she observed to him
rather petulantly, “Charley, you don't understand anything about hugging; you haven’t
got the knack of it.” “Indeed,” he replied in
a disheartened tone; “that’s
very strange, for I
have been practicing on two or three other
for
several
girls
months.”—Brooklyn Eagle.
on

VI

judicial turn of mind, judging from tin
general appearance of things and the very
••at home” air assumed by the bugs, woulc
have said they had the best case. He
would, at least, have been compelled to ad
mit they had nine points of the law (posses

H.

The following Trade Circular is respectfully presented by the undersigned Retail Houses of Portland, with a view to
show the extent and variety of articles
handled, and the names of those large
dealers who make this City the best
market and trade centre for the people

Exchange Street.

a

Catarrh

of

F. H. FAS SETT,
ARCHITECT,
Centennial Block, 93

6

A sad

the soap will perfect!;
A very little practice will enable an;

one

not

r

plighted

as

PORTLAND, ME.,

ARC HITECTS.

all, it’s

glass)—“After

OF

trustee?”—

Masculine Inconsistency:
Lovelace de la
Poer Spinks (his usual soliloquy before his

From wintry days blue violets shrink;
From wintry lives blub eyes will turn;
And yet if she, 1 sometimes think,
Could smile on me with sweet concern,
One life so like this wintry day,
Would spring-time be for aye aud aye.

cut.

the

Premature Loss of the Hair
May be entirely prevented by the use of Burnett’s Cocoaink.
The superiority of BURNETT’S FLAVOR
ING EXTRACTS consists in their perfect
purity and strength.

There was some subtile bond between;
And 1 bail walked, that very hour,
The flelds, and had no violet seen:
For me the winter landscape lay
All blossomless and black aud gray.

strong with acid

me

RAILROADS.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

RETAIL TRADE

EDUCATIONAL.

offer?”

to

|_RAILROADS.

GUIDE.

-AND-

Sou—“Well, I don’t know
that
I have,
sir, unless- hr.m—(poners)—
question is, as things go nowadays, wouldn't
it be better to leave the property to the other

gestion

the fields, ice-botmd,
Like some sby, sunny hint of spring,
And stooping suddenly, sbe found
A violet —a dainty thing,
Which shunned the chilly light of day
Until sweet "Aprille” came that way.

She walked

THE BUYERS-

TRADE CIRCULAR.

A Testamentary Disposition.—Pater—“Now
my boy, I’ve been making my will, and I’ve
left a very large property in trust for you. I
merely wish to ask you if you have any sug-

•

MISCELLANEOUS

PROFESSIONAL

*0.08a.

m.

BudSeldf&lS m!

For Canton and
Bucktield, leare
Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston, 1.57
p. m.
Stage connections for West Sumner, Disfleld,

„7,-rTTT

Byron, Itangley Lakes, Ac.

1. WASHBURN, Jb„ President.
Portland Oct. 18.1880.
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